
On the trail... don't forget
to take “Chief' Comcnip

,
and Tortilla snacks in a

varietyofshapes and delicious

saltand taco flavours.

On the trail,alone orwith
agroupoffriends,to thewild

. ^ west ordie cavesof
Beit Govrin,take“Chief
with you, forthefun ofit

It’s good it’s
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You’ll just love what’s under our covers!

With
Prejudice

WITH PREJUDICE
hy Alex ttcrlyne
,%
AIex Bcrlync's mind is

either u fount of erudition or
a rubbish dump,” and WITH
PREJUDICE is, by
extension, the author’s mind.
A fascinating, endless
potpourri derived from the
Jerusalem Post column of the
same nume.
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STREET PEOPLE
hy Halga Oudman
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IN AM) AROUND
JERUSALEM
tty (Jtthriella Rosenthal

The sharp wit and human

compassion ol the authors

recollections of Jerusalem in

the 1940s and ‘50s make up

this folksy, delightful book oi

drawings and articles.

Jerusalem's many ethnic

groups and types of

yesteryear are depicted in the

acclaimed cartoons that

originally appeared in The

Palestine. Post (now The

Jerusalem Post). Published

by Tcbo Press., soft cover.

IS 1595
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oo eat, my darling
A guide to the yiddish kitchen

lr.ilfr.fii I il s.ll.

SO EAT, MY DARLING

Ealing could be called the
Jewish noshinal pastime;
this hook contains over 180
traditional dishes and holiduy
menus, and includes
humorous folk tales, anec-
dotes and photographs on
Jewish folklore. Published by
Massada, softcover.

IS 1334

Archaeology of

the Bible

Book bv Book

STREET PEOPLE
By Helyti Dudmati

The. stories behind the names
Israel's main, si reels. Learn

about Di/engofl, Nordau,

'

TchfernicowsRy,
<
Ge orge

Eliot, and many more, in this
entertaining volume.
Published by Carta Vital The
Jerusalem Post; 200 pages,
hardcover, illustrated.'

A MODERN GUIDE
TO.THE
JEWISH HOLY PLACES
Ikescnts u photographic, and
textual portrayal of the an-

cient tombs, synagogues and
other import ant religious

sites. in Israel. Published by
Posner & .Sons, softcover.

is looo

INSIDE OLD JERUSALEM
By Marty and Muriel Isaacs

You are the tourist and tour
guide all at the same time
with this popular walking
guide of the Old City of
Jerusalem. After walking in.

under and atop the Old City,

its walls and archaeological

sites, yoi| walk away with a
greater knowledge of Inside

Old Jerusalem, includes

three walking lours.

Published by Domino Press,

paperback.

IS 650IS 963 IS 1000 , IS 650 is?

Need a special gift? Or .are you just feeling: a little self-indulgent? There’s nothing better than

. . :

' a book; The titles listed here art available from the offices of The Jerusalem Post •

H JLh * _ . . In Jerusalem, Tpl.Aviv and 'Haifa. Y6p can order by mail, too. Just fill out and send the coupon

IjmFI • .• below, with your cheque.-to BOOKS, THE JERUSALEM POST, P.O.B. 81, 91000 Jerusalem.IU rn Prices include VAT. Postage and handling are free. Prices arc valid until December 31, 1983.

TO: BOOKS, THE JERUSALEM POST, P.O.B. 81, 91000 Jerusalem.
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ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE
BIBLE:
BOOK BY BOOK
By Gaalyah Cornfeld
An up-to-date archaeological
commentary on the Bible
this volume offers insights’
into biblical history with the
help of over 400 illustrations,
Photographs and maps. Per-
fect for the biblical nislorjan,
amateur archaeologist or in-
terested tourist.

Published by Harper & Row
softcover,
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In this issue

On the cover. 'America' welcomes
Jewish immigrants from Eastern

}
Europe, in a sticker producedfor the

Hebrew Publishing Co. of New York

in 1909. From a newshow at the Israel

Museum 's Youth Wing. (See Page flj.

Yosef Goell makes a situation report on the ‘draft-Navon’ drive.

Serge Klaisfeld is encouraged by some changes in French history textbooks. 6

Melr Ronnen Is stuck on some stickers.

Abraham Rabinovich learns about religious kibbutzim.

David Frank Is told about a different TV system.

The Book Pages.

Marketing with Martha.

In the Poster Pullout —

Haim Shapiro’s Matters of Taste

Theatre, by Uri Rapp

Marsha Pomerantz’s Curtain Call

Philip Gillon’s Telcreview

TV-Rndlo Schedules

Dance, by Dora Sowrfcn

Chess, by EHahu Shnhnf

Bridge, by Hanun Khcr

Yohanan Boehm’s Music and Musicians

The Art Pages

Cinema, by Dan Fainani
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ROTHBERO SCHOOL FOR OVERSEAS STUDENT8

OVERSEAS STUDENTS ADMISSIONS OFFICE

Goldsmith Bldg.. Ml. Scopus

THE FOUR YEAR/MECHINA PROGRAMME
February 1984

Registration is now open for the 1984 February Suasioni of the

Programme IHumanities/Social Sciences Trend and Mathematics and Natural

Sciences Trend).

CIbmbs commence on February 13. 19B4 and continue until the and of August.

Those interested are requested to apply lo the following office.

Office for Oversees Students AdmiasicnB. Goldsmith Bldg . Hoorn

Jerusalem. Tal. 8828O7/8/9/B820 1 2. Monday — Thursday. 11 a m. i p m-

Please bring relevant scholastic documents.

THE HEBREW URIUERJITV

OR JERUSMEm

ISRAEUTISCHES W0CHENBIATT

REVUE JUIVE

CH-S034 Zurlch/SwlUerlaad, Floraatrawe 14

fh\°«eldS?f
«*ver-

No need to travel to Europe to select from the best European

furniture manufacturers.

Superior quality, designer furniture at prices you can afford.

Let our design department help you plan your living room

,

dining room, or den.

(26% deposit on order with balance to be paid when you receive the

furniture— according to the exchange rate of the country of export).

RAMATQAN, 104. Jabot!rvaKy 8lreel.

TEL AVIV Klkat Hamadlna— Cnr. WaUzman,

PETACH TIKVA 18. Efal Streel. Kiiyat Atyeh.

JERUSALEM IB, Shamal Streai. Romama 19, Yermlyahu Street

HAIFA, SteBa Mars Contra, French Carmel,

Acco Road. opp. Klryal Ata Cross Road.

KFAR SHMARYAHU, Kfar Shmaryahu Shopping Cenire.

BEERSHEVA. 4. Hebron Road.

EILAT, Mor Centra.



FORMER prime minister
Monde lie in Begin, who emerged
last weekend from over 100 days of
self-imposed seclusion in the
premier's official residence, was not

the only leading political figure in

Israel to keep himself virtually in-

communicado.
On the apposition side of the

fence, former president Yitzhak
Navon, true us his word that he
would not re-enter active party
politics for an unspecified cooling-

olT period, has also consciously hid-

den himself from the glare of the
media during the seven months
since he left Beit Hanassi. True, he
did emerge for u series of interviews

and public appearances a month
ago, but that was only Tor the iOth

anniversary commemoration of the
death of his menlor, David Ben-
Gurion. whose political secret ury he
had been. Then he retreated aguin
into his cocoon.

If Navon himselfis silent, there is

low-level hut persistent activity in

the Labour Parly behind his can-
didacy Tor the parly leadership,

although it is uhnost till being con-
ducted behind the scenes.

An interim situation report on the

stale or that candidacy would read
as follows:

There is widespread disillusion

throughout the party with the
leadership of Chairman Shimon
Peres. It is based primarily on a
palpable Tear of entering another
election campaign with Peres os the
party's standard-bearer. In the
cynical, post-ideological 1980s.
many Labour politicians have come
to perceive Peres primarily as "a
two-time loser.”

In Israel's short political history,

Begin led his Herut Party and the
Guhal and Likud coalitions to
defeat eight times before finally

making it into the prime minister's

residence on the ninth try in 1977.
The man under whose leadership

Israel was founded in 1948, Mapai’s
David Bcn-Gurion, set Ills sights on
winning an absolute majority, and
by this standard led his parly 'to

electoral failure live times. In his
single attempt to break away and
form his own smaller party, Raft,
Ben-Gurion went down to Ig-
nominious defeat in 1965.
Yet no one would have dared,

speak openly of either Begin or
Bcn-Gurion as losers.

'

Peres' followers do speak 'openly
of him in such terms. They, admit
that the Likud has’ succeeded in its

campaign- of. character assassina-
tlon.

"H isn'l fair, but they've suc-
ceeded In besmirching his name and
burning him In the eyes of a good
part of the electorate,” .one party
leader, who is considered to be in

the Peres camp, admitted- to me.
Another, who Is considered to.be

wavering between Peres and Navon,
suld: ;

''The thing that has so man? of us
so soured is the thought that we may
lose to the Likud a third time. If that
happens, the Likud may well
become entrenched In voters' minds
as the natural ruling party, much
like the position Mapal and Labour
held in the publicmind' for 29 years
prior to 1977."

Others speak of Peres' -loss of
credibility in the eyes of many

• voters. One expanded on this point:
“Yitzhak Rabin's vendetta

against Peres is public knowledge.
And still, in his last appearance on
television's .\foked, Peres tried to
create (he impression that Rabin's
hostility was of no great importance
and that, he did not reciprocate -it. .

He intimated that he could work
with Rabin in any government un-
der his own leadership. , .

“The public simply doesn't buy
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All eyes on Navon
Yitzhak Navon', seven months of self-imposed silence have not stilled the

wil
,

80me day seek Labour Party and nationalM 01 ** on behalf «» air-president is being
conducing behind the scenes. The Post's YOSEF GOELL reports.

such a message. Many are afraid
that a Peres government which In-
eluded Rabin would be the victim of
even more in-fighting and paralysis
than informed the Rabln-Peres
cabinet of '1974-77; and Would pos-
sibly be worse than the ht-fightlng
which plagued the Begin,
governments ”

NEARLY ALL the party leaders I

spoke with, admitted that Peres
would make "a very good to excel-

lent”.prime minister, Their doubts,
arc in regard' to hig electoral
chances. 1

:: . .. •

, , :
...

“The impressive ithliig about

Peres, besides his nearly unmatched
background in defence and
defence-linked foreign policy. Is

of WcM.” one self-
identified Navon supporter told me.

-
,n

.

contrast to Rabin’s skill as an
analyst of the - past and present
Peres is marked by a breadth of vi-
sion in regard to the future. Out of
every. five Ideas he has, only one

J
e Pra

.

cEfcable
- but his ability

lo_ think Wg is very refreshing. But
what is all ihat worth when he can't'
get. himself oc:the p^rty elected?”

THE SECOND aspect of the situa-

f
eP°«-w are jtfesentin^ herejs

that these comments by a cross-
section of party leaders were all

tritalon!--
.

lha CaVtal
-

"
n°l for

Baram MK, the secretary of
the Jerusalem branch oT Labour is

S^who
6

h°r

,y PBrty ,eadcr of that
leve who has come .out clearly in
favour pT Navon; Others are sald tb

ll
wavering. But not one in ready to

g° OH the. record.,
y

i
Thos? who are ready to go on the

>r stativ, or appoimiv.
PX!

and thus have nothing to lose by

taking sides. The most notable

name among these is the 70-year-

old Sa'udiu Gelb of Kibbutz Kfar

Blum, and even he told us:

'. . “I’m all for Navon and am ready

to explain, at length, why. But dojt

identify me as the head of tne

Navon camp. I've spoken to Navon,

mainly to satisfy my own feel'M*

about him, In regard both to nts

•ability to lead the party to victory

and to the sort of prime minister ue

would make. I'm more than

satisfied on both scores.

"But Navon has certainly n°

1 given me' the go-ahead. But nor tiss

he told me to stop campaigning for •:

him. It’s primarily a matter of per- i-

suading the parly that there is simp-

ly no alternative to Navon at this

lime.
. |

“I'm sure he’ll get the nomina-

tion. But it’s equally important that
\

he get it as an expression of party- \\

wide consensus and not as the result •.

of an all-out fight within the party.
}

What we’re engaged in is in organiz-

ing what the Americans call a ‘draft :

movement.’”

THE THIRD point to make is that t

only three names are being men-

tioned In the competition for the

party leadership: Peres. Rabin and

Navon. Former IDF chief of staff
j

Mordechai Gur has mode no secret

of the fact that he considers himself •

a candidate for the chairmanship of

(he party and for the premiership at

some time in the future. But no one

else is taking him seriously at this

time.

Rabin, who won two votes against

Peres In the central committee and
1

the parly conference in 1974 and

1977, and then went on to lose to

Peres after having previously

handed over the leadership to him

on the eve of the 1977 electoral

debacle, is viewed largely as a

spoiler. His major intention is seen

as denying Peres the premiership

rather lhan winning it for himself.

The Rabin camp’s major argu-

ment in the competition is that in

the periodic public opinion polls, he

has consistently come out ahead of

Peres in popularity. Opponents
claim that this image is misleading;

(hat many of those who tell the poll-

sters that they prefer Rabin to

Peres are actually convinced Likud
voters who would never vote for

Labour, regardless of who headed
its list.

Nearly all the party men 1 spoke

to agreed that while Rubin may suc-

ceed in his determined effort to

deny Peres the premiership, there

was little chuncc of his being

selected again to head Labour. The
feeling is that Rabin is too hawkish

for the majority of the party and

that he has gone out of his way to

.

praise the Likud governments when
he felt they deserved it, rather than

adhering to the ull-out opposition

line. This posture may be part of the

reason Tor Rabin's general pop-

ularity, but it has not earned him
any points with the party regulars

who will be the ones to choose the

leader.

Neither has his spoiler role. It is

felt that the broadside attack on
Peres which was a central feature of

Rabin's autobiography also

rebounded to the party’s discredit

and fanned the popular fears of a

paralysed government if ever

Labour were to form one again.

There is also a broad consensus

that while Rabin was a so-so

premier, he was very much a failure

as the leader of the party; and party

functionaries are not enamoured of

;
the idea of returning to work under
a Rabin leadership.

Ill
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Uzi Baram: ‘Silver planer' image presents a problem.

Similar attempts have not worked
for the year and more during which

they have heen attempted since the

defections of Yitzhak Pcrel/ and
Amnon l.inn from the Likud to

Labour. Predictions that several dis-

affected Liberals were ready to bolt

to a [.ubour coalition, and that

Peres had Avraham Shapira’s

promise to lead Agudat Yisracl into

a coalition with Labour in his

pocket, or that Tami was also

teetering in that direction, have so

far not materialized.

Hope for such switches still burns

bright In Peres’s breast, but other

Labour politicians arc less sanguine,

although they haven't given up hope
completely. The expectation is that

if the already palpable tremors set

off by the deteriorating economic
v situation don’t do the trick in u few

£ months at most, there will have to

J he a general reassessment. Which

yj brings us hack to the Navon can-

g diducy mid to the question of what
sort or premier he would make if

elected at the head of a successful

Labour list.
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Sa’adia Gelb: Organizing that Americans call a drqfi nwwnent,
’

(Below)

Eliabu Speiser: ‘No sense in setting off a party civil ww.‘
.

IT COMES us a surprise that it is so
difficult to unswef that question in

regard to a mun who has been in the

limelight of national politics for 30
years. The urgiimenis uguinst him
adduced by opponents or by those

who arc hesitant about making the

leap to such an “unknown" are all

of a piece: “He's loo soft; too nice;

not forceful enough; not dirty or

nasty enough."
“What u wonderful recommenda-

tion for u prime minister," replies

Sa'udiu Gelb.
What is really meant by this

characterization, however, is that

perhaps Navon doesn’t have the

steel in his inakc-up that is required

not only to lead the nution, but to

7 dominate the other politicians at

| cabinet and Knesset level. Evidence

e adduced to back up this “no guts"

J urgument is Nuvon's unwillingness
is to Tight for the nomination.

, "Can u man who wants to get the
call a (jrqfl mownent. (Below)

lQp posl Qn a sj|ver p|aUcr makc a
uty civil war. good prime minister?” is what some

- •
• are asking and many are thinking.

Gelb explains that Navon is ex-

tremely loath to fight Peres, who is a

close friend. But Gelb’s own
researches have convinced him that

Nuvon can be quite forceful when
he wants.

Uzl Baram admits that there is a

problem with the “silver platter"

image, hut is convinced that Navon
will light for the post if and when
the need arises.

Bnram ascribes Navon's reluc-

tance to his convinciion that an all-

out intro-parly fight would leave

behind deep scars that would be
detrimental to a party effort to fight

an election ugainst the Likud.

Others who know Navon are con-

cerned by his Hamlet-like inability

to decide whether or not he wants
the position and at what price.

Baram readily admits that Nnvon
! was not the one who initiated the

idea of his standing for prpmier. His

£ trepidation derives from his

memories and perceptions of. the

While all are agreed that Peres is post from the time when he workedEARLIER this year there were
, K_

lj(,v_- lhflt he can while all are agreed that Pores is post from the t me- when he worked

reports that Peres would eventually a™ slim, bvi to1*“^
suf_ ,

.
,he mai„ “umbling-block to as Ben-Gunon's aide “It s enough

come out in support of Navon, once still pull off
suoDorlers from an early consummation of a Navon .

lo 8*ve anyone second thoughts,

he became convinced that he there are those who believe .Thoughtful Navon supportersiad-

himself could not lead Labour to

victory and in order to foil a possi-

ble Rabin candidacy. Many of the

Labour politicians I spoke to in the

past two weeks, apparently under
the 1 impact of whatever has leaked
from a recent meeting between
Peres and Navon, now believe that

• the situation is different.

“Peres is today the one who is

standing, in the way of a Draft

Navon movement" I was told. "He
knows that . his chances of leading
^e party \q yiclory in an election

’ ^JDAY t DE£EMi3ER 16, 1983

he Likud coalition government to draft, there are those who beheye

make an alternative Labour-led that Rabin may come around to

coalition a real possibility without' supporting Navon as long as he is

for new^ elections.” convinced that Navon is not serving

These uLur polhiclans are also as . stalking-hume for Peres.

er;agov«Y“na.ion\Tu“ THE MAIN explanation for the

TuX [he Likud-S Yitzhak desuHonrpac. at wtah ± com-

Shamir. They understand why

Shamir Should be interested, and

why Peres is clutching at such a

straw. Bui they are equally con-

vinced that there is no possibility ol

the party's agreeing to such a step.

convinced that Navon is not serving

as a stalking-horse for Peres.

THE MAIN explanation for the

desultory pace at which the com-

petition for the Labour.Parly chair-

manship Is proceeding is that most

party leaders are still prepared to

give Peres another chance at woo-

ing minority support away from, the

Likud coalition.

mil that the question as to whether
he would be able tb dominate the

lop men in his party, from whom his

minister^ would be chosen, is a.

legitimate one. They add, however,

that a Navon who would be head or

his party would also have no little

say in the choice of those ministers,

and that could create a new situa-

tion.

Which is an understandable cause
of concern for some Labour politi-

A second argument against

Navon concerns his lack of ex-

ecutive experience. Supporters par-

ry this by noting Ihui "it mis-

construes what being prime minister

is all about. He’s not u candidate for

director-general of this or that."

The Navon persona (hat is being

huill up is that of “the great con-

ciliator," and "the great healer of

the mil ion's wounds." Navon sup-

porters are unanimous about his

proven ability to find common
ground among divergent and an-

tagonistic groups. They are un-

unimous. loo. about the need for n

leader exactly like Navon to heal

the increasing rifts of the past

decade between religious and
secular Israelis, and between the

divergent ethnic groups, and the

need to find a modus vivendi with

Israel's Arab and Druse minorities.

A FINAL argument that is heard

against Navon is that he is too

dovish on various aspects of the

Arub-Isracl dispute, and therefore

removed from the mainstream parly

consensus.

To xvhich Buriun retorts: "Ever
since becoming president five-tmd-

u-half years ago, Navon has not ex-

pressed his opinions in public. Bui

anyone who has spoken to him in

recent years knows that his posi-

tions are not far from those of

Peres.*’ (Which brings up the

problem of what Peres’s real posi-

tions arc.)

Baram also holds that Nuvon
reflects the parly consensus "in that

he succeeds in highlighting the con-

trast with the Likud xvithout going

to dovish extremes.”

The impression garnered from a
sizeable number of conversations is

that these are not (he considerations •

that will guide the Labour politi-

cians when they finally feel pressed

to make up their minds. The main, if

not the only, question then xvill be

that of "electability.”

Those who are already quite sold

on Nuvon cite findings of pollsters

such as Hanoch Smith who con-

clude thiil a Labour list headed by

Nuvon would stand a better chance

thun one with any other leader of

beating the Likud. Others, who are

less enamoured of the former presi-

dent cite other pollsters’ conclu-

sions that the political reality is so

volatile and the floating vole poten-’

liully so large that the identity ofthe

winner of the next elections will be

determined primarily by the cir-

cumstances prevailing at the time.

In the latter view, it will make little

difference who heads the successful

list.

A real working Labour politician,

Eliuhu Speiser MK, secretary of the

Tel Aviv branch of the party, put

the same thought to me in different

words:

,
“There is no sense in setting off

j

un internal' civil war in the party at

the present time when there is
'

reasonable hope that a consensus

candidate will develop before it is

j

time to go to the polls again. Much

i

will depend on the circumstances of

. the Likud’s fall, und they may well

j

determine our choice of candidnte.

j

The main criterion then will be who
can bring us victory. It may be that

the Likud will be so weakened that

r
even a scarecrow could l?eat them.”

. Uzi Baram has made up his mind,

j
But the qther political brokers or

4
Labour, like Speiser, and the

leaders of the party's United Kib-

f
bulz Movement, have dearly not.

g
Whether Navon will make it or

. not, and whether he will make it

' without a fight, “on a silver platter,"

will be determined by the side ofthe

e fence on which these politicians

l_
riand when they finally decide to

jump.
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ON April 25, 1 982. the national an-
niversary of the deportation of Jews
from France. I published an article

on French history textbooks in Le
Maude, criticizing the way they ig-

nored the Vichy police role in the
Final Solution. Thus the fundamen-
tal facts were not inscribed in the
collective French mind: the
numbers of victims of the deporta-
tion, the details of their slay in the
camps in the Free Zone, the dates
of the roundups and the principal

measures of persecution, the mass
participation of the Vichy regime in

the hunt for Jews in both zones.
Uy minutely compiling an inven-

tory of the insufficiencies and
iaeunuc of the textbooks, I wus able
to show how, since the Liberation,
their authors consciously
manipulated and distorted their

presentation of events to lead the
schoolchildren into believing that

the a mi-Jewish operations were
implemented by the Germans
alone. Post-war France continued
m deny, until 1982, the part played
by the French authorities in the
murder of HO.OUO of their Jewish
countrymen.

in the ’50s, Alain Resnais's film

Night md Fog wus banned until the
shot of a French policeman survey-
ing the eump of CJurs wus excised.
At (he conclusion of my inquiry, I

1

expressed the following wish: "Soon
the secondary-school textbooks are
to he revised. We hope that from
now on they will explain precisely to
French youth what happened to the
Jews of France between 1940-1944.
We will strive to ensure that our
wish becomes a practical reality."

In order to assist the editors of
the textbooks and gel Lliem to take
into account the events as they oc-

.

eurrad, neither concealing nor
diminishing Vichy’s active role in

this tragedy, our association, the
Sons and Daughters or the
Deported Jews of France, made
contact with them and provided ex-
act documentation, especially the
Memorial to ike Deported Jem of
France (published by the Beate
Klnrsfeld Foundation).

To the great anger of the sup-
porters of Vichy, we affirm that the
surrender by Laval of thousands of
Jewish children to the SS was "the 1

blackest page In the history of
• France." However, no one can
‘reproach us for our historical quest,
which is partially a reaction to Mar-
rus and Paxton's recent publication,
Vicky and theJews, where the accent
is placed on the anll-Scmltismiof the
French people.

I recently published Vichy-
Auschwitz (Ed. Faynrd) in which I

underscored the decisive acts of in-
‘ teryenlion by the upper echelons of
the French dergy, and the protests of
French public opinion, which
“bilged Vichy, from September
1942, to put ii slop to tlio mass ar-
rests of the Jews.

\ The French 'case is n.ot an isolated
one. To ensure impartiality, 1

analysed the textbqoks used in one
country of Eastern Europe and one
of Western Europe. In Hu ngary, the
role of the Hungarian collaborators,
which from • 1944 an greatly aided
the Nazis in arresting and departing
to Auschwitz more than 500,000
Jews, is only partially
acknowledged. In Holland, there Is

no mention, at least not in the' text-
book we studied, of the highly-
efficient anti-Jewish activity of the
minority of Dutch' collaborators
with the Nazis.

The change, in France’s Qrpde 12

i textbooks at the beginning of 'the

current
.
school year marks more

than an, evolution =— !l Is rather a
revolution that wc are witnessing^
since the essential facts are

recorded, us we will see, in 1 1 out of
12 textbooks.

HACHETTE (Gregh collection)

sets the tone in its introduction to
Vichy and the Jews: "For 30 years,

the role played by the State of
France in the persecution and death
or the French Jews and of the
foreign Jews who sought a haven in

France, was deliberately distorted

by the politicians or forgotten by
the textbooks. The documents at

our disposal today permit us to pre-
sent this particularly horrendous
episode in French contemporary
history in a new light.

Far from having been carried out
by the Nazis alone, the genocide of
more than 70,000 Jews was made
possible only by the ardent col-

laboration of the Vichy
government."
Under the title "Overwhelming

fuels" Huchcllc reproduced the
statistics concerning Vichy's anti-

Semitism that I included in my urti-

dc in Le Monde. Another page is

dedicated to extracts from the
Statute of the Jews, as well as to
lexis from Marrus and Paxton, with
such rubrics as "Vichy More
Zealous limn the Nazis,” "Jewish
children surrendered by Lavnl."

The authors of this textbook are
honest. "Wliul has been revealed by
recent studies based on consultation
orGerman archives," they write, "is
the extent of Vichy’s offers to the
Germans, who were thus freed of
the lowly tasks... the Vichy govern-
ment multiplied its goodwill
gestures, delivering the Jews ac-
cording to the census conducted by
the French administration."

IN THE Magnard (Dupaquier
collection) text, all is clear and
precise: "Vichy, on its own in-
itiative, introduced anti-Semitic
legislation whose character was
racial. On October 3, 1940, the Jews
of French nationality were submit-
ted to u statute. They were excluded
from the army and from the civil

service. A numerus clausus limited
their numbers in the universities

(three per cent) and the liberal

professions (two per cent). The
Prefects were able to intern them;
in the spring of 1941, 40,000 Jows
were living behind barbed wire. In
March 1941, the General Commis-
sariat for Jewish Questions was
charged with the Implementation of
these measures for the Southern
Zone."

Further on we read: “Laval mul-
tiplied the gestures of submission...
he organized the VeJ d’Hiv roundup
on July 16. 1942." And the following
explicatory note appears iq the
margin: "Vel d’Hiv roundup — ar-
rest by the French police in tjie Oc-
cupied Zone of 13,000 Jews who
were concentrated in the stadium
called Velodrome d’Hiver before
being deported.":

a EDITIONS COLIN (Frost col-
lection) deal with the subject along
the some lines: “Laval, who
pretended that he could force
Hitler’s hand, indulged in more and
more sordid bargaining with the
Reich, which demanded Jews, for
its lactones, and unified action
ugainst the Resistance fighters, In
this way, the

1

French stale sur-
rendered foreign Jews, including
children, to preserve Its jurisdiction
over Jews who were' French

. nationals.
”

Then, under the title “Expiatory
Victims: the Jews": "The Jews knew
o worse fate, victi ms as they werd of
the anti-Semitism of the Vichy state
and the anti-Semitism of the Nazis.
Those Jews who were not French
citizens were the ones most fre-

quently arrestpd by the French
police (during the Yel d’Hiv rdund-

Corrected
record
Forty years after the Holocaust, French history

textbooks have finally acknowledged

the role of the Vichy regime in the murder of

80,000 Jews, reports SERGE KLARSFELD.

f
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-up in Paris in July 1942, 12,884
were arrested) prior to being trans-
ported to the camp of Drancy
which was the antechamber of the
death camps. At. Wait 75,000
(among them 23,000 French

Aiiisas-*"'
depor,cd i °

- •
i

THE publishing house of Hatier
(Berstein Mllza collection), alio
stresses Vichy’s respohslbility-
"Pierre Laval, who declared that he
wished for a Gentian victory, in-
itiated a policy of collaboration*
...he surrendered to the Germans the
foreign Jews sheltered in France."
Explaining Petain’s trial, the
authors odd: "The expression T left
nothing, essential behind’- refers to
Vichy’s wish to conserve the ap-
pearance of sovereignly, but what
was it worth when Vichy accepted.:.

the deportation of the Jews, carried

FrLrvn h

h lh
r

a88lsUflCC Of the
brench police and the gen-
darmerie."

Two texts deal with the roundups
l

f.'

l9« — an excerpt from

tSSST ssued by lhe ârisian
Pferonhcrrotofth, Jews, anda statement by a Mr. Rajfus: "It

wJ usedT
Ch in4|ii« |ion - Ithat
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^ Perpetrate a crime

^
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d Servc “ the prelude
•to the brutal separation of 4 000

their Parents.
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?rei8n Jews arrested
under these circumstances, there

only a handful of su™
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!
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?
n ‘ Perished,rrance s profound ndifferener

. ™pfosedts.blatant complicfy,’?
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In France, Vichy gave in little by
little to Berlin’s pressure" as far L
the Jews were concerned, and we
are referred to a text by R. pul0n
on "Anti-Semitism, the Original
Sin." The question of the deporta-
tion of the Jews is discussed in ex-
ccrpts from a Gestapo note about
the July 6, 1942 agreement with
Luvul. Tlie authors or the textbook
comment: "Vichy’s anti-Semitism
dates buck to 1940. It stiffened in

June-July 1941 with the exclusion of
the Jews from all executive posj.
tions in the economic sphere). In
1942, the ‘Free Zone’ rose to the
heights of the Occupied Zone in its

contribution to ‘the Final Solution'
The south reacted to the Vel d’Hiv
’roundups’ (July 16-17) with the ar-

rest or the foreign Jews."
Laval’s a nli-Jewish politics are

dcscrihed, explained, and con-
demned. "How to respond to the

demands of Berlin in 1942? By sup-

plying manpower for the war
machine, and Jews for the exter-

mination camps. The deportation ol

the Jews of the ‘Free Zone’ began in

July, at the same lime as the round-
ups in the occupied zone. Out of...

120.000... lonly] 3,000 returned. The
camp of Drancy was the
antechamber of death for the

children whom Laval proposed to

send to Germany together with

their parents, lalthoughj no one

I had] asked him to do so, The
protests of certain moral
authorities, such as Monsignor
Snlicgc, Bishop of Toulouse, were

to no avail. Only the yellow star was

spared the Jews of the Non-
Occupied Zone."

ABC EDITIONS (Gauthier col-

lection) note that "the Vichy regime

was also n police regime which,

since its creation, had engaged in

the continued repression of its

enemies: communists affiliated with

the Third International, members of

the Gauilisi dissident movement,
Freemasons, Jews... the Police for

Jewish Questions supervised the ap-

plication of the anti-Jewish laws

promulgated by Vichy. Soon the

Spcciul Brigades engaged in the

roundup or Jews and the hunt for

patriots."

As In the Huchcttc text, two

pages nrc devoted to “Anti-

Semitism In Vichy France," with

such heads as “The greatest shame

of the Vichy regime," “Fascist Italy

was less anti-Semitic than Vichy

France," and "Vichy had its own
politics inspired by M surras and by

xenophobia, and exceeded German

requirements...”

There is an excerpt from the

Statute of the Jews preceded by the

following evaluation: "After the

defeat of June 1940, the persecu-

tion of the Jews began in the oc-

cupied zone concurrent with the ar-

rival of the German troops. The

Vichy government for its part lost

no time... and lent itself to a

' veritable competition in anti-

Semitic behaviour."
The commentary in the second

part of the study presents a text by

Y. Jouffa on the history of Drancy:

"The law of October 4, 1940 on

foreign nationals of the Jewish race

led to the internment of 40,000

foreign Jews in the Southern Zone

• in special camps. On March 29,

1941, Vichy created a Commissariat

General for Jewish Questions

directed by Xavier Vallat, which

[purveyed] intensely anti-Semitic

propaganda and introduced the

’Aryanization’ of the French

economy: Jews were robbed and

had their possessions confiscated by

‘temporary administrators’ charged

with selling them for the profit oi

the Stale. In May 1941, the Parisian

police arrested 3,700 foreign JetfS-

!
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On June 2, 1941, the Second Statute

of the Jews was promulgated, more

restrictive than the one of October

1940, excluding (hem from all civil

service positions and cancelling the

exemptions that had been granted

to veterans. A general census of the

Jews wus decreed for the two zones

in order to ‘murk’ the victims. Dur-

ing the summer, a numerus clausus

wus instituted for the legal and

medical professions und for stu-

dents. In Paris, the Jew-hunting and

the roundups began in August 1941,

when the camp of Drancy was

opened."

The third part of the study begins

like this: “In December 1941, the

French police arrested 1,000 Jewish

‘personalities* and intellectuals.

Among the 70 Judco-Bolshcvik

hostages shot by the Germans at

Mont Valerian on December 15,

there were 53 Russian or Polish

Jews. In the spring of 1942, the

Nazis engaged in the implementa-

tion in France of the Final Solution,

saw to the replacement of Xavier

Vullul, who was judged too soft, by

Darquicr dc Pellepoi.x. The latter

participated, together with Laval

und Buusquel, the secretary general

of the police, in the negotiations

with the German authorities prior

to the muss roundups or the Vel

d’Hiv of July 1942, during which the

French police arrested and
delivered to the Nazis 13,152 Jews,

among them 4,115 children under

16 years of age.

“In August 1942. Vichy organized

roundups in the Southern Zone and
surrendered 10 the Nazis the Jews
interned in the camps of the zone
dubbed ‘Free.’ From the summer of

1942 the deportution of Lhe Jews to

the extermination camps was ac-

celerated and did not cease until the

Liberation."

EDITIONS NATHAN (D. Fran-

cois collection) give us these lines:

"When the Germans began to

deport the Jews, Laval used them os

u bargaining counter, hoping to ob-

tain concessions from Miller. He ac-

cepted the surrender of the foreign

Jews or the Noti-Occupicd Zone, in-

cluding the children. Out of 300,000
Jews .residing in France, 75,000

(including 10,000 under the age of

18) were deported, two-thirds of

them foreigners. There were 2,500

survivors. This was the politics of

collaboration with the Nazis."

Luvul’s initiatives are denounced
thus: "The persecution of the Jews
was increuscd; they were sur-

rendered to the Germans, and rob-

bed by the agents of the Vichy Com-
missariat for Jewish Questions after

they were forbidden to own their

own businesses."

Under the title “Vichy’s anti-

Semitism and the Jewish Question,”
several texts are published, in-

cluding one by the same Rajfus

mentioned previously.

D IN A detailed two-page study
devoted to the genocide of the Jews,

Editions Scodel remind us that “the

French government itself sur-
rendered to Hitler the foreign Jews
On the Vel d’Hiv roundup on July

17, 1942)." The protest of Mon-
signor Salicge, as well as the
eyewitness account of Pastor
Boegner, on Laval's anti-Jewish at-

titude, is reprinted. We are told that

•

r

^le Jcws were subjected, as of Oc-
tober 1940, without any German
pressure, to a special statute... Laval
was following Berlin: the surrender
pi thc foreign Jews who had sought
refuge in France (1942)."

° EDITIONS BORDAS indicate
ffom thq outftt that "in the oc-

cupied countries, the Jews, who
were the subject of a prior census,
were the object of roundups
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Jewish cemetery In Aix; demonstra-

tion In Paris; synagogue in Bordeaux.
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sometimes implemented, as in

France, with the collaboration of

the local authorities." This point is

subsequently treated in greater

detail: "On the other hand, the anti-

Semitic persecutions become more

serious and the Vichy authorities

participated openly in the

implementation of the German

strategy. Thousands of Jews from

the Occupied Zone were deported

to Germany; at that time the tragic

roundup of the Vel d’Hiv look

place: On July 16. 1942. 13,000 Jews

from the Paris region, among them

4.500 children, were arrested by the

French police on the order of the

Germans, and then deported. In the

Non-Occupied.Zone, Laval had the

foreign Jews and political refugees

arrested."

On the preceding page, two texts

U r{ quoted 1 to $how the anti-

Semitism »r Vichy and its col-

laborators: an excerpt from the

Statute or the Jews and a wretched
pamphlet by Lucicn Rchatcl.

EDITIONS DELEGRAVE
(Aldeherl collection) arc more dis-

creet on the matter of Vichy police

participation, all the while
reminding us of “the promulgation
of the Statute of the Jews, who were
eliminated from the civil service

and submitted to u numerus
clausus in the universities and

many of the liberal professions”

On the other hand, the correct

figure or "six million Jews mas-

sacred" is quoted, and the number
or Jews deported Tram France is

even increased to 1 10,000 (instead

of 7i»,U00). Only the commentary
preceding Monsignor Sulicgc's

protest recalled the arrest of the

Jews hy the Vichy police: “For nil

Frenchmen, life under the occupa
lion was difficult, hut there were

those who even in the Free Zone
were threatened in their life and
liberty."

EDITIONS BE UN (I.cbrun-

Zanghcllini collection) stale at first

that "The unti-Sctailic policy in the

‘Free* Zone, wus a Vichy initiative.

From October 3. 1940, a Statute of

the Jews wus published which was
racial in character, excluding them
from numerous professions... A law

of October 4, 1940 authorized the

internment of foreign Jews in con-

centration camps... Hunger, illness

and death were the daily compa-
nions ofthe internees in Gurs. Noe,

Rccchedou, Le Vernct, and
Rivcsulles. In March 1941, the

directorship of the Commissariat

for Jewish Questions was given to

Xavier Vullut. A police force For

Jewish Questions was created. A Se-

cond Statute of June 1941 made the

census obligatory."

Further on, France’s contribution

to the Final Solution is dealt with:

"In January 1942, the Nazi
.digniturics, at u conference at Wann-
see, decided on the 'Final Solution

to the Jewish Question,’ that is to

suy. extermination. Vichy placed its

police at the disposal of the Nazis

, for the major roundups in the Oc-

cupied Zone. The most infamous

was the ‘Spring Wind’ Operation

(July 16-17, 1942), in which almost

13,000 people were interned In the

Vel d'Hiv (Paris, 1 5}tne arrondlsse-

meitt)- The French government sur-

rendered the interned foreign Jews

in the ‘Free Zone’ and, presumably

with the intention of protecting the

French Jews, handed over to the

Nazis, us a proof of their good faith,

the foreign Jewish children whom
Germany hud not asked for: In

Dccqmher 1942. it wus the Italian

authorities who did not allow Lhe

Peiuin-Liivu! government to ur-

resl Jews in their zone of oc-

cupation... In any case, in August

1943, Laval strictly opposed Lhe

Germans by not agreeing to

automatically deprive Jews i

naturalized after 1927 of their

citizenship; 75,000 out of 300,000

Jews residing in France in 1939

,
were deported, 2,500 returned."

EDITIONS SOCIALES MES-

i

SIDOR, a communist publishing

[
house, produced a textbook in its

Wolikow collection which,

:

paradoxically, is the only One that

i
still ignores the Vichy role in the

i anti-Jewish persecutions. It is up to

Lhe authors to explain the reasons

: for this silence, which cannot be in-

i noccnl, especially if one. considers

; the detailed manner in which the

5 other textbooks present the Vichy

contribution to the Final Solulion.Q

s

. Translated hy Cynthia Haft.

Road's Scholars

The residents of Daliyat el Carmil determined that

a stretch of the village's road should be repaved,

but there were no funds available for the job. So

the Druse villagers took action of a startlingly novel

variety.

They did not demonstrate, petition or publicize

their plight. They didn't call for strikes, boycotts or

slowdowns. No rampaging. No violence. They took

action of the most effective, kind: they did the job

themselves.

The residents purchased the necessary materials,

hired machinery, and in a one-day operation paved

the road, which is used by pupils of the Daliyat el

Carmil high school.

Your friends and relatives abroad want to know the

Israel behind the headlines, the human-interest

stories that the foreign media tend to disregard.

They should be reading THE JERUSALEM POST
INTERNATIONAL EDITION — 24 pages taken

from the week's issues of THE JERUSALEM
POST, Israel's only English-language daily. Order a

gift subscription for someone who may want to

know more about Israel.
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He'eiid. 2 Rahov Hahivaualet, Jerusalem

Jerusalem Post 1 1 Carlebach St . Tol Aviv
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Please send The Jerusalem Post International Edition to

NAME :

ADDRESS
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My cheque for (sea rates below) is enclosed.

Please send a gift card to the recipient in my name.
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Other countries
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Glittering Prizes
Post Art Editor Meir Ronnen finds himself up to the

neck in nostalgia at an exhibit of cutout stickers. .I? *
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IS IT REALLY possible lo have too
much or a good thing? Can less real-
ly be more? The curators of the
Israel Museum's Youth Wing would
answer both questions firmly in the
negative. Their shows are invariably
jam-packcd with everything related
to the subject they can lay their
hands on. Their current show,
devoted to the history of embossed
cutout stick-ons, breaks all records.
The items are innumerable; but
each one is n delight.

This writer can still recall what it

was like to live in a house where
there was no electricity, telephone,
dr television; and where the
neighbour’s crystal radio worked
only intermittently. We read library
books (by lux-lamp or gaslight) and
provided our own entertainment, a
20th-century family that still lived
much like a 19th-century one. Get-
ting electricity didn’t dhange things
much. Like millions of other kids
around the world, we often made
scrap books, with the pictures cut
from papers and magazines. When
we could afford them, we bought
embossed reliefs printed in fall
-colour.

fmmm
These sttek-ons (reliefbllder, glans- characters, complete with movina

bllder in Oerman chromos or eyes, arc a technological advicedecoupage in French, praslm or buL sadly lacking in the ehT™
prizes in Hebrew), were used lo detail
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ds‘ alv™ys remained essentially [9th-Ictlers, diaries, albums, even cakes century romantic and sentimentaland furniture, like decorative illustration.
mental

screens. They provided diligent
home industry for the whole ramily AS. SCRAPS were devotedly
in countries throughout the world, "educational”, they promoted 19th-Scraps also came in series, like century virtues well To the firscigarette cards; they were mini- half of this century: the virtSesofencycloped as of butterflies, dogs patriotism, braved devotion °oand cats, planes, trains, etc. Many God. folk and duty Heroes werewere of a religious nature; and the Boer War generals like Baden®
kitsch knew no boundaries of class Powell and John French (of French
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ted ” i!l *** «*! who later quite ac-Raphael-like Madonnas; depictions cidentally extricated the British Ex-

rl
“ wedding huppa or famous peditionary Force from Mons onlvJewish personalities were popular to come to grief on the Somme?with Jews both here and abroad. These British heroes were

S

edScraps have been around since and published in LmlS k ,

about 1820. Following the invention printed in Germanv wfiS'if£of multi-colour lithography and Victoria Cross RriII,v“
ei
l, V

th

met a I -die embossing", "both decoration Sr g^Mantryfedeveloped in Germany (which featured- those e*hihi£ri h *
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remained the undisputed manufac- elude some showin^how thj B^it Jhturer of scraps until the Nazi period, dealt with Afghan! 21-when many of the printers HeS).^ : and rnier

cidentally extricated the British Ex- RicL™ *

a openin8 the Gates oi

peditionary Force from Mons onlv Sni r
8 Jcwish im '

to come to grief on the Somme?
m granl family from Europe. One

These British heroes were painted zSComJ**
WaS "0l Sold 81

and published, in London, but
'Sl Congresses,

printed in Germany. Winners of the . RUT uncr ,V ctoria Cross, Britain’s .highest war! ^?lI^P
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one could make complete corona-
tion scenes. Children also used
scraps in their toy theatres.
The Zionists entered into the

same spirit. A »pr jze ., of the
‘Heb.Pub.Co.'VoT 1906 depicts a Star
of David with busts of Herzl, Nor-
aau and Mandelstamm above
depictions of a sower and the
Western Wall, with a Hebrew in-
scription from Ezekiel providing ti-
tle to the Land of Israel. Another
depicts the Jewish mother, blessing
no fewer than four Sabbath candles

1 fnSf
b,PUb ‘C°- alS0 br0Ugbt OUl,

m 1909, a cutout depicting a buxom
Miss America opening the Gales of
Righteousness to a Jewish im-
migrant family from Europe. One
presumes this card was not sold at
Zionist Congresses.
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there might be some around. The
ungcls came to us directly from

Rcnaisstihcc urt, long before art

hooks came into existence. You
didn’t have lo be Christiun — or

Jewish -— to believe in magic — or

at least the magic of the child's

world us wc knew it. Today, that

magic hus been replaced by
technological wonders devoted lo

depicting cute animals as traders of

violence, or super-heroes with

whom children cun not identify. Not

even a three-year-old believes that

Smurfs arc for real.

------* — r IU'
dav s plastic stickers of Smurfs and
other contemporary cartoon

i/i . 7
* iiiiiwia oi me

Victoria Cross, Britain’s -highest
decoration for gallantry also
featured; those exhibited here in-
clude some showing how the British
dealt with Afghans, fazzie-wuzzies
:and other assorted "wags" in
defence of their comrades and Em-
pire. Royalty were also popular and,

\
he 9ales of THE YOUTH WING is bringing

mierfini famiiJ r°
a Jewish im- out a colour catalogue which will

ureliimeB
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m One show the aficionado how to date

Zionki rnn M
card Was not sold 81 lbesc scraps, while explaining In

Zionist Congresses. detai , how ĥey were m£e and how

rut moct __ , . ,

they followed changing styles in art

were the . h|^
pu ar Wltb children and illustration. The show also com-

fairy-tales and Rlhi*
P
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rSng pnscs liny dteatre sets and a fall-

were maafcallv 5? “’ Tbey scale lockup of an early Victorian

whw mostfc^ii®!. a tlmc fami]y room The shoJ and the

still illustrated In lln"

* were calitlogue were made possible by
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PULLOUTGUIDE
The Poster
FUR CHILDREN AND YOUTH

Jerusalem

THE JERUSALEM BIBLICAL ZOO -
Guided lours in English and Hebrew. Adults

welcome. (Biblical Zoo, Sunday and Wednes-

day at 4 p.m.)

A STORY PROM CHELM — Puppel theatre

for ages 5-9. A joyful Shavuat adventure.

(Train Theatre. Liberty Bell Garden, tomor-

row at 11.30 a.m.)

STORY HOUR — Produced by the Khan

Theatre. A collection of folk tales, plus

original stories. (Khan Theatre, today at 2

p.m.)

THE WAY BEHIND THE SHADOW- Pup-

pet theatre for ages 4-7. The story of a kind

monster. (Train Theatre, Monday at 4 p.m.)

Tel Aviv area

CLASSICS AND LIGHT MUSIC - With ex-

12 p.m.-4.30 p.m.; Sunday through Thursday
at 4.30 p.m. only)

THE ISRAEL BALLET— Programme for the

whole Tamtly — Concerto Barocco,
Balanchine/Bach; Pas de Deux from Flower
Festival in Genzano, Bournoville/Helued;

Opus 35, Spoerli/Shostakovitch. (Beit

Hehaynl. Tuesday at 5 p.m.)

THE PRINCESS DIDN'T LAUGH - With
Shai Shwartz. (Old Jaffa, Hoslmtah, tomorrow
at 11.30 n.m.)

1000 FACES — Pantomime with Julian

Chagrin. (Beil Leissln, tomorrow at 11.30

a.m.)

Haifa
THE FISHERMAN AND THE GOLDEN
FISH — (Haifa Museum. Monday at 9 a.m
and 10.30 a.m.)

FROM LEAH GOLDBERG WITH LOVE -

”

S-
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J
‘Courtship" and "Marriage, " 2 stylised comedies written by Dennis Silk , at the Israel Museum on Sunday at 8.S0 p.m.

planations. lOld Jaffa. Hasimtah, tomorrow at atVp.m)
5 p.m. j MUSIC
FAMILY FUN — Including (ricks by chim-

panzees. dolphins, and sea lions, puppet

theatre, clowns, cartoons and more.
(Dolphinarium. Charles Clore Park, tomorrow

ENTERTAINMENT

Jerusalem

ALLEGRO — Musical quiz. Wilh the
Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra, Ihe Rubin
Academy Choir, ihc Madrigul Singers, pan-
tomime artist Honoch Rosenne and others.

Recording by Isruel TV. (Jerusalem Theatre,
Monday at &J0 p.m.)

APPLES OF GOLD — Colour documentary
film about the history and struggle of (he

Jewish people (him tho time of the early

Zionist movement to the present. (Laromme,
tomorrow al 9 p.m. King David, Sunday at 9

p.m.)

THE BEST OF SHALOM ALEICHEM -
Stories by the famous Yiddish writer, per-

formed in English by Jeremy Hyman, Dawn
Nadel, Isaac Weln&lock, directed by Michael
Schneider. (Hilton, tonlghl at 9.30 p.m.; King
David, tomorrow at 9.30 p.m.)

DANNY SANDERSON — In his programme
Life Size. Recording by Israel TV. (Jerusalem

Theatre, Tuesday at 9 p.m.)

GOLDEN GUITAR — Tara Banz sings

folksongs, ballads and American Indian chants

tomorrow. Marian plays French songs on

.
Tuesday; Jean Mark Luxembourg plays clas-

sical pieces on Wednesday; Bruno Korshiya
plays Hassldlc folk and baroque on Thursday.
tZorba the Buddha, 9 Yoel Salomon, at S p.m.)

. GUSH EGOZAN — Country music wilh the

flavour or milk and honey. (Pargod, 94
Bezalel, lomorrow al 9.30 p.m.)

ISRAEL FOLKLORE — Taste of Israel

dancers, Pa'amcl Talman folkdaiicers. (Inler-

national Cultural Centre for Youth, 12 Emek
Refaim; tomorrow al 9 p.m.)

JAZZ ~ With well-known musicians.
(Pargod, Wednesday al 9.30 p.m.)

JAZZ — Fred Woisgal, piano; Eric Heller,
“M: Saul Gladstone, trumpet. (American
Colony Hole!, Nablus Rd„ Thursday at 9 p.m.)

DANCE

Jeruukm
CULTURES IN DANCE — Woman, from

. Jfl of the Oriental Woman." With

!whe LSe,a* Nana Cohen and the Inbat

Theatre. (Israel Museum, tomorrow at

“•30 p.m.)

aloaNce theatre — Moroc-

pa?
Weddlr»B. choreography Rina Shared;

.
gawtfafrf

.Thursday at 8.J0 p.m .)
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Others
PANTOMIME - With Yorsm Bokec and

Friends. (Petah Tlkva. tomorrow at 1 1-30

a.m.)

JEWISH AND ARAB FOLKLORE —
Tznbarim rolkdancors, folksingers. Khalifa

drummers. (YMCA. Monday al 9 p.m.)

MUSICAL MELAVE MALKA — Tofa'ah -
music by women for women only.

Tel Aviv area
THE BEST OF SHALOM ALEICHEM -
(Hilton. Thursday at 8.30 p.m.)

FERNANDO DE ALMEIDA — Well-known

Portuguese pianist and singer. (Sheraton

Hold, Piano Bar, tomorrow through Thursday

ul 8 p.m.)

GENTLEMEN THE HYSTERIA RETURNS
— By Modi Qlladi. Entertainment program-

me with singing, dancing and acting.

(Nahmnni, lomorrow at 9.30 p,m.)

MATT1 CASPI AND THE PARVARIM -
(Tzavta, tonight at 9.30 p.m. and midnight)

All programmes start at 8.30 p.m., coins

otherwise Mated.

Jerusalem

THE JQtUSALEM RECORDER ENSEM-
BLE— With a voice trio. Works from Renais-

sance and Baroque times, and the 1920s. (T-

zavia, 38 King George, lomorrow at 11.11

a.m.)

THE ISRAEL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA —
Conducted by Lev Morklz. With soloist

Elisabeth RoloiT. organ. Programme "Mostly

Handel." (Mount Zion, Dormltlon Abbey,

lomonow)

OBOE AND HARP CONCERT - With

Lawrence Cherney, oboe (Canada); Ruth

Maaynnl, harp. Programme— Handel: Sonata

in G minor: Britten: Suite for Harp. Op. 83;

Qelbrun: Aria and 3 fragments for Oboe and

Harp; Britten: 6 Metamorphoses after David;

Barlok: Folk Songs; Ravel: Pavan. (YMCA,
King David Street, Sunday)

CHRISTMAS CONCERT - With Cilia

Grossmeyer. soprano: Alan Tachalkov,

clarinet; Yuv&l Kamlnkovakl, viola; Elisabeth

Roloff, organ; Rima Kamlnkovdri, violin;

Rudi AbllcH, violin-cello, (Old City,
Redeemer Church, Tuesday al 8 p.m.)

TRIO CAMERATA — Programme — Bux-
tehude; Sonata; Schnltke: Sonata for Cello
and Piano: Bernstein: Sonata for Clarinet and
Piano: Beethoven: Trio Op. in fl-flat major.

(YMCA. Tuesday)

ARTHUR RUBINSTEIN MEMORIAL
CONCERT — Wilh the Tel Aviv Quartet;

Pnina Salzman, piano; Marcel Bergman, cello.

Programme— Schumann: Piano Quintet, Op.
44; Schubert; Plano Quintet, Op. 163.

(Jerusalem Theatre, Wednesday, al 5 p.m.)

RECITAL FOR TWO FLUTES AND PIANO
— With Michel MenaiiemofT, flute (France);

Ra'nnan Eylon. flute; David Dolan, piano.

(Rubin Academy, Smolenskin, Wednesday)

ARIEH VARD1 — Pianist, special conceit in

memory of Frank Pelag. works by Dfihl,

Bach, Schubert. Ravel. Z. Avni and Debussy.

IYMCA. Thursday at 4.30 p.m.)

Tel Aviv area

CONCERT— With Daniel Benya mini, viola;
Milcha Laks. piano. Programme of works by
Bach and »ns. (Tzavta, tomorrow al 11.11
a.m.)

CHAMBER MUSIC for 2 flutes and pfano.
Worka by Telemann, J.S. Bach, Caesar
Franck and Berkley. (Tzavta, tomorrow)

THE ISRAEL PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA Conducted by Eliahu Inbal.
Soloist Zcheva Gal. mezzo-xoprano. PrOgram-
me — Ma'ayanl: Qumran; Ravel:
Scheherazade: Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 5.
(Mnnn Auditorium, Tuesday through
Thursday)

Haifa
CHURCH CONCERT - Conducted by Eli

Freud. (Stella Marls Church, Tuesday at 7.30

P-m.)

THEATRE

SHLOMO NITZAN — Satire and humour. Ail programmes are In Hebrew unless otherwise

(Old Jaffa, El Hamam. tonight at 10 p.m.) Mated.

TONIGHT SHOW - Presented by Barry

Langford. Evening or international entertain-

ment and interviews. Special guest, Leonard

Graves. (Hilton, tomorrow at 8.30 p.m.)

Others
APPLES OF GOLD — See Jerusalem for

details. (Eilat, Moriah, Thursday at B p.m.)

CORINNE EL-AL - Sings. (Eiiat, Almog

Yam. tonight.)

GENTLEMEN THE HYSTERIA RETURNS

— (Holon. Rina, today al 9.45 p.m.; Ram a,

Hechal Hatarbul, Tuesday at 9 p.m.; Afula,

Hechal Hatarbul, Wednesday al 9 p.m.)

GILA ALMAGOR - In her programme of

iongs. Almost Strong. (Rehovol, Wix, tomor-

> row at 8.30 p.m.)

Tel Aviv «e»

THE ISRAEL BALLET-WWg
— Concerto Barocco, Oeorge Bjdanchine/,

Bach; Opus I. Berta Yampolsky/Webem,.

Opus 35. ,
Hein* SpoerlVShostakovilch. (Beit

Hehayal. Monday al 8.30 p.m.)

the INBAL DANCE THEATRE - Steps

and blinds. (KtbbuU Halogen. Tuesday at

B.30 p.m.)

Jerusalem

COURTSHIP and MARRIAGE — 2 plays by

Dennis Silk. Directed .by the choreographer

Fa Chu. Stylized comedies based on the

“Tiling Theatre" style. (Israel Museum, Sun-

day at 8.30 p.m.)

ENTANGLEMENTS - THE WOOL
STORY — Puppet theatre presenting the ele-

ments of textile art. (Train Theatre, Liberty

Bell Garden, tomorrow at 9 p.m.)

THE LAW WILL BE GIVEN AT 6 -
Produced by the Simple Theatre. The play

takes place in an old temple (Khan Theatre,

Wednesday and Thursday at 8.30 p.m.)

MAN AND HIS TIME - By Alfred Jarra.

Produced by the Khan Theatre. Directed by

Shmuel Hasbarl (Khan, tomorrow at 5 p.m.)

THE RUBBER MERCHANTS — by Hanouh

Levin. Produced by the Camerl TheMre. A sad

story of warped human relations. (Gerard

Behar. 1 1 Bezalel. Tuesday at 8.30 p.m.)

RUN FOR YOUR WIFE — British comedy

produced by the Yuval Theatre, Directed by

, Leonard Schach. (Jerusalem Theatre, tomor-

row at 9'p.m.)

•TASHMAD" — Written and directed by

Shmud Hasifri. Performed by the NevoZedek

Theatre Group. About a group people In a

bunker in the heart of Samaria’ who threaten

to blow themselves up ir Israel does not vacate

Judea and Samaria.: (Hebrew University,

Scopus. Baralhon, Monday at 8.30 p.m.)

Tel AvIy area

ACTORS VERSUS AUDIENCE - By Peter
Hcndeke. Directed by Taml Lederer. A
modern play with audience participation. (Old
Jaffa, Hoslmtah, Wednesday at 9 p.m.)

BIG BILLY BOL — Comedy by Yoram Oal.
About an Israeli hero who conquers the world.

{Old JafTa, Hoslmtah. Thursday at 9 p.m.)

BORDER INCIDENT — Imaginary meeting

between Golda Meir and Raymonds Tawil.

(Tzavtn, Tuesday at 5.30 p.m.)

CRAZY SPOILING - Comedy by Emile
Ajar. Produced and directed by Niko Nital.

About n lonoly man In Paris. (Old Jaffa,

Hasimtah, tomorrow at 9.30 p.m.)

DESIRE — Produced by the Hablraah
Theatre. A couple In crlxla act out an English
social comedy. (Habinuh, Large Hall, tomor- .

row at 6.30 p.m. and 9.30 p.m., Sunday at 8JO
p.m.)

THE FALL — By Albert Camus. Translated
and produced by Nlko Nital. The rise and fall

or a Parisian lawyer. (Old Jaffa. Hoslmtah,
Tuesday at 9 p.m.)

IDENTITY CARD— Directed byTzadlTzar-
fail. About the lire of Uraall singer Avl
Toledano. (Beit Hehayal, Thursday at 9 p.m.)

. THE IDIOT — Detective comedy produced
by the Ulah Theatre. (Beit Hehayal, tomor-
row at 9 p.m.)

THE ISLAND — By Athol Fugard (In
Arabic). Directed by A mil Gaz[|. Produced by
the Halfo Municipal Theatre, About 2 black
ditlcal prisoners In South Africa, (Neve
Zedek,.Sunday at 5.30 p,m.)

THE LAST BELL — By Simon Gray.
Produced by the Camerl Theatre. Ahaut one
year in the lives of agroup oT English teachers
at Cambridge. (Camerl Theatre, lomorrow
through- Thursday at &30 p.m.)

THE PASSION (PRE-PARADISE SORRY
NOW). — By Werner Rainer Fassbinder.
Directed by Niko Nitai. (Old Jaffa, Hoslmtah,
tonight ul 10 p.m.)

PILOTS — ByYou! Hadar. Directed by
Odcd Kotlcr. Produced by the Neve Zedek
Theatre. The story of a group of pilots after

the occurrence or a dramatic event. (Neve
Zedek, 6 Yehieli, tomorrow at 9 p.m.)

THE RUBBER MERCHANTS — (Tzavta,

lomorrow, Sunday, Wednesday and Thursday
at 8.30 p.ni.)

TANZl — Produced by tho Bdt Leiuin
Theatre. The story lakes place around Ihe
boxing ring. (B el t Lcssin. tomorrow at 9p.iri.)

Haifa)

IDENTITY CARD — (Haifa Auditorium,
tomorrow at 8.30 p,m.)

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING - By W,
Shakespeare. Directed by Omri Nltzan.
Produced by the Haifa Municipal Theatre.
This version places the action . in 1917, with
Allenby's entrance Into Palestine, (Haifa
Municipal Theatre, tomorrow through Thun-

.day at B.30 p.m., Wednesday also at 4JQp.m.)

YOU CANT TAKE IT WITH YOU -
Comedy by Kaufman and Hart. Produced by
the Haifa English Theatre Players. (Museum, 1

tomorrow, Tuesdayand Thursday at B.30 p.m,,

Thursdayalso at 5 p. m.)

IContinued on page Cf
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CINEMA 1 ONTO
inJerusalemCinema J

Hum 1H, 19, 14, Ttl. 415067

I n . Dec. 16

I Muhin fcjuire/l ticket.

So Fine 1
Tea Mlnuin To Midnight 4

Sjt , I3ev 17:

Kflimanuelle 7. 9
Sun . Dec. IX

Uuiihlc fcjiure/l ticket:

No Fine 7
Ten Minute! to MUright 9

Mull.. Dec. 19

ruutele 5J0, 7JO, 9.30

lire. Dec. 20.

lilts 6.45

Sfaogun 8.30

Wed.. Dec. >1

!*nguii 6.45,

lilts 9.15
|hnr.. lice. 22

Fan (a Face 6.45, 9.15

EDEN

NEW YORK
NIGHTS

S.A. 7. 9

Wti-ltiliv. 4. 7. V

EDISON

REVENGE OF
THE NINJA

Sill. 7. 9
Week .1.1vs 4. 7. 9

HAUIRA

6ih week

TRADING
PLACES

Sal. 6.45, 9
Wockiliivs 4. 6.45, 9

ISRAEL MUSEUM
Nun., Mini., Wei, Ihur. J.30

HEIDI
New .mini uled version

I lie. h. X..10

BFJiT UOY

5th week
Kr.id Him

SHORT
ROMANCE

S.II. 7. 9
W«&dwh 4. 7. 9

MITCHELL
2nd week

HEAT AND
DUST

* JI'I.IK ( lliUhTIK
Ji.il. .Mid weekdays 7. 9

ORION Tel.»914

KRAMER VS.
KRAMER

* DUSTIN HOFFMAN
« MKRYI. STUFF! 1

Sill. 7. 9
•

• Weekdays 4. 7, 9 ,

Tel.224733

2nd week
vVeekiluy, 7. 9 milv •

MONTY
PYTHON —
SOMETHING
COMPLETELY
DIFFERENT

•• S:ii .mil wcvkdusx 9 mih
\il|NI'> PYlllON AMI IHE
. iioia grail 1

Siln. ISI50 per iL-kei

SEMADAR
ftlh week

AN OFFICER
AND A

GENTLEMAN
• Hit HA HD GERE

Sal. and weekdays 7. 9.15

SMALL AUDrrORllJM
BINYENEI HA'UMA

I he Ke.uk> hr

IPS A HARD
DAY’S NIGHT

• JOHN LENNON
• PAH. Met’ARlNFV
• KING!) SIAltK

Kill .md nevkd:iv> 7. u

TEL AVIV

ALLENBY
3rd week

REVENGE OF THE
NINJA

Tonight ID; Sal. 7.15. 9.J0
Weekdays 4..». 7.15. 9. JO

BEN YEHUDA
Stli week

LONE WOLF
MACQUADE

Sul ID. midnight

Weekdays 4. Hi. 7.15. 9. JO

BETH HATEFUTSOTH
JEWISH
CINEMATHEQUE

Mihi.. I'hur. K.30M I*ASSANTH I»K SANS SOliri

/O,
CHEN CINEMA CENTRE,
Vdiiinee liekel silo »nlj m hnx

llrce ti .in III a in.

CHEN
1 jn

TRADING
PLACES

lake Urn complete Mniiipers...iiukc
"iw Ihem rich iliv «uher poor .

• D5N ACKROYD
* i-miiK murphy

'lump III 9.50. 12’ Id
S;ii 7. '1.3(1

Weekdays 4..1II. 7. 9..V1

Kuhn ll. 2; Sill. II n mi.

ALADDIN AND THE
UD.NDFItl-l 1

!. LAMP

CHEN 2 #7/
20th wank 'W*

AN OFFICER ANDA GENTLEMAN
liiniplll 9.50. 12 III

Sal . 7. 9jo
. Weekdays rl. ilj. 7. 9.40

. Mm. 4..10:

Yl.kDDlN AND I I IK
yiomii:hfii|. lamp

•‘itJin II. 2: Sul. II u ni

STAR WARS

CHEN 3 Jjfj
'

'8th week " Ct*

BLUE THUNDER
Kmiphl 9.50. 12.111

.Snl. -1. 9..11)

'
- V Weekdnys 4.3l). 7. 1.Ji]

I winy 11. 2; Sill. Il-n.in. •

I'llK FAIPlRi: STRIKES HAC’K '

CHEN 4
,

' lOlkwetk

CANNERY ROW
i,,- 1 .

;i niiigiii 9.5U. 12:1

5

1
:

Sul. 7.05,.9.
31)'

, ,

• Weekdayx 4 -JO. 7.II5.9J0
'

. Tiukij 1 1. 2: Sut. I| u.iii> ‘i

; I JIl- nf Brian
1 1 -

.

'

Swu.-.lil.jik'i^v. OAnaVaS

CHEN 5 r/j

3rd week ft'

PSYCHO n
4. ill. 7 IIS. V IS

I Mll.lt II.?. S.ll I I .1 111

Rill RN OF I UK JKI) I

Weekd.o. in W). | .111

RIIIJ.FR KALI

CINEMA ONE

HERCULES
THE HERO

* STKVK REEVES
Tonight 10

Sal. 7.15. 9JO
Weekdays 4 in. 7.15. 9.30

Israel Premiere
Tonight ji 10; Sul. 7.15,9.30
Weekdays 4.30, 7.15, 9.J0

A profound friendship

he lween two women
JSABKI.l.K IIUPPKRT
MimiMIDtl

COUP DE
FOUDRE

LEV II

Ulzengorf Center Tel. 288868

I lih week

LOCAL HERO
Stli 7.15. 9.30

Weekdays 1.30, 4.30. 7.15, 9.30

LIMOR

FwTrpT

English subtitles

DRIVE-IN

lunighl ID, Sul. uml weekdays 9.30
BEST UTILE WHOREHOUSE

IN TEXAS
Weekdays 5.30:

SECRET OF NIK
Weekday! 7.15: UREASE 2
Tonight, Sal. and weekdays

ui midnight: Set Him

ESTHER Tel. 22S6I0

2nd week

HARRY TRACY
Tonight 10: Sal. 7.15. 9.30
Weekdays 4.30. 7.15. 9.30

3rd week •

l
:ilnihy Curing Suuru

I LOVE YOU
. CARMEN

* ANTONIO UADES
* LAURA I1EL SOL

Sal. 7.15, 9.30;
Weekdays 4.311, 7.15. 9..WI

I

raw an ima

PCWDONQimu
Ben Yelmdu X7. Tel. 24437J

2nd week

CUTTER’S WAY
+ JOHN HEARD
a JEFF BRIDGES

Snl. 7:30, 9.40
Weekdays 5.30, 7.JQ. 9.40

.. ,
Sill week

BABY LOVE
* RICHARD CERE

tonight IQ: Su|. 7.30. 9.30
Witekifciyi 4.30. 7,30. 9.30

FTH"T
Winner nf 3 Academy awards

The unforgettable film by Michael
Ctienyannis

IliisL-d mi 1 lie iiiivul hy Nikas

Ka/um/akis
Music: Mikh Theudurakis

* ANTHONY QUINN
* AUN BATES
* IRENE PAPAS
Twrighl 9.30, 12; Sul. 6.45, 9.30

Weekdays 4, 6.45, 9.30

Sul. 1 1 11.ni

:

Raiders ni the

Lost Ark

MAXIM
3rd week

Sul. 7.15, 9.30

Weekdays 4.30,7.15. 9.30

LOOKING FOR
MR. GOODBAR

2nd week

REQUIEM
Sal. 7.15. 9.30

Weekdays Ifl. 12. 2. 4, 7.15. 9 30

PEER
2nd week

PRAYING
MANTIS

Directed by Jack Gold
Sal. 7.15. 9 30

Weekdays 4.30. 7.15, 9.30

SHAHAF
I4lh week

Tonight 10. 12

Sal. 5.45, 7.30, 9.30

Weekdays 4.30, 7.15. 9.30

FLASH DANCE
Sul. and weekdays II u.m.:

PQDONF IN HONG KONG

STUDIO

David's father bought him a home
s'umpulcr. lie's used il lu change his

high school grades.

WAR GAMES
Tonight 10; Sal. 7.15, 9.30
Weekdays 5. 7.15. 9.30

TCHELET

2nd week
,

MERRY
CHRISTMAS

MR. LAWRENCE
4.30, 7.15. 9.30

TEL AVIV MUSEUM
24th week

YOL
Winners id “Golden Palm"

Cannes, 1982
lilm by Yilmuz Guney

Sal. 7.15. 9.30
Weekdays 4.30. 7.15, 9.30

ZAFON
13th week

TO BEGIN
AGAIN

4.30. 7.15, 9.30

CHEN

I3th week

FLASH DANCE
Snl. 6.45, 9

Weekdays 4. 6.45. 9

MORIAH
2nd week

CLASS
* JACQUELINE BISSET
* BOB LOWE
* CUFF ROBERTSON

Sul. and weekdays 6.45. 9

ORAH I

* CATHERINE DENEUVE
* YVES MONTAND

in a touching and true story

LE CHOIX
DES ARMES

No complimentary lickeis

ORION

FLAMING
DESIRES

ft nonslop performances
Adults only

ORLY
Sat . and weekdays 6.45,

9

MERRY
CHRISTMAS

MR. LAWRENCE
PEER

MY
FAVOURITE

YEAR
Sut. ft.45, 9

Weekdays 4. 0.45. 9

RON
Sth week

UP YOUR
ANCHOR
(Lemon Popalcle 5)

6.45, 9

SHAVIT

6th week

TO BEGIN
AGAIN

Sal. and weekdays 6.45, 9

AMPHITHEATRE
2nd week

MIDNIGHT
EXPRESS

Adults only

4. 6.45. 9

ARMON
2nd week

CONCRETE
JUNGLE

Sal. 6.45. 9
Weekdays 4. 6.45, 9

ATZMON
* ISABELLE HUPPERT
* MIDI' MIDI 1

in the 1983 Sun Sebastian Festival
Prizewinner

COUP DE
FOUDRE

4, 6.45; 9
.
No complimentary tickets

FRENCH CULTURAL
CENTRE

CINEMATHEQUE
;
BEIT ROTHSCHILD

Mori. 8.43

.
LBS ENFANTS

'

'

DU PARADIS

ARMON
4lh week

Tonight 10
Sm. and weekdays 7, 9.30

I LOVE
YOU CARMEN

Mat. 4:

DIAMOND PEDDLERS

LILY

YOUNG
FRANKENSTEIN

Tonight 10

Sul. und weekdays 7.15, 9.30

OASIS
8th week

TRADING PLACES
Tonight at 10

4. 7. 9.30

ORDEA
7.15. 9.30

3rd week

BABY LOVE
* GOLDIE HAWN
* BURT REYNOLDS

' Mat. 4: BOY TAKES GIRL

RAMATGAN
After u successful run in Tel Aviv,
the wonderful comedy

: MAX DUGAN
'

.
RETURNS

THEATRE

DAVID MIGDAL

LE CHOIX
Tonight 10; Sal. und weekdays

7.15.9.30

DES ARMES TRADING

7.15.9.15
PLACES
Mut. 4.JQ; SHE

TIFERET SAVOY

WAR GAMES
T iinight 1 ll; .Sal . und weekdays 9.30

TEMPEST
7.13. 9.15 Mut. 4.30: CRAWL

(I llici.-rshi.-h.i The.lire. i.niiurf"W through

Others
U.ur.itnv , O 1 r .a.

BED-KITCHEN, B Ell-KITCII EN HVE - liirATlol hx N,.la ChiImn Produced

Comedy Fur one actress with Dina Doronne h\ the Neve /edek Hie.il ru. Shout a group

pidsinp lcmirclv diNcrirnl viumcn Wrilien h\ 4 »t pfiMWiirr* in a ji'nccnirJU'jn iramp during

Dunn hi .iml Franca Kama Directed by llan the ll..l.»i.iu»t tl.il.il. Ruhin. lue-al:t\)

I-Idad. iKihhul/ Aftkim. lunighl ul vjlj p in.: .... dv
Reer>heha. ('uniervaturiuin. ii>m"rrnu ul 9.15 NO ENIRANt K It) I ARLIAMr.N IAKV

n.m ; Klhhut/ Keiru. Sunday al YJu u.ni.l DtXiS • One-wmiun >liow. wriiu-ii. Lum-

p..,c«l .mil directed by Hilh:i Ynvnc. A vcial

CAIRO, FEBRUARY *78 — Hy Yitzhak Hen- ami pulmeal -alirc picture <>f Israel l«id.iy.,

Ner. About a journalist in the sirects nf Cairo, t Hulun. Mullet, tonight ai 10 p-in.. Kunial

iNelunv.i. Ilhd Shein. knmwitwr) ll.i*har,ni. Kochav. Monday at X p.m j

CITY SUGAR - By Stephen Puliakuv. IDENTITY CARD •- tl!eer»hubu.

Directed hi Miehj Levinson. A Becrshcba Sund.is al 7 p m.: Kiryni Yam. Nilian. Mon-

Municipal fheaire/Yuval Thcaire produclien day al X W pm.: fihcnas. Tuesday. Kiryai

The iinn nf a pupulnr radio unnnuntcr. Shnioiia, Snit. WeJneid.iy ul J p.m.)

BED-KITCIIEN, H Ell-KITCII EN ••

Comedy Fur one actress with Dina lk-runne

playing leniirely different wumen Written hy

D.irix ho .ind Franca Kama Directed hy llan

l.ldad. (Kihhul/ AfiVnn. lunighl ul 9 30 p m.;

Reer>heh:i. ('iinservaturiuin, iom»rrou ui 9.15

p.m : Klhhui/ Iteini. Sunday al 9.3U u.ni.l

CAIRO, FEBRUARY '78 - By Yit/hak Hen-

Ner. Ahnul a journalist in the streets nf Cairo.

(Nclunv.i. Oh el She in. hunornm)

THE IDIOT (H. nn.il t ian. OnfcJ. tonight al

III p n» . Tibi.Ti.iv Yi 11 .
Wednesday ul lJ p m J

t>| LOIS - i 3shLei.in. M.-ffcl. Tuesday I

RUN FOR YOUR WIFE - iGivalayim.

Sha vu. lunighl at 9.45 P ni . \au.
Auilitorinni. Smidiis through Wednesday al 9

p ni . Ashktflort. R.ihel, Ihurviay al 9 p in 1

For Inst -minute changes in programmes or times

uf performances, please contact bos ofllre.

Male rial for publication must ba at The

den!•<{/vu offices In Jerusalem tin writing)

on the Sunday morning of the week of publica-

tion.

WALKING TOURS

Stock on hand still

being sold at ok! prices.

Bookcases

with dust-excluding

glass doors

50 models. 100 assembly possibilities

Delivery throughout Israel.

Intersystem Bookcases
148 Rehov Ben Yehuda, Tel Aviv,

Tel. 03-249327.

Showroom open 9 30 a.m -12.30 p.m. 4-0 P 'n

Closed Tuesday afternoons

THEATRE, SHOPPING

AND SIGHTSEEING TOUR

January 15— 22

Why not join an escorted tour to Stratford

opportunity to watch a Shakespearean play, bef

— and be in London during the sales?

In addition, you can avail yourselves of the opportunity to attend at

least three top London shows.

Cost: $599 only!
Includes: Return flights by Maof

c . (fnrri
2 nights at Pclass hotel, h/b. Stratford

8 nights at f/class hotel, Wb, London

1 performance In Stratford
, t avauflble seals

'

l ‘ftTto??SSwTSSlA Warwick Castle, Oxford,

Windsor

i day London tour
nDntr„

1 shopping eroediUon to shopping centre

English speaking tour guide

Extension of stay possible

-..No travelling on Shabbat

.-
•

,

Single supplement, $104

• : ?or. further details, contact:

,

: Bddib, Tel. 053-35027, 053- 31 B75

. lYarkpn Tours, Aunat, Tel. 03-850604
,

'
•

Jerusalem

Jerusalem through the Ages

Sunday and Tuesday 9J0 a.m. and Thursday at

2 p.m. — The Ciludd, Jewish Quarter. Did

Yisluiv Court Museum, reconstructed

Sephardi Synagogues, Western Wall.

Sunday al 2 p.m.

iriiL-resi.

Sites of special Christ fun

Monday at 9.30 a.m. — The Cunmmile und

Israelite period in Jerusalem.

FILMS IN BRIEF

THE ARRANGEMENT - Argentinian rilni
|

which condones corruption ns u way of lire
|

you canT heal

BABY LOVE — i
;
ifLh insiulmcnl in the Union

Hfipitcle series. The 3 musketeers are now .

older and mellower. No doubt heading to be

nnoihcr box office nuccess.

THE BEST LITTLE WHOREHOUSE IN

TEXAS — A huxom procuress und a sexy

sheriff try to fend off the attacks or a

hypocritical crusader who demands lhal a

venerable little hordello be dosed down (for

acwnlily's sake). Based on u Broadway

musical, itself inspired by a rcul-life’s incident

.

it Ls uniusing an long as il docs not pretend la

lake itself seriously. With Dally Purion und

Burl Reynolds.

BLUE THUNDER — John Budhum's film

uhoul a helicopter prepared as u tool by

American right-wing government extremists

against eventual terrorist activities al the 1984

Olympic fiutnes in Los Angeles. Slick, profes-

sional. amusing and entertaining, H portrays

the struggle between good (played by Roy

Seheidcr). und evil (played by Malcolm Mc-

Dowell).

CANNERY ROW — A kind or mylhlcpl

glorification of the simpler aspects of life by

director Simon S. Ward. Beautiful

camerawork hy Sven Nyklvlsl.

LE t :OIX DES ARMES - French thriller

uboM ttaungslcr forced lo take up arms again

The acting is nothing special, but a successful

scene exists here and there.

CLASS — About a group of disgustingly rich

college roommates. Irrelevant.

CUTTER'S WAY— A very biller uilempl to

blow up the American dream and ihe Hol-

lywood myths. The film doean't promise you a

Tun lime, but u strong Image of modern

Amcricu.

DIVA — This lint feature film hy director

Jeun-Jacoucs Belncix Is a thriller - bul ulso a

felishisilc exploration of human nature, im-

mensely enjoyable, as long as you don't lake it

loo seriously.

EMMANUELLE - Polished and elegantly

orotic — hut really rather silly —
.
French film

about a diplomat in Bangkok who encourages

his wife (Sylvia Kristel) to sample all kinds or

sex with un aging voyeur officiating over the

final initiation. Well acted, and the cofeurfti

Thai background is fascinating. Directed by

Just Jaeckin.

FACE TO FACE— Ingmar Bergman's excel-

lent psychological study of a woman (Liv Un-

man) who works in a mentul aiyldm and who,

by excessive Introspection, loses her grip on

reality'.

FLASHDANCE — A mindless, flashy, banal

movie of a 20-yeoL old dancer. There a

nothing beyond the ptlrely Taney and super-

ficial iu all.

GARDE A VUE— Claude Miller’s new film Is

u critique on the French judicial syiiem, bul ll

is also 9 study of the individual, loneliness and

.
alienation.. Highly recommended

.

GREASE 1 - Lacking the star power of it*

predecessor, the plot of this film uses most of

Monday at 2 p.m. - The Junixh Quarter tuld

Ml. /mn.

Wednesday at 4 .3U u.m. - ihu Greek und

Ktiimni I’crUal in Jerusalem.

Thursday at 9.30 a.m. - rite Ml. uf Olives ill

Jewish, l 'lirisii.n amt kliisluin belief.

Tours start from Citadel Courtyard neat lo Jaf-

fa Gate and last 3-3^ hours, lickeis may be

purchased on Ihe spot. All lours are guided In

English.

Marsha Mawi. Donald Sutherland In

"Alas Dugan Returns.”

ihe ideas nf the original. Gnemuiically more

advunecd ihun thu previous effort and faster

moving. Weak script und silly plot.

THE LAST DAYS CIF THE VICTIM —
Argentinian film about a professional killer

who works for u big financial trust, eliminating

incriminating evidence along the way.

LOOKING FOR MR. GOODBAR — Based

on Judith Roxxner's best-selling novel, about a

young woman who works us u school teacher

hy duy und frequents singles bats ul night In

search of rough sex.

MAX DUGAN RETURNS - Abou) an ex-con

who reappuiirc, in his daughter's life. Nothing

uniusing, no mnrul, most of ihe time i l is frank-

ly boring.

MERRY CHRISTMAS, MR. LAWRENCE
— Bused on Laurens van dcr Past's The Seed

and ihe Stmer. Japanese director Nngisa

Oshima tries to paint a moral picture of

modern Japur'i. Powerful use uf Image, excel-

lent cumerd-work, superior performances by

the cast; the only serious riuw is the disunity

caused by the scries of. flashback sequences.

MIDNIGHT EXPRESS — A vdung
Amcricu n, cuughi trying to smuggle hashish

out of Turkey, is sentenced to 30 years

imprisonment. Hh experiences with a barbaric

system of "Justice" and a grotesque prison

system form the basis for this shocking and im-

portant film. Excellent acting by Brnd Davis,

John Hurt und others. •

MONTY,- PYTHON AND THE HOLY
GRAIL —The Monty Python' team, u*

nicrlicvul knlghilH i*r the. Round Tnblc Led hy

King Arthur, in search of the Holy GmiL The

dotty story und chiirucicr will please nostalgic

Monty Python fens...

AN OFFICER AND A GENTLEMAN — A
street urchin with strong character proves he

cun endure idl the hardships of ihe course for

navy pilots und becomes an officer. Traditional

. melodrumn. Well made artd Vell-aoltd.

LA PASSANTE DE SANS-SOUCI — BaScd

on the novel by Joseph Kessel. Jacques Rouf-

Dally at 1 1.30 a.m.j Friday et 9 «,m, - Jewish

Quarter .irchu«>l"gical and histuricnl tour.

Meet at L'iiidu ini'll ni.ll mil himlh. Jewish

Quarter.

Sunday ihruuith Thursday at 9 a.m. Icmpte

Minim Seminar, from l irst Temple puriud to

t lie |ul-vent Meet silt jtifo information huirth.

Jitsisli tju.irter.

Olher towns
thiilt expeditions in old Jewish quarter of

Sufivil. synagogue*. War ol Imlepenilenee

tsuuliiiurks. eonielcry. I'el. U67-3Q44S.

fin’s lilm deals with the pre-war aspects of the

Hnl'ieaust ll recounts the story of u small

Jewish boy whose father wjx killed in a •

pogrom. Slurring Hmny Schneider, in her last

pari hefore she died, ant! Michel I'iccoli.

PSYCHO 11 -- A twin a mama’s boy with u

killer's Mnriik. Hut instead oT being taut and

tension building. Richurd Franklin’s movie is

ml her tiresome.

RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK - This

CiciiTsc l.ueus-Sieven Spielberg venture

eresilcs nuigie mil of sheer energy. A glarioas,

unithushed piece of unieriainntcnl.

SHOGUN - Richard Chamberlain plays the

lend in this store of u British pilot of a Dutch

khip who hinds in Japan. Bears only n vague

siniilnrilv (u the James Clnvcll bestseller on

which llie story lx based.

TEMPEST -- A successful urchitect. un-

vuisHcd with his lire, his wire and his sur-

roundings. takes u breather on u deserted

beautiful islunJ. accompanied by his teen-age

daughter, a gorgeous drifter and a not-so-

dumh native. Wise, charming und splendidly

performed hy John Cnssuvetes. Genu

Rowlands. Susan Sarandon und Raul Julia, to

name just u Tew uf nn outstanding cast.

THOU SHALT HAVE NO PAIN OR OBLI-

VION — Argentinian film by Hugo Oliveru

depicts Per.mlsin in un unflattering light.

TIME OF REVENGF, — Argentinian film

nbnut American companies, assisted by local

minions, sacrificing human lives for profit.

TOOTSIE— Michael Dorsey (Dusiin Hoff-

man) puls on ii woman's dress, a wig and a pair

nr high-heeled shoes — and succeeds in get-

ting the part of a middlc-uged female hospital

udminismnor in TV soap. A most enjoyable

comedy — possibly the best thing that ever

happened to director Sydney Polluak.

TRADING PLACES — The prince and the

pauper theme Is back again, this lime in

Philudeiphiu. Whan the gags ure good, they

ure very good, but too mftny silly plots in

bE tween.

LA TREGUA — Argentinian film based on
Ihe novel hy exiled novelist Mario Bencdelti.

.WAR GAMES— About a computer whiz-kid -

who ends up finding his way Into the Pentagon
cumputcr. The moral: don't let Ihe computers
control you.

YOL — 5 jullcd Turkish men ore given a

week's furlough. Through their stories, wenel

to see Turkey nnd her people. Excellent film?-

ing and some Incredible performances make

this q film no tree film buff would wanl lo.

YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN —Mel Brooks'(BLmng

Saddles) parody of the horror films of the

Thirties has some very funny moments and

clever sequences. Excellent performance from

Peter Boyle us the Monster and Qene Wilder

docs very well as Frederick Frankenstein,'

grandson of ihe infamous Baron Victor.

Same of the films listed ire restricted to adult

audiences. Please check with Ihe cinema.



AMID TMI: plethora of amateur
restaurants which keep opening,
with greater or lesser success, the

eating places operated by profes-
sionals, with a sound foundation in

restaurant cooking, and, for that

matter, restaurant economics, are
few and far between.
Not ihui I object to the amateurs.

I n a country such as ours, which has
hardly any of the old-fashioned
family restaurants, where the tradi-

tion anil the recipes ore handed
down from one generation to the

next, it is for those with a love of
cooking, hut little experience, to fill

the gup.

Often such entrepreneurs fall flat

on their faces, either because they
cannot plan and cook for large

numbers, or because they find
themselves paying rents which cat

up their profits. On the other hand,
wlien luck or innutc ability takes u

hand, they can be among our best

mid most exciting icstiiurunts.

Rut they arc nonetheless u far cry
front the truly professional es-
tablishment, where the tableware
matches :iml the waiter knows from
which side to serve; wlicrS the menu
represents a choice of whut is ac-

tually available, and not what the

proprietors wish they could serve;
where one can choose a bottle of
wine rather than he subject to the
whims of whatever wholesaler hap-
pened to cull the previous week.

And if one is talking about profes-

sionals, there arc Tew to match Uri

< rut t man, who for many years has
been the chairman of the Israel Cir-

cle of Chefs. Recently, Guttinan
(earned up with Yuir Hamm, and
Ze'ev Kochinan, both formerly with

the Sheraton chain, to open what
they describe as a gourmet dairy
and vegeturiun restaranl on the se-

cond floor of the old Deborah Hotel
in Tel Aviv’s Rehov Ben-Yehuda.
The hotel, as old-timers will

remember, was the outcome of an
ill-fated attempt to cater to ultra-

religious tourists in Tel Aviv. It ex-

perienced a large fire some years
ago and since then has remained
closed. The fire did not actually

touch the restaurant und kitchen

area, hut they, too, were abandoned
for several years.

WHEN THE partners arrived to

prepure their establishment —
which goes under (he literally cor-

rect hut rather unexciting name.
The Second Fluor — for business,

they found nn accumulation of
debris blocking their way. Now,
aside from nn unmanned reception
desk, the entry und the restaurant

look pleasant and inviting.

The .stairway leading up to the

restaurant and the dining area itself

arc decorated, us one might expect
in such n place, with large and
mouth-watering pictures of food. It

Dairy

delights

MATTERS OF TASTE
Haim Shapiro

is only upon closer examination
that one finds that some of the pic-

tures arc a step away from realism.

An ear of corn sticks out of a

banana peil, u cut melon has one
section which turns out to be
grapefruit.

No such surprises awaited us with
our first course, a large buffet of
salads reflecting, one might say,

Israel's European, rather than its

Eastern traditions. Most expressive
of this was a red-cabbage salad,

heavily flavoured with caraway
seed. Other interesting salads in-

cluded a black bean and rice
preparation, sweet pumpkin squash,
and cottage cheese with peaches.
On the table were thinly-sliced

black and while bread, with a
cheese spread and butter.

This atmosphere carried over into
the soup course, during which I en-
joyed u fresh mushroom soup, thick
with cream and beautifully
seasoned. My companion, more
ndventurous than myself, tried the
cream of avocado soup, anotHei
rich, creamy mixture which was
quite tasty, even if the avocado
itself made little contribution to the
flavour of (he soup.

AS FOR Ihe main course, I allowed
myself the luxury of trying the most
expensive item on the mequ, sea
bass Grenoble, in which a thick
slice of this noble fish had been
fried und then served with a
generous blanket of croutons, chop-
ped fresh lemon and capers. It was
delicious.

My companion continued to be
adventurous and tried one of those
strange dishes which to my mind en-
joys an undeserved popularity in

local restaurants — a fillet of sole
with bananas, dates, nuts and
everything but the kitchen sink;
Why anyone would want to so
smother the delicate taste of the fish
in this way is beyond my under-
standing, but she seemed to like it.

Served alongside was a dish of
ratatouille composed of eggplant
and squash. This was very good and
not too oily.

Meanwhile, with our meal, we en-
joyed a bottle of Ben-Ami white
wine, made more enjoyable by the
fact that it was kept in an ice bucket
during our meal.

For dessert, 1 stayed with the
classical, ordering a caramel cream
which, if not remarkable, was ade-
quate. My companion continued in
her flamboyant mood by ordering a
dish in which a banana is wed to
various other fruits and nuts in a
crepe and served up flaming.
Here I Found my only major ob-

jection. The crepe tasted distinctly

of oil, u real pity in a dairy
restaurant, where butter could be
used with a free hand. The coffee
was satisfactory.

As I was the guest of the manage-
ment, I did not see a bill; but by my
computation, it would have come to
almost IS3.000.

This Week in Israel-The LeatHiM|Touris^nnde^nn^M^^
-RESTAURANTS JERUSALEM RESTAURANTS JERUSALEM RESTAURANTS

For the pure
pleasure of
gracious dining.

Open 7-9.30 pm
except Sundays.

Relex— andany
drink under the
sun can be yours.
Open 10 am till

tha wee hours.

Great -snacks

around tha clock.
Open 24 hours,
7 days a week.

Every Tuwdey - "1l-yo«oan-«at-
from-the-rljst-tafer' — $10
Under the supervision of

.. the Jerusalem Rebblpate
. Discounts for partlts •

•Open Sun.-Thu rs. noon-3 pm &
8-11 pm; Sat. 7'pm-mWnlBht

M SUPERB SEAFOOD r“

ELAT HAYAM
' i;??? -* Seafood ReMiurtat *19

•ki.A. *hnmn.ill»hHi *orknUI

..'i^on^idwna. Dpto Tideyab
:
'J wfc foT tonA Anri afiJK

«*9

D’iwn 1 Dili

leromme jerusalem

•w
Gfatt Kosher

Enhance your flastronomfea)
delights with a variety of aur r

musical virtuosos: piano and
violin background music,
dance music In the bar and
"Los Tres Parsguayos", with •

their superb, warm sound.

Liberty Bell Garden, Jerusalem
Tal. (02)603161

OFF THE
SQU4RE

A TWO RESTAURANTS
iM DAIRY AND MEAT
j

V • IN ONE

LIVE MUSIC
6 Yoil Salomon St

Call (02) 242640 for

r starvations.

0 ricntnl and nitmutional ihslins,

foauifimj live mush: nightly. Open
imoii -

1

am. Dim; amidst lush qrtieiv-

er V to a fountain ;i verUolik’

parodist- lor the Invar of ijuud food,
"ft u re arid great live truism.

^Europe":*
l-l All ItUUMMl.R

HI NCAKIAIN Kl stadium
M\V\ r,| n |iy i t AM U It t M mi |<

II V.IMi Ill’s! II S
IN a IIOMi n A 1 MONl’HI Kl

Ki iMlt.lt
12 JAI I A Rl). /ION SO. u 2- 2.>.S<J s)

CHUNGCHING
Kosher JL
Chinese
Restaurant v|J

Catering service for
all addresses In the
city: Belt Hakerem
(SmadarGas Station)
Kosher, under the
supervision of the

Jerusalem Rabbinate

S
n
7l pm '

6J0 Pm -mWntahi
22 Sf-» minor Yefe Nor

^
Tel. (02) 525 132

The fodbn restaurant MAHARAJAH
11 Sliliimzion Horn alba Street, Jerusalem

Tol. (02) 243186

W Jerusalem's v'
new fish

fiN restaurant.

V/ Chips and salads

r Frea. WInas and
drinks. TASTY

& INEXPENSIVE. Bring

the famfly for an eqsy-
k on-the-pockat

SABRA
2 KING GEORGE

oini't J.iff.i ltd . I st floor

* Fish restaurant
i
LN>)

* Light meals }* Beautiful garden / >\\/
*
Reasonable yi{ f
prices J*
Airconditioning ^

12 Aza St. (near Kings Hotel)
Tal. (02) 632813

I.-,.
•

• 'Yrn

Ristorante

II KOSHER
All Italian specialties with homemade
paau, pl/za. Daily noon—midnight,

Krl. till 4 pm. Indoor & garden seating.
"Padroni Haltanl"

1 18 Rabbi Ahlva St., Tel. (02) 248080.

motza inn

rosemary:
Vegetarian & Dairyv.

Restaurant f

9Simtat Ezrat Israeli

at 58-60 Jaffa Road
Tel. (02)231302

vy^hotictl
r
R£stuutunt

Roof Garden^ «_
Gourmet Arabian Cuisine *Enjoy typical Arabian specialties
and "mszas1

while watching scenic Old Jerusalem.

!
Please call (02) 282246 f6r reservations ...
Open settm days a week

. UBf/mzl
Tlio National Palace Hold. Al-Zahara St.; East Jerusalem, • YSgS-/

I

r

f

EARLY in THE action, Consul

Bernick, a pillar of society if ever

there was one, says, mopping his

forehead, “Yes, it certainly is a little

oppressive in here."

Since he is in a large room look-

ing onto a garden, on a bright

Norwegian summer day, he cannot

be speaking in a physical sense;

what he is describing is an embar-

rassing social situation.

In most of Ibsen’s play, Pillars of

Society (1877), the action takes

place in a room where the stifling

oppression of the individual by

society is offset by the great out-

doors: the fjord and mountain land-

scape; the sea and the sun; thunder-

storms; the succession of day and

night. All these elements intrude

and intensify the feeling of being

fenced in.

On an even larger scale, (he small,

provincial Norwegian town on

the fringe of the civilized world is

both invaded and circumscribed by

the big outside world, its

technology, industry, tribulations

and corruption. For Ibsen, this

small and petty world becomes the

symbol and quintessence both of

bourgeois society and the universal

conditions of man.
The force which sustains and

preserves the limited and oppressive

world is gossip — and now that we

have all become part of a “global

village,” we may be able to ap-

preciate Ibsen even more than

before.

Ibsen's particular genius was his

ability to transform a thoroughly

persona! vision — and this includes

the individuals he portays— into an

insight into capitalist society, and to

* hold this society up as a shocking

example of humanity at large.

The play, written at the ripe age

of 49, after a long career as a

playwright, is the first of Ibsen’s so-

called ‘•modern’’, “social’
1 or

“realistic" plays; all their motifs and

characters are already here, in a

weaker and simpler form.

Ibsen’s weakest play still towers

above most “social dramas" written

in his and our century. But in per-

formance, the play must stand on its

own. By producing it, the

Bcersheba Municipal Theatre has

made another interesting and at-

tractive contribution to Hebrew
theatre.

For love

or money
THEATRE
Uri Rapp

poor marionettes manipulated by

undivined but inexorable forces.

However, they are this-worldly

forces, born out of human interac-

tion.

The second aspect of the tragedy

is the women, whose kindness and

affection, dignity and yearnings are

scorned and suppressed by the men,
avid for gain, power and reputation,

(heir idea of success.

A few women break out, at the

cost of social ostracism, destitution

and contempt. Some succeed in

realizing their human potential

elsewhere, usually far away. But

most of the female rebels are

crushed, or finally knuckle under.

THE TITLE itself exemplifies one

of the peculiarities which make
Ibsen the fascinating and lonely

genius he was: the combination of

patljos and irony, not side by side,

but paradoxically Intertwined.

“Pillar of society" Is one of those

high-flown, sonorous metaphors

beloved of public speakers and

preachers of morality — yet U ex-

presses an important truth. There

are individuals on whom the ad-

vancement and well-being of

society depend. But experience,

and Ibsen's play, raise the question

of whether these people can pos-

sibly be decfcnt and sincere.

' If Ibsen’s plays are tragedies (fa

spile of the “happy ending" fa the

’ present one), they are twofold. One
aspect is the tragedy of the men who
lead society, but are in fact led by it.

(

Instead of the gods of fate in an-

.
clent Greece, the power of destiny

fa Shakespeare and the inherent

contradiction of dorms (like honour
and :

love) In French classicism,

Ibsen's fate is the Hidden Hand of
Adam Smith, the force of the

marketplace and the factory, the

liefa
‘

paraliclogran) of anonymous forces

directing success and failure.

.Even The most fanatic and self-

'• righteous' preachers of conventional

•
.
morality, like the schoolteacher and

. fqtute parson R5rlund (acted excel-

lently by Ohad Shahar), are but

REPUTATION is everything to

Bernick, the shipyard owner. He
can do the most dubious things in

his business transactions, as long as

his good name and credit remain in-

tact. Since he, and as he points out,

everyone else, has some spots on his

record, the whole structure is built

on a lie.

Ibsen’s central idea was that of

the "life-lie," and a truth which is

not a collection of provable facts,

but an ongoing process within the

personality in its relationship with

others.

Bernick's life-lie leads him from

betraying a friend who saved him

from social ruin to deceiving and

cheating the community of which

he is a pillar to, finally, planning a

particularly nefarious mass murder.

He sends an unseaworthy ship to

sea with 18 crew members, both for

gain and to get rid of his former

friend and saviour who has become

a threat. He, and they, are saved

from the worst by a coincidental

happy end.

THE ACTION of the play revolves

around this man, his family, his as-

sociates, subordinates, and acquain-

tances. He is competent, forcefuL

respected and always in command

of others and of himself, even when

he breaks down and confesses some

(not all) of his deceptions and mis-

demeanours. He can always

produce the most reasonable argu-

ments to justify every new mean-

ness. He is a scoundrel, but never

appears to be or think of himself as

0n
He could be the personification

of the life-lie, both his own and that

or bourgeois society; whatever he

does, whether it’s dismissing

employees of 40 years standing or

planning murder, is done for .the

sake of “the family” and the com-

munity." The part is played con-

sistently and impressively by Yosse

Yablonka, with whom we can iden-

tify, even while we despise him.

Almost all of Ibsen's plays from

1877 onwards deal with the relin-

quishing of love as the price of sue-

CGSSi

The abandoned woman is left un-

fulfilled, ever regretful for a life

wasted; the woman who does mar-

ry, for ulterior motives, becomes

subdued, subservient, deprived of

love and partnership, maimed lor

lire. Disenchantment, coming alter

the joyous hopes of youth, can lead

to frustration, rebellion and

destruction— or to a stand for truth

and freedom, regardless of the

social consequences.

THERE ARE exceptions in both

cases. One of them in this play is

Lona. Loving but rejected, she finds

her way to America, to a free, pur-

poseful and self-respecting life.

Returning home, she proves com-
passionate, helpful and loyal, and

possessed of a healthy and intel-

ligent impertinence.

The part is played by Tina Tulin,

who again succeeds in gaining our

attention, affection and admiration.

Another exception is Dina, a

young girl who is on the verge of

breaking away. Her running com-

nentary on her social environment

as being, to her sorrow, respectable,

moral and proper, serves as a kind

of leitmotif in the play. Again, a

good though somewhat limited

— performance by Iris Barnea.

The truthful and loyal Johan

(Johnny), the faithful friend who is

slandered in his absence, accom-

panies Lona to "America . Critics

have called Johan a dramatic non-

entity, naive, colourless, just a prop

for Ibsen’s plot. By playing him as a

sabra, Shlomo Sadan rescues him

from the bloodlessness of his lines,

giving him flesh and blood.

Mark Hassman, again amusing

in a comic role, plays the role of a

parasitic loafer who "upholds the

ideals" (never spelling out which

ones).

All the actors do well — a great

tribute to director Theodor' Toma.

The set, by Miriam Gorelzky, is

practically designed, for the con-

stant comings and goings and airy

and roomy, as Ibsen specified, But

it lacks atmosphere and suggestion.

Her 19th century costumes, on the

other hand, are delightful.

ThisWeek in Israel-T
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BERNICK’S final conversion into a

truthful, understanding and public-

spirited man (with some new hope

for his badgered wife) can be under-

stood in two ways. Ether as pathos

— the good wins out through a

powerful emotional process (like

the great danger to his young son )

— or irony (Bernick does it again,

he is a con expert, and shouldn't be

believed). I wouldn’t put this past

Ibsen, In spite or all the commen-

tators.

But I suspect that both in-

terpretations fit into the framework

of his complicated genius, making

the ending doubly ironic, and very

hard to stage.

Theodor Toma, in a very

clean, beautifully orohestrated and

generally delightful performance,

nevertheless does not do justice to

the finale. It is played straight,

taking the text at face value, with no

real peripeteia (reversal of the ac

tion), either into pathos or into

£et nyore gold ai?d dianjoijd

jewelry for your njoijey.
t

<

'
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irony, or preferably both.

He also deleted the final

sentences, where the reformed Bar-

nick says that it is the women who

are the real pillars of society— what

a reversal that is— and Lona, the

woman who has won the fight,

replies, "No, my dear: the spirit of

truth and the spirit of freedom, they

are the pillars of the community.”

Toma did not consider these lines

necessary; but his decision to omit

them is based on an interpretation

which disregards complexity of

motive and understands the whple

play simplisticaily.

These lines — admittedly very

diffcult to act — could be taken as

touching cn the whole subject of

women in a male-oriented society:

are women alternatives to men,

holding out the promise of a dif-

ferent and better society, or are

they partners in a common under-

taking which is not sex-oriented at

ail? For a Lona like Tina Tulin this

might have been a worthy challenge
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Negev

Safaris

Sinai Safaris

& Trekking

Fox-2 2 days, every Friday $ 99
Fox-5 5 days, every Monday $240

*S-1 $50+ S-2 2 days $ 99

S-3 3 days, every Tuesday $145
S-4 4 days, every Friday $ 195

S-3 5 days, every Monday $240
ST-1 7 days (camel trekking)

every Monday $295

Two-, four-, and five-day Hips

combining Arklo flights from Tel

Aviv or Jerusalem to Eilat and

luck with desert Safari.

(PLUS BORDER TAX)

Egypt Tours

Mon., Wed. & Sat. guided in English

Tubs, guided In English & French

Thurs. guided In EnglishA German
Mon. guided in English

Er4 4 days, every Thursday

E-5 5 days, every Sunday

E-8 8 days, every Thursday

E-8b 8 days Budget Tour

$185
$210
$498

Wed. guided in English & French

Frl. guided in English & German

every Sunday
E-15 15 days

$365
$650

. For information and bookings contact: ^
36 Karan Havasod St., Jerusatam, Tal. 102) B0B3B6,

.152 Havarkon St., Tel Ad(v,T«1. (03) 233120,226410
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RI:I1I:ARSAL TIMli in a bare
room at Tel Aviv's Beit Hamorcli.
I lamlet and his mother are discuss-

ing which or them has offended hi!

father more.
The text is in Hebrew, translated

by Oivid Avidan. When they depart
from the dialogue — to discuss, for

instance, where she should slap him,
and how hard — the language
between (hem is also Hebrew.

But Hamlet talks to the director

in spare French and the Queen talks

to the director in Rumanian. The
director cither responds in kind or
speaks Rumanian to an interpreter

who turns it at a fast clip into

Hebrew.
Is this any way to run a play?
The results will only be available

toward the end of this month, when
Habimah's first Hamlet in 30 years is

ready for the stage.

For now, I can only say that

despite the language barrriers, ac-
tors and director could sometimes
complete each other's sentences.

THE NEW Hamlet, aged 29, Is

Moshe Becker. Lia Koenig is the
Queen;- and Dino Cerncscu the
director. .

Cerncscu arrived in farad last

July to direct Edward Bond's Leaf
at the Dcersheba Theatre, and
started working on Hamlet in

September.

He is ofmedium height, with dark
but greying hair, lively eyeB, promi-
nent teeth and less chin than you'd
expect in someone who spends a lot

of his lime telling people what to do.
His manner is warm, direct, unas-
suming.

During breaks in the rehearsal, he
talks about the current project, in-

cluding the ways he “restructured"

Habimah’s Hamlet

Moshe Becker and Lla Koenig as Hamlet and the Queen.

CURTAIN CALL / Marsha Pomerantz

the original text. The question ofof-
fence to the Tather comes up again.

“Every production is a betrayal of
the essential spirit of the author,"
says Cernescu (in French). “The
director who's aware of that tries to
make the betrayal minimal."
He believes he is loyal to

Shakespeare’s intentions:
“Shakespeare was very much in-

volved in social and political life.

I'm sure that if he lived now he
himself would have changed the
text."

Cernescu has changed the role of
Horatio, made him “a character
who tries to serve the foreign in-

vaders.” Fortinbras embodies “the
external danger, which is very time-
ly for many nations — particularly

Israel."

He explains the Queen’s marriage
by making her much older than

Claudius. “It's a matter of bed," he
says. “She accepts this misalliance

for sexual reasons, and thus betrays
without realizing it."

Ophelia isn’t as “sensually pure"
in this production as some would
have her. She feigns madness to

protect herself. “If someone knew
slate secrets — at that time, but not
only at that lime — it was better to

play mad."
What interests Cernescu in par-

ticular is the individual and his

relationship to power — a
relationship “which doesn't work
particularly well," to put it mildly.

“You might say it’s logical for

someone from the Eastern bloc to

be interested in the relationship

between the individual and the
Establishment. But it’s something
which preoccupies everyone — not
just one part of Europe."

Theatre can influence politics, he
believes. Not directly, but through
the individual. The audience must
leave the theatre “in a different

slate of mind" from the one in

which it entered.

CERNESCU has worked recently
in Holland, Belgium and Hungary,
though his home is in Bucharest, to
which he returns at the end of this

month. Does he sometimes have
problems with the Establishment
there? Can he talk about it7

No, he has no problems, and yes,
he can talk about it:

“You must not confuse the prin-
ciples of the state with the people
who apply them. However great
the principles, you sometimes en-
counter people who are the

delegates of power and have only
their own problems in mind. These
intermediaries of power must
sometimes be changed."

Again, he points out, that split
between principles and their ap-
plication exists everwhere — and
among artists as well as political
lenders.

He is pleased with theatre in
Rumania and says that what makes
a production good b its "roundness"— the equal weight exerted by
text, actors, design, music, direc-
tion. None of those elements should
be emphasized to the detriment of
others.

THE ROUNDNESS of his Hamlet
is hard to imagine in the bare
rehearsal space, But its — to me —
abuse of power has a lot in common
with Cernescu’s other production in
Israel. Bond’s latter-day Lear builds
himself a wall to protect his
freedom, sacrificing his nation and
eventually himself on the altar of a
great project. His revolutionary and
counter-revolutionary daughters do
little more for the cause of justice
than he does,

If Cernescu had his way, Hamlet
and this Lear would be presented in

a single evening. “Fortinbras
becomes Bond’s Lear," he says. He
would have liked Mark Hassman,
who plays Lear in the Becraheba
version, to be Fortinbras in such a
double feature. But five hours of
theatre in one evening is a bit exces-
sive, he agrees.

Some fringe productions these
days take three times that long. But
even five hours might drive the
national theatre's subscription
audience to the barricades.

Now there's an idea.
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DECEMBER 16 - DECEMBER 23
Frl. at 2 pm: L 'Aveu Cost a-Gavras
Sat. at 7JO pm: FromMao toMozart:
Isaac Stem In China
9.30 pm: Bona Fellini

Mon. at 7 pm: From Mao to Mozart
7.30 pm: small hall The Shanghai

• Gesture Josef von Sternberg
9.30 pm: La Vole Laciee Bunuel

Tuos. at 4 pm: Bedknobs and
Broomsticks

7 pm: The Missouri Breaks
9.30 pm: 7Tie Long Holidays
of 1936 Jaime Cambio

Wed. at 7 pm: Deprisa Deprisa
Carlos Saure

7.30 pm: small hallA Soldier's
Father Revaz Chkheldzc
9.30 pm: Hunger Henning Carlson

Thura. at 7 pm: Requiem
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Strange agreement
TELEREVIEW / Philip Gillon

IT ISN’T OFTEN that I find myself

in complete agreement with Tehiya

lenders Geula Cohen MK and

Hanan Porat MK, but this week

they could have been my ventrilo-

quist’s doll ns they enunciated in

ringing tones one of the most

cherished principles of u free

society. They cume out to declare

with great eloquence -that no man
should be regarded as guilty until he

has been judged so by a competent

court.

Together with this basic tenet

goes the corollary that only the

guilty should be punished, and that

collective punishment is abhorrent.

It is only fitting that such rules

should be treated with great respect

by a country which never tires of

describing itselT as a bastion of

democracy in the Middle East.

Not surprisingly, I thought of

these things as 1 watched the hor-

rifying shots of the Israelis blowing

up the homes of the families of

suspected terrorist killers. The
dignified old Arab men and women
watching the debris that had once

been their houses, used in Arabic

exactly the sume words that Cohen
and Porut spoke in Hebrew. These

aged Arabs were such remarkable

examples of the victims of tyrants

that they looked like characters in a

play by Brecht. Their faces should

remain etched in our memories as

reminders of what terrible things

can be done by Jews, the victims of

persecution for millennia, when
they ulluin power.
The truth is that every occupying

C

ower, however democratic it may
e at home, deposits its principles in

the deep freeze when it sets out to

rule u subject population. Collective

punishment was applied by the

British Mandatory Government in

dealing with the Jews in what was

then Palestine. The British raj in In-

dia and Egypt had a pleasant habit

of blowing rebellious “natives"

alive out of 25-poundcr guns. That

great democracy, the United States,

fazed Vietnamese villugcs suspected

of housing Vielcong. So with us:

democratic principles are not al-

lowed ta cross the old green lines.

Just 1

as slavery enslaves the master
as well as the slave, so occupation

corrodes occupier as well as oc-

cupied.

By the way, 1 think it is only fair

to Cohen and Porat to point out that

they were not referring to the blow-
ing up of the Arab houses, but to the

case of Ephraim Siegel, of Elon

Moreh, who is alleged to have shot

Ihe 1 1-year-old girl in Nablus. No
doubt 1 was nodding when the news
showed us shots of our security

forces blowing up his home and fac-

tory, while his family watched in

despair — or is It possible that this

.

scene never took place? Can il be
that we, who cry so bitterly about

;
Mng the victims of double stan-

dards, have one set of law for the

Jews and another for the Arabs?

llie Arabs as Anwar Nusseibeh;
Kahrim Khalcf, the ousted mayor of

Rumalluh; Nubi Mustapha Naishe,

the ousted mayor of Hebron;
Raymondu Tawil, the writer; and
Hanna Siniora, editor of al-Fajr,

It seemed to me that this marked
a major breakthrough in Arab
thinking or, perhaps even more im-

portant, in open Arab declarations

about what they are thinking. For

decades, no Arab leader has dared

to condemn in public the use of ter-

ror as a weapon.

From the Jewish side, we heard a

very encouraging condemnation of

the occupation from the former

military commander of Gaza, Zvi

Elpeleg. He was appearing on Ram
Evron’s This is the Time programme,

in a debate with a refugee, 28-year-

old Hatndi Faraj, about ihe Ben-

Porat commission’s new plan to

rehouse the refugees, still living in

UNRWA camps under Israeli con-

trol.

Faraj wus asked to explain why he

was so opposed to a scheme that

would end some or the physical suf-

fering of (he refugees. Heslarted off

by saying that Ben-Poral was trying

to sell his proposals as a “human-

being plan," whereas Faraj was con-

vinced tlrnt it was a political plan.

He pounced eagerly on an expres-

sion tossed to him by Evron — that

Ben-Poral is a minister in the

government and not a social

worker.

But he had no real answer when

Elpeleg cited the example of the

50,000 refugees in Gaza, who
moved to belter housing provided

by the Israel authorities, without in

any way abating their political

aspirations or their rights us

refugees. Faraj was reduced to say-

ing that the homes in the West Bank

camps were not so bad, thut the

Arabs had improved on what

UNRWA gave them, that in 35

ycurs they hud got used to them.

But clearly he was really still

suspicious that accepting new

homes would somehow invalidate

their claims to justice from the

world.

Nor had he any real answer to

Elpeleg’s contention that the,

Palestinians on the West Bank en-

joyed certain benefits under the

. Israelis that they had been denied

by King Hussein — their own uni-

versities, newspapers and elections

— without prejudicing their claim

to national independence. Why

should not the same thing apply to

better housing?

But Faraj, despite being rather in-

articulate in English and being hard-

pressed by two experienced and

adroit debaters — Evron func-

tioned as a critical interrogator of

the young man rather than as an im-

partial host — did produce one bril-

liant riposte that nonplussed the

others. Elpeleg argued that the

Palestinians, despite not having

course, is that ihe Palestinians never
produced a leader ready lo talk in

the Jews. That is why the condem-
nation of terror by the group of top
Palestinians seems to me lo be lo

such un important event.

JUST AS I was beginning to talk

myself imo thinking ihui wc could

glean some crumbs of optimism
from a had week, I remembered the

meeting last Thursday night
between the Jews of Upper
Nazareth and the Arabs who want

lo live there. The Jews sounded ex-

actly like American Protestant

WASPs explaining why they in-

serted. overt or covert clauses in

their title-deeds, stipulating that no

Jews should be allowed lo move
into the neighbourhood, lest they

bring down property values. There

are 1,000 empty fiats in Upper
Nazareth, but, according to the

Jewish landowners, it is better that

(hey should remain empty than that

Arabs from overcrowded Nazareth

— denied land for expansion by the

Jewish policy of building Upper
Nnzarclh — should move up the

hill.

Docs the Almighty never get tired

of playing these Voltnircan jokes an

us?
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THIS WEEK the six-instalment

preface lo Pillar of Fire suddenly

kindled u blaze from the dull ashes

of Yigal Lossin's rather tedious

defence of his show against

criticisms we have forgotten all

about. The current instalment

moved from the Jewish wars about

the nature of Zionism, which are of

ucudemic interest only, to Ihe ques-

tion of how the Zionists dealt with

the Arab issue.

Anwar Nusseibeh admitted that

there were no such things as Palesti-

nians at the lime the Btilfour

Declaration wus issued — at that

stage they were all Arabs, inhabi-

tants of Greater Syria, part of the

Ottoman Empire, and dreaming of

independence as Arabs. He said

that the British and the French

created
1

Syria, Lebanon, Palestine

and Transjordan to suit their own
interests.

There was an interesting debate

between Professor Yosef Nedava

and Amos Elon, during which the

latter made a very good point. He
said that the Jews did not exist as a

nali 'i 80 years ago: they became a

nation when they started to call

themselves a nation, and he thought

the same thing applied to the

Palestinians. It was strange to hear

Professor Nedava still trotting out

the argument we all used once ypon

a time — that the Arabs had such

vast areas under their control, sure-

ly they should absorb the displaced

Palestinians. It seems to me that we

proved in the Lebanon war that the

Palestinians cannot be integrated

into any Arab host nation.

AMONG THE blessings Tor which

we must credit Israel Television is

Taxi, a comedy series which

manages to avoid cliches of expres-

sion and situation. Several of the

characters are real comic creations

— the unutterably vile Louie, the

besotted Jim and the zany Lalka.

And The dialogue sparkles.*.

Winds of War has picked up con-

siderably, although Natalie is still

;

' ON A MORE cheerful note, there

• Wps one very bright light that shone
: through the darkness of a week's

. news as black as midnight. This was

/ the remarkable declaration by.

several eminent Palestinian-leadors,

\ condemning the -terrorist attack on

.
./-the Jerusalem bus. As Far as 1 can
'. recall, it |s unprecedented for a

Vftlememof this nature to be issued
‘ leaders of such renown among
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Arab regime. Faraj exclaimed.

“Why do you always compare

yourselves to the Arah states? They

.are all lyrannies! Why not compare

yourselves to the Europeans?

Faraj struck another shrewd blow

when he said that the Jews always

talked to the leaders of the Arab

states instead of to the Palestinians

themselves. The answer to this, or

TD
this week

at
the israel museum

jerusalem

although florid and lacking in sub-

tlety, like many American serials, is

nevertheless very exciting, and we

hope our lawyer lass will whip all

who are out to get her. It is very sad

that she committed the supreme fol-

ly of falling in love with a very nice

guy: nice guys are worse than the

opium habit for the people who love

them. P

ThB Israel Museum is located on Ruppin Street, Tel. (02) 698211.

EXHIBITIONS
Permanent Collection ol Judalca, Art, Archaeology and

Contemporary Israeli Art
Gabi Klasmer: Paintings. A series of superlac on masonite paintings

Tom Seldmenn Freud - an illustrator of children's books

Scraps — creating home theatre sets end greeting cards

Memphis, Milana - furniture and accessories

Michael Druks: Projection on Photographic Situations

David Bomborg in Palestine 1923- -1027

Moritz Oppenhoim - The First Jewish Painter ISperius Gallery)

Tip of the Iceberg no. 2 - Now acquisitions in Israeli Art

Kadesh^arnea - a fortress from the Judean Kingdom i Rockefeller Museum)

How to Study the Past - for children. Closed an Saturdays. tPeley Centor,

next to tho Rockefeller Museum)
Tho Wonderful World of Paper. (Paloy Center)

Special exhibit: Three silver Hanukkeh lamps.

EVENTS

SPECIAL EVENT
Saturday, December 17 at 20.30

THE LIFE OF THE ORIENTALWOMAN - "Cultures In Dance" series

Through donee, music and poetry readings the audience follows the dally

life, culture and emotions or the Oriental woman, from her youth, through

marriage to tha sadness of her later years.

With Racheil Sela, liana Cohen and the Inbel Dance Company.
Narrated by Sara Levy-Tanai
Sponsored by Davids and Irene Sale

CHILDREN’S FILM
Sun., Dee. 18 Mon., Dec. 19; Wed., Dec. 21: Thurs.,

HEIDI — a now animated version

Dec. 22 at 18.30

THEATRE
Sunday, Dec. 18 and Saturday, Dae. 24 at 20.30
COURTSHIP AND MARRIAGE
Two stylized comedies by Oennla Silk, based on the 'Thing Theater .

Directed by Fa Chu; with Rachel Bar-Dor Tena, Micky Mevorech

and Rony Plskar

FILM
Tuesday, December 20 et 18.00 & 20.30

BEST BOY (USA 1080) - The process of detaching e retarded adult trom

home. Directed by Ire Wahl Iwon Oacar for best documentary film of ibbui

lecture
Wednesday, December 21 at 20.30

PICASSO AND POLITICS
pr. Zlva Amlshat-MIesels

GUIDED TOURS IN ENGLISH „ _
Museum: Sun., Mon., Wed., Thurs. at 11.00;Tuea.at 18.30

Rockefeller Museum: every Friday et 1 1 DO
Archeology Gallerias: Monday, December 19 at 1 6.00

Fo7fu rih^ informatk>n about Youth Wing activities, please call (02) 633278

BY PURCHASING A SUBSCRIPTION YOU WILL SAVE APPROXIMATELY
30%ON EACHEVENT. For details of all 1083/84 sarlas,p1easeqall (02)608213.

VISITING HOURS: Sun., ftfon., Wed., Thurs. 10.00to 17.00;Tuas. 16.00 to

22.00: Frl. & Sat. 10.00.to 14.00 •

SHRINE OF THE BOOK: Sun., Mon., Wed., Thurs. 10.00 to 1 7.00; Tubs. 10.00

to 22.00; Frl. & Sat. 10.00 to 14.00

BILLY ROSE SCULPTURE GARDEN. Sun.-Thurs, 10.00 to sunsatj Frl.,

Sat. & holidays 10.00 tp 14.00
'

ROCKEFELLER MUSEUM: Sun.-Thurs. 10.00 to 17.00; Fri. & Sat. 10.00. to

14.00

LIBRARY HOURS: Sun., Mon., Wed.. Thurs. 10.30 to 1 7.00 ; Tubs. 16.00 to

20.00

•GRAPHICS STUDY ROOM; Sun., Mon., Wad., Thurs. 11.00 to 13.00; Tub*.

16.00to 20.00 .

TICKETS FOR SATURDAY: Available In advance at the Museum and at the ,

ticket Manclea: Tel Aviv-Rococo, Etzion. Le'en and.Cartel: Jarusalem-Ktajm.

THB JBRUBAUDM POST MAGAZINE
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"M AH A rilUM'* Ii;in become a
pnjmhr wnrri in dance t:\cnls. hui
ilit programme ill the Khan on
I >ecc inher 7 wiii a uniifijralivds

rnndcM nfferinu by two soloists,

with i 'vi i items by the Jerusalem
Dance Workshop and two Canadian
him briefs.

Tamara Mi elink's programme
confirmed her striking definition as

dancer in solus created by Anna
Snkulmv. Ilcdii Oreii and herself.

Her movements were always clear

and cniumunrtalive. In her Yiddish
smius her voice was best employed
in humour.

The Jerusalem Dunce
Workshop presented Duel,
choreographed by Miriam Hertz.
Sombre and turbulent in texture, it

required better distribution of
emphasis and hciter liming. Much
more interesting was The
l 'huh viover/ Question (music: liur-

mk ) by (Lilia Mugen. danced by
live of the company. Here there was
an attempt at shape and rhythm.
Main modern dunce conventions

were given a newer look; rolling on
the floor, lor instance, was made to

Modest
marathon
DANCE
Dora Sowden

resemble Lite movement of
tumbleweed.

One Woman Circus, which was
choreographed uiul danced by Miri
Ben Baruch, used the device of
portraying a series of circus
characters. The "clowns" were not
sufficiently well-differentiated; the
mime and movement were too
simplistic and the costume changes
( he li i n d a screen* not we 1 1

-

organized. Changing in front of the
screen might have been better.

r.MBASSIJ’S in Israel arc holding
special cveifings to show whul the
dance companies of their countries
aie doing. The Canadian Ian hussy

•.el the series cuing with the screen-

ing o| a film culled (iala at the Inhal

Dance Tileat re studio in Tel Aviv

• mi December x.

Light Canadian companies, (lie

Toronto Dance Theatre, the Royal

Winnipeg ballet (which has been

herd, the Dannv Grossman Com-
pany (also here some time ago), Le
Gruupc dc la Place Royalc, Les

Ci rands ballets Canadians, (he

Anna Wyman Dance Theatre, the

Winnipeg Contemporary Dancers

uhd the National Bullet of Canada
participated in one programme on
May 1 1. 19X1, in Ottawa.

The dancing was excellent

throughout, but* the choreography

did not always match its standard.

By fur the best was the brilliant ball-

room scene from John Cranko's

Hitmen antI Juliet, which had truly

stellar leads. Also interesting was a

work by Brian Macdonald, who for

a lime was director of the Butsheva

Company.
The next programmes will be

given by Belgium (December 21);

Japan (January 4) and Canada again

(January IX).

Cil-'NI: IIILI. SAGAN'S work Edge

nf l)arknew (music: Beethoven) in

tribute to the late Timna Yericl, will

be given its premiere by the Kibbutz

Dance Company in the Tel Aviv

Museum on December 19. Ollier

works on the programme will in-

clude Yaaeov Shurir's Shapes und

Jiri Kvliun’s La C'aihedrale

Englntaie.

liSTI l*OM FRANTZ und Am non
Raviv will appear at the Tel Aviv
Museum on December 20. They
call themselves the “Two" Dance
Theatre and their programme is en-

titled Vision or Mirror (depending
oil how one translates the Hebrew).
The programme was first presented

at the Acre Theatre Festival.

KATIA MICHAELI, long known
as an expert in the Alexander
technique, a remedial system for

postural tensions, has developed a

new therapy which she describes as

"a new technique, but based on the

Alexander."

The new method, which "gives
more attention to movement," and,

according to Michaeli, also works
with non-dancers, has led to invita-
tions to leach in the U.S. and
Switzerland. Michaeli, who will
probably also leach at the London
School of Contemporary Dance
names conductor Leonard Bern-
stein and Israeli singer Yehoram
(iaon among former "students,"
"A free neck means a free body,"

says Michaeli. "There is always
movement in us. To be entirely
relaxed, you are in the grave. But
you mustn't he tense."

"Don't cross your legs." she told
me firmly. "It cuts off circulation
and can cause a coronary con-
dition."

After studying at the Mary
Wig m:i n School in Dresden,
Michaeli loured the U.S. three
times as a soloist with the great 1

dancer's group.

"Wigman used to say that dance
is communication, not just enter-
tainment," reculls Michaeli "and
that when there is communication
between dancers and audiences,
there is consummation. But for that,

the body must be free."
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RESTAURANTS TEL AVIV RESTAURANTS TEL AVIV RESTAURANTS

00
SStSPafc

'
T!ib digariM and style of Hit

IB 30'* aro back oiMha Tel Aviv {canary.

.
To.thB gourmet for whom awry malls i fust, wo offar a

brilliant (diction of IntarnatioMl dishai whosa Franch
flavor is directly inspired by tha "Tour d'Argiiit" in Park.
Brarth taking Mediterranean v(aw. Dina to tha sounds of
tin mudo and tha waves. Open dally from 10 am until late

night hours.

Riiervstlona retrain mondsd.
81 Hsyarkon St., Tal Aviv; Tal. (03) 667021.

M Y
i J4,

A pleasant gastronomic surprise
* persohallzed gift await you

each time you celebrate at DOLFP
• -

‘ Cali QabVat the DDl PrCall Gaby at the DOLFf
fpr I'esarvatioha & data I Is,

ONCE AN OLD TURKISH BAT*

OLD JAFFA
DYTHG FinePLACG

•Cof/ee-Theatre
P—jtab.r .16 at 9.30 pm{ "Hals-
tionshfps

, situations between him
ana nor.

i wRSh,r
JZ. rt 10 p"11 MEN|

J
BnP p*18818 in 8 Talk

and Variety .Show.

Lw

OLFI RESTAURANT
Charles ClorePark

next to the Dolphinarium
2nd floor

•Tal, (03| B60783
. 658353

Oriental Restouran
Open from 1 9.30 to 01 ,30

io MlfraU Sfalomo Ad,

.

*•

The Chinese Restaurant

317 Hayarkdn Street
Tel Aviv

Tel. 443400, 458785, 451282
Open for lunch & dinner

' — ~

„
Z

t / / "Banana"
Nalural Food Ratuurant

7 I '
’

,
‘Cook'd Dailcaclai

f jLMik S#I*?L t ska-sway too/karl * Reasonable pnea*

(FW 334 Dlzangoff 8tr««t

1 WH JL T,
l‘ I03! 467491

i \l] gf Open midday to midnight
‘ II axcept Friday

^ The C^ RAMATHASHARON r r7s
BUNTZHOUSE

offers a wide range of l ^
•delicious blintzes *salads

•soups •icecream *000151308

as well as business lunches.

Open from noon
158 Herzliya Rd., Tel Aviv. For reservations and

special occasions call (03) 491747

fln1STORANTgJTALIANQ^

Ricd
tWrr,QU#JuUan "tt,n“ °«
tic Italian cubino prepared by mperb
DaiU. ^Th

D“ n
.
ot mb« homemade

paitaa. The varied menu will bring you

£2 “Wln- RIOC! - lor f ffiitaiie of Italy on the pier.

7b w..PP!n„11 am to 1 am

through the Concorde Hotel

SlM
FISH and GRILL

Unique Mediterranean atmosphere on
•Use To! Aviv pior. Largo eeleotlon of
grilled and eharbroilod specialties, aa

well as all kinds of Mediterranean-style
fUlod vegetables. Homemade salads b
fresh flab daily. House specialty: char-

broiled goose liver. Reasonable prices.

On the veranda, overlooking the sea.

-.Onap 11 am to 1 amTHE PIER (on the beach}
.next to Ricci Restaurant

78 Herbert Samuel Blvd., To] Aviv

through i^P^onconlo Hotel

TeL 887000, 8886X7
_ OLD JAFFA.

HALF JAPANESE. HALF CHINESE.
ONE RESTAURANT

FOR A TOTAL DINING EXPERIENCE.
OPEN FOR LUNCH AND DINNER UNTIL
LATE NIGHT. SUNDAYS. DINNER ONLY.

THE SUKI PIANO BAR OPEN FOR COCKTAILS
AND SNACKS UNTIL LATE NIGHT
RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED.

II
l/ /
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.
TEL AVIV. TEL. 443687
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CHESS
Eliahu Shahaf

Problem No. 3151

YOHANAN AFEK, Tel Aviv

2nd prize, Tidskrift for Schack, 1972

Wlilte to play and win (6-6)

SOLUTIONS. Problem No. 3149

(Comay). l.Kg2! h6 2.K,gl Kh3
3.Kf2 H5 4.Bg2 Kh4 5.Ke2M Kg3
6.Bfl h4 7.Ke3, and wins.

NATIONAL TEAM
CHAMPIONSHIP

THE FIRST round of the National

Team Championship will be held

tomorrow. In the first division the

following teams will meet: Haifa

Technion ASA — Rishon Lczion

Fcldklcin; Kiryal Sprinz.uk —
Hadcra Hupoel; Raniat Gun -
Jerusalem ASA; Tel Aviv Youth
Centre — Bccrshcba; Tel Aviv
University ASA — Kchovol
Hapoel.

KORCHNOI, SMYSLOV AHEAD

VICTOR KORCHNOI was leading
3-2 after the fifth game in his match
against Gary Kasparov. After win-
ning the first game, Korchnoi held his

young Opponent to a draw in the

next four games.
Former world champion Vassily

Smyslov was leading 3K-2K in his

match against Hungary's Zoltan

Ribli after the sixth game. Smyslov
won two games, Ribli one, and the

other three games were druwn.

In the women's matches, both of

which arc being held in the USSR,
Irina Levitina was leading 3-2 in her

match against Nana Alexandria. In

the second match, Ioseliani and
Scmionova have each scored 2

points in their four first games.

CHINA WINS ASIAN
CHAMPIONSHIP

THE ASIAN Team Championship

was won, surprisingly .enough, by

China, which beat the strong team

of the Philippines. Third place went

to Indiii, und fourth to Pakistan.

Ten teams took part in the event,

which was held in New Delhi. The

nu islanding player of the event was
GM Eugenio Torre of the Philip-
pines.

TILBURG 19K3

VAGANIAN TIMMAN
l.d4 Nfii 2.NO c6 3.Bg5 c5 4.cJ d5
5.c3 Be? fi.Rd.l Nbd7 7.0-0 b6 X.Ne5

Nc5 9.dc5 Nd7 IO.Bf4 Bh7 I!.c4

dc4 I2.l»c4 Qc7 13.Bb5 a6 !4.Bd7

Qd7 15.Nd2 g5 lfi.Bg3 RdS 17.Nf3

Qc6 IB.Qc2 h5 I9.h3 g4 20.hg4 hg4
2I.Ncl Ql-4 22.f3 gf3 23.Nf3 Qg4
24.Bf4 RgX 25.Rf2 Rd7 26.NH2 0g6
27.Nf.1Qg4 2X.Nh2Qh3 29.Khl Bh4
30.e4 Qd3 3I.Qd3 Rd3 32.Re2 Rh8
33.Kgl Rg8 34.Kfl Bc7 35.Ruel c4
36.Nf3 Rh8 37.Kf2 b5 38.Rd2 Bb4
39.Rd3 Bel 40.Ncl cd3 4I.Nd3 Kd7
42.h4 Rh I 43.Nc5 Kc7 44.Kg3 Ral
45.Kh4 Ra2. While resigns.

TILBURG 1983

KARPOV POLUGAY EVSKY
I.NO Nffi 2.c4 c5 3.Nc3 Ncfi 4.e‘3 e6
5.d4 d5 6.cd5 cd5 7.Bc2 cd4 8.Nd4
Bd6 9.0-0 0-0 IO.Bf3 Bc5 ll.Qd3
Nh4 12.QJ2 Bd4 I3.cd4 Bf5 14. Bell

RcX l5.Na4 Nc6 16.13 Qu5 17.Qa5

Na5 IX.Kf2 Nc6 I9.Bc3 Nb4 20.Bg5
Nd7 21.g4 Bg6 22.Bb3 Bc2 23.Bc2

Nc2 24.Rudl f6 25.Bf4 NIB 26.Rd2
Ne6 27.Bg3 Ncd4 2X.Rfdl Nc6
29. RdS Kad8 30.Rd8 Rd8 31.RdS
NedX 32.Kc3 KI7 33.f4 g6 34.f5 gF5

35.gr5 Ng7 36.Ke4 Nc6 37.Bd6 Ne7
38.Nc5 b6 39.Na6 Ngf5 40.Bb8 Ke6

41.lla7 NJ6 42.KJ3 Nd5 43.a4 T5

44.11-1 f4 4S.ii5 -ha5 4A.ha5 Kd7
47.Nc5 Kcft 4H.Nb3 Nb4 49.Ke2
NhS 50.KL1 NcA 5I.Bh6 Nc4 52.Bc7
N4:a5 S3.N;iS Na5 54.Ba5 Ka5
5S.Kf4 KhS 56.Kg 5 Kc5 S7.Kh6.

Black resigns.

KOSTK H MEMORIAL
KAPKLAN TARJAN
I.NfJ c5 2.g3 gb 3.Bg2 Bg7 4.d4 cd4-

5.Nd4 Nc6 6.NB3 Nf6 7.c4 0-0 8.0-0

d6 0.Nc3 Bcfi I0.c5 d5 II.NhS Qd7
1 2. Re I RadK 13.N5d4 Bh3 I4.BH1

Ne4 I5.Bc3 Nd4 l6.Bd4 c5 l7.Be3

fS IK.LI Nr6 l9.Qd2 T4! 20.gf4 Nc4!

21.0c I Qf5 22.fc5 Be5 23.Nd2 Bh2!
24.Kh2 Qe5 25.M Rr4 26.Ne4 Rf2

27.KH3 Rh2 28.Kg4 h5 29.Kf3

dc4x.

BRILLIANT TOUCH
White — Kgl; Qa7; Rcl; Bd3. Be3;
Nd2; Pa2, b4. d4. e5. g2, H3. (12).

Black — Kd7; QgR; Rc8, Rh6; Bc6;

Nc4: Pbfi, c7, d5, efi, g7, H4. (12).

I.Kc6! Kc6 2.Qa4 Kb7 3.Ba6 Ka7
(J.— KbH 4.Qc6) 4.Bh5. Black
resigns. (Vorolnikov-Timunin, US-
SR, 1982.)

ART OF ATTACK
While - Kgl ; Qd6; Rb4, Rd4; Bfl;

Pa3, d5, c3, f2. g3, h2. (1 1 ). Black —
Kg8; Qf7; Rcl, Rc8; Bd7; Pa7, f5,

g6, h7. (9). Black to play.

I.— Ml 2.RI4 (2.g4 fe 3.Rb2 e2>

2.- - Hh3 J.Qaft Qd5 4.c4 Qa5.
White resigns. (Cirieznc-Sundler,

Riga. 1982.)

ENDGAME FINESSE
While — Kc I ; Re5; Pb3, d4. c7. (5).

Black — Kf3; Ra7; Pb4, g2. (4).

I . Ee3 ! Kc3 2.e8Q Kr3 3.Qc2 Kg3
4.Qf2 Kh3 5.Qf3 Kh2 6.Qf4 Kh3
7.Kf2 Ra2 8.Kr3 RI2 9.Kf2 gtQ
IO.Kc2 Qg& 1 l.dS Qa6 !2.Ke3 Qb6
l3.Ke4 Kg2 !4.Qd2 Khl 15,d6 Qc6
Ifi.QdS Qd7 l7.Kf3Qh3 18.KI2 Kh2
l9.Qe5. Black resigns. (Gast-Shaw,
Lucerne. 1982.)

INGENIOUS ESCAPE
While — Kgl

;
Qa4; Ka7, Rg7; Nc3,

NcS; Pc 5, d4, e3, T4. g3, h4. (12).

Black — KhX; Qh5; RbH, Rf8 t ; Bc4;

Nffi; Pc6, d5, e4, e6, h7.(ll). Black

to play.

I.— Rh]

!

2.Nbl (2.KF2 Rb2

3.

Kel Re2) 2.— Qe2 3.Nc4 Qcl

4,

Kh2 Qf2 5.Khl Qfl G.Kh2. Draw.
(Kivils-Zhuruvliov, USSR, 1950.)

COUP DE GRACE
While — Khl;Qd6;Rgl, Rg2;Nc6;

Pd4, f5, h2. (8). Black - Kh8; Qf6;

Rc8, Re8; Bb7; Pa6, d5, c4, h7. (9).

1.

Nfilt! Black resigns. If I.— Q,R:f8

2.

Rg8, or I.— Qf7 2.Qf6. (Olland-

Rustcr, correspondence game,
1932/33.)
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REAL ESTATE TEL AM MUSEUMS TEL AVIV BALLET

Albert
Zai6o

\ Albert Zarca Is your

|

personal adviwr on
I all aspeds of Rest

f Estate and Invest-

ment properties In, Israel

.

If you ire inleiested in Inverting in a

home, splitmen! or villa or R you

prefer to invest In land, phone Albert

Zarco: 484370 or drop by 42 Sokolov

Street In Ramal Hashiron, lie ipeeki

your language - English, Spanish,

Italian or French.

Galei NechessVt l

Courla‘vo' :

The Beth Hatefutsoth
Nahum Goldmann Museum of the Jewish Diaspora

Sun., Mon.. Tubs., Thurs. 10am-5 pm:Wnd. 10am—0pm; Fri. & Sat. CLOSED

- Children under the nga of 6 are not admitted. _ .

- Organized tours muBt be pre-arranged, tal. 03-425161 ,
&in.-Thurs. 0-1 pm.

ThTmem*e^pectTof Jewish life In tha Diaspora, Presented through thB most

advanced graphic and audio-visual techniques.

A^Boial ^dlo-vhual display depicting the migrations of the Jewish people.

EXHIBITIONS
- Jewish Communities in Spanish Morocco.

JEWISH CINEMATHEQUE
- "La Passante da SaiwSouol" Tha last Him of Romy Schneider, with Michel

Plcall. Directed by Jacques Roufflo. The film is in French with English

end Hebrew subtitles. Mon., Dec. 19 and Thurs., DBC. 22 at 8.30 pm.

Admission fee: IS 200; for Members of Friends Association. IS ISO.

PERFORMANCES IN BEIT HACHAYAL, TEL AVIV
Monday, 19.12.83, 8:30 pm -

Concerto Barocco — Balanchine/Bach

Opus 1 — Yampoiiky/Webam
Opus 36 - Spoer 1 1

/Shosta k ovitz

'Concerto Barocco — Belanclilna/Bach

Pas do Deux from Flowar Festival In Oenzano
Bournvli le/Helsled

Opus 38 — Sooerll/Shostakovltz

Tickets avallabia at all ticket agendas

and the box office. Group discounts available et

THE ISRAEL BALLET, Tel. 103) 268810

IMAH. DISCOUNTBANK!
insupport ofArt and Culture.

Raal estate, houses, villas, plots and
businesses.

Special for tobrfstsl Short- and lang-

term rgntals of rooms, flats, villas.

270 Dizangoff St.. Tel Aviv

Tel.03-245036

TEL AVIV

SERVICES

bankleumi -ran
1
*pia

Participant,: Th. “'S' "L \^1GlISSTpSf. Ami Maavanl.
Ben Haim s P^P 1 '5' B

.
, p0rfiance of Ben Haim compositions: Zlla

Faimonent collection of
Rubin paintings on exhibition.

Open Sun., Mon., Wed., Thun.
10 am—8 pml Turn. 10 am—7 »mj
Fri. ud holiday eves 10 am—1 pns
S4 Dlallk St., Tal Aviv, 03-6BBQ0T-

HAIFA

SHOPPING

EILAT

SERVICES

UNIQUE
HOSPITALITY PROGRAM

You're invited to join
^

our hospitality program in

Eilat & Tiberias for a

long week-end for only

$109 ( 4-vat)
per couple.

-WXEESBISSS'8"
—-WTIBLRIAS CLLB HOTEL . .. Blv#, st. Td Aviv 07778
ST _ EILAT CLUB HOTEL

. ,

NOGA-the talk of the town
Designers and manufecturert of 14 and 1 8 kt gold |swtlry

ret with diamonds and precious stones.

Retail showroom it Nogs Haifa Ltd. 0pm JeUy 9 im - 7 pm (nonstop)

10 Zahel SL, Klryat Eltaier, Hoifa WFS 0 “m “ Lpm*

Tsl. (04) 528282/3 W _ Friday 9 am - 1.30 pm

The Most Famous Chinese Restaurants In Haifa-

PAGODA GHINMJNG
OPEN FOR LUNCH 8i DINNER. AIR-CONDITIONED.

1 Bat Gallm Ava.

Bat Gaiim, Haifa

Tal. 04-524585.

126 Hananl Ave. T?
Central Car mol, Haifa I*

’ Tel. 04-81 30B ^

Aqoa Sport

in £ilat
20 yean of experience

A new experience await* you!

Call or write: Aqua Shprt

P.O.B. 300, Ellat’Y

Coral Beech: 4 miles south of

Eilat. Tel. 059 -72788
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GEORGE LEV1NREW, the regular

uccupant or this space, is under the
weather. While George wasn't feel-

ing well enough to write a column,
he was able to pass on to me a hand
from the recent Reisinger Board-A-
Match Team Championship at the

just-concluded U.S. Fall Nationals
at Miami Beach.

The hero of the hand, reported by
Alan Truscott in The New York
Times, was Matt Gran ove tier. But it

might be less than accurate to term
Granovetter a hero. He could have
been a villain just as easily. Let's

look at his hand, silting West, with

both . sides vulnerable. After South
deals and passes, what would you
bid with this sterling collection?

75
«? —
0 (J 9 87 64 2

4 J 9 51

You'd probably pass, wouldn't
you? Well Grunovctler didn't. He
made the kamikaze call of three dia-

monds, n pre-empt with a suit thaL

Truscott kindly describes as "rather

below textbook standards when
vulnerable." North doubled for
take-out, and South, a born op-
timist, Jumped to four spades. This

was passed around to East, the
veteran Vic Mitchell, doubled.

Kamikaze call
BRIDGE / Hanan Sher

North

4QJ8
c? A X863
OA J
4 K 64

Wrat
475

0 Q987642
4 J 952

South (D)

4109642
<?97
0 K 10 5 3

4(1 W
The bidding;

East

4AK3
<?QJ J0542
0 —

4 A 873

South West North Eut
Pass 30 Dbl Pass
44 Pus Pus DM.
Pus Pus Pus

Granovetter led the diamond
seven. which Mitchell rulTed. A
heart return gave the defence the
first six tricks, enough to gain a
juicy penalty of 800 points on the
cross-ruff. At the other table, team-
mates Ethan Stein and A I Rand
didn't get a pre-empt, end ended up
in a safe two no-trump, getting some
help from the defence to make a
couple of overtricks,

I don't know what the state of the

match was, and if Granovetter was
looking to create some "action."

But while he walked away with all

the points on this deal, his irrespon-

sible pre-empt might have cost him
a pretty penny on a hand where the

opponents could make very little.

You pays your money and takes

your choice, as the man says.

OUR SECOND DEAL comes from
the Jerusalem Pairs Championship,
currently in its final stages. Let us

again look at one of the hands —
this time the North one. You are
vulnerable, and your left hand op-
ponent deals and passes. This is fol-

lowed by passes from South and
W csl, and you are last to speak with
this collection.

4 A K
<5 A 10 7

O A J 97
4KQJ5

That's 22 high-card points, suf-

ficient for a two no-trump opening
in normal systems. But you are play-
ing 15-17 point one no-trumps,
which makes your hand a point too

strong for the 2NT opener. So you

bid two clubs, planning to make a

minimum two no-trump rebid over

your partner's expected two dia-

mond response. That will give a

perfect description of your
“balanced" 22-23 point hand.

But East sticks his nose into the

bidding, with a “skip bid" of three

hearts. Partner passes, and when it

gets around to your seat you have a

choice between adouble (which can

be for take-out or penalties), or a

"stab-in-the-dark" call of 3 NT.
Let’s say you double, and your
partner responds five diamonds.
What do you do now?

Partner must have a lot of dia-

monds, probably at least six, and
not very many points. East probably
has as many as seven hearts for his

pre-empt. That leaves only three
hearts in the deck, divided between
partner and West. If partner has a
singleton, six diamonds is a pretty

good bet. So you, trailing in the

match, decide to chance the dia-

mond slam.

All pass, and West leads the club
ace. Tilings look pretty good now,
and your partner, the declarer,

seems pretty happy about the state

of affairs. He plays small from dum-
my, East follows with the club eight
and your partner plays (he nine.
With an air of resignation, West
plays another club to dummy's king,
and you can only wince when East

plays the eight of diamonds He
returns a heart, and West follows
suit. Partner now cashes two top
diamonds and claims. You are down
one. Here's the full hand:

North

4 A K
9 A 10 7
OA J97
4KQJ5

East
4J7542 4QI08
V* <?KQJ9632
0* 0 108
4 A 107 64 J 4kg

South

4963
<?54
OKQ6532
492

Down one, which is a dreadful
score since three no-trump is ice-

cold — six diamonds, two spades
and a heart — and the 6-1 club divi-

sion is the only thing which beats
you.

Without that split, the hand
would be cold whenever the South-
West hearts divide 2-1, as long as
the club ace is in the West hand. (If

South has two hearts, West has only
one, and cannot return a heart when
he winds the club ace. If West has
the doubleion, South can ruff the
second heart). And East, with seven
hearts to the king-queen-jack,
probably does not have the ace of
clubs as well. If he did, he'd
probably have opened the bklding.n

ThisWeek in Israel-The Leading tourist (hlideTTiisWfcek
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^SH0PPING^
SHOPPING^ TEL AVIV SERVICES

9 liTuM 1

To buy or not to buy
THA T !S THE QUESTION. Here is one way
you can make your own decision about not
only-whether to buy, but where to buy. ft?

Friends, guides, hoteliers and taxi drivers are 1j
ail loaded with good advice which can often A
end up costing you more mone v than you *
intendedspending, and , worse still, not
getting exactly what you hanted.

Bui when you come to Keren Or, youlffind
what you want and at the true price.
Keren Or is one of Israel's leading diamond
exporters and diamondJeweiferv
manufacturer^ with designs which sparkle
with beauty and originality.

KEREN OR - forever recalling the
.loveliness of Israel, the excitement of
your visit,' the joy of every moment.
KEREN OR - Duty Free prices at the
-Ramat Gan showrooms, 17 Abba
Hillel Road, Ramat Gan, Telephone:
(03) 728930. Openi from 8,30 a.m. to
7.00 p.m. Fridays to 1.00p.m.

! KEREN OR
- THE "RAY OF LIGHT"

IN DIAMOND JEWELLERY.

It

rZENTNER
LTD

Tha largest wholesaler and retailer

in liraql for handbags, briefcase*,

suitcases and other leather goods,

On? Wo. Ill ZkhiiU 0'||,inir.Hi,,n

of Immigration & Alno.|ilioi.

WE ARE
A PERSON
TO
PERSON
SERVICE
8ornailma or another you haw thought
about settling In ISRAEL. You have
wondered If your future might not be

your own people.
VA

’,A
,

LEH **!»«• ipedelly for you':

bllltles. To help you decide. Whether

Immlgretlon, Investment, Builnen, Em-

J&krA
E
p l

u“Uon*
tourvSSaFiE n and lnq

.
u,r# il

on en wpacti of Immigration, era not a

uUnvmoui.

0f®8n,*at |on. We
i

p0
i

1
’ w,lh ,rl,ndll"« end

» Pleasure for ut to

HAIwXS'^lS5g' 05 ->M>’'

Tourist Department
Morning Tours

Call for reservations:
Tel Aviv: Hlstadrut Headquarters

93 Arlosoroff Streot
Tel. (03) 266096, 431841
Jerusalem: 1 7 Straus Street

Tel. (02) 221831
Haifa: Tel. (04) 841781 ext. 241

Pioneer Women In

TEL AVIV

CAR RENTALS

RENTA CAR
00

EfTTnTI

.

* Eurotour provides free transporta-
tion from your hotel to Its office and
back. "Passible to return car at the

”rP°"
' EUROTOUR

THE DATES diverge widely this

year of the Feasts of Light —
Hanukka and Christmas. Probably

this is the reason why Liturgica 83

will take place between December

28 and January 4. There will be 1

1

musical events, which will include

organ and other solo recitals, choir

concerts a cappella, or with

orchestra, at the Jerusalem Theatre,

the YMCA Auditorium, the

Lutheran Church in the Old City,

and the Dormilion Abbey on Mt.

Zion. In the five years of the

Liturgica, programmes mostly of

choral music have been developed.

The emphasis, this year, is again on

vocal music, with live groups from

abroad and two local choirs par-

ticipating.

The Motetten-Chor (Munich),,

the RAU Choir (South Africa), the

Jubilate Choir (Finland), the

Madrigal Choir (Stuttgart), and the

Canlate Domino (Belgium) all par-

ticipate. Other choirs include the

Israel National Choir and the

Chamber Choir of the Jerusalem

Rubin Academy. The Kibbutz
Chamber Orchestra participates,

though the Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra, which is the organizer

and host of the Liturgica, has the

more important musical role.

Gary Bertini, music director and
chief conductor of the JSO, at the

initial concert at the Jerusalem
Theatre (December 28) will present

Mizmorim by Bcnzion Orgud, and
Stravinsky's Symphony of Psalms.

He will conduct, also, Bruhms's

Deutsches Requiem with Edith
Wiens, soprano, und John
Broecheler, baritone, the Munich
Motel Choir, the Finnish Jubilate

Choir and the RAU Choir.

The Requiem will be the first per-

formance of 1984 (Binyenei
Ha'uma, January I)

Chorus line

MUSIC & MUSICIANS / Yohanan Boehm

OTHER ATTRACTIVE works in

the programme include:

• Haydn's Stabat Mater, with

Avner Itai conducting the Kibbutz
Chamber Orchestra, the Jubilate

Choir and soloists Lila Kilpinen,

Monicu Groop, Pelted Satomaa
(Jerusalem Theatre, Dec. 29);

• Bach's Magnificat and Mozart's

Davlde Penitente. with Hans Rudolf
Zoebeley conducting the JSO, with

the Munich Motet Choir, and
soloists Gila Yaron, Lila Kilpinen,

Monica Groop, Neil Mackie, Pet-

ten Saloniaa (Jerusalem Theatre,

Dec. 31);

• Jephthali, an oratorio by Handel,

conducted by Wolfgang Goen-
nenwein, with his Madrigal Choir

from Stuttgart, the JSO, and soloists

Kristina Laki, Robin Weisel-

Cupsouto, Mariana Lipovsek, Paul

Esswood, Thomas Moser, John
Broecheler (Jerusalem Theatre,

Januury 4);

• Organ Reeilals: Elisabeth

Roloff, with soprano Cilia Gross-

meyer, (Dormilion Abbey. Ml.

Zion, -Dec. 29, at 4.30 p.m.);

• Barbara Schmutz, with counter-

tenor Paul Esswood (Lutheran
Church, Old City, Jan. 2, at 8 p.m.);

• Barbara Schniulz (at the YMCA
Auditorium, Jan. 3).

There will be the following a cap -

pelhi concerts:

• The Cantatc Domino Boys
Choir, with 50 singers (Lutheran
Church, Old City, Dec. 29, at 8
p.m.);

• The RAU (Rand) University

Choir, conducted by Chris
Swunepocl (Dormilion Abbey, Mt.
Zion, Dec. 30, at 2.30 p.m.);

• the Munich Motet Choir, under
its conductor Hans Rudolf
Zoebeley (Jerusalem Theatre, Jun.

3).

Altogether some S00 choristers

will lake part; the soloists are from
Finland (3), England (3), Germany
(4), Austria (I), and Israel (3).

FROM Tl ME to lime, Canada con-

tributes to Israeli music life, with

visits of singers, composers and
ensembles. Maureen Forrester per-

formed the Canadian Murray
Shafer’s "Adieu-Roberl Schumann"
in 1981, and Saul Irving Click's

"I Never Saw Another Butterfly"

the following year. Earlier, bas-

soonist George Zukerman had
given several concerts here, und the

excellent York Wind Quinicl and
(he Hertz Trio provided further

evidence of the high standards of

Canadian music. And the Bass Clef
and the Better Half Singers from
Winnipeg participated in Liturgica

1979.

Lawrence Cherncy, a Canadian
oboist invited here by the Culture

Department of the Ministry of
Education, will present a series of
concerts, together with the Israeli

harpist Ruth Mauyani, for Reshet

Concerttm (The Concert Circuit).

Their recital on Sunday, Dec. 18

ut the YMCA Auditorium in

Jerusalem will be broadcast, and a

concert of Canadian and Israeli

music will he given at the Tel Aviv
Library tm Dec. 22. co-sponsored
hy I he Canadian Embassy and the

l.sracl Composers League. Israel

will he represented by a new work
of Arthur Gelbrun's, and Canada hy
River of Fire, composed hy Brian,

Cherncy's brother.

Cherncy wus a founding member
of the York Winds (1972-82), and is

now u very much sought-nftcr
soloist, lie is the founding artistic

director of the summer festival

located at Sharon, Ontario.

THE OUTSTANDING viola player

Rivku Goluni Erdcsz provides
another link with Canada. She just

has arrived for n recital in memory
of Ocdoen Parlos, her teacher, and
will perform some of his composi-
tions at Tel Aviv's Music Academy.
Rivku was born in Ramat Gan, and
settled in Canada in 1974, when she
married the viola-maker Olto
Erdcsz. She now leaches at the

University of Toronto. Her impres-

sive musicianship is always evident

in her frequent Israeli recitals.

Many Canadian composers have
written works for her. I received

recently, from the Canadian Music
Centre, a record of five viola com-
positions performed by her. It

providcd.au interesting window into

Canadian music — or, rather, music
written in Canada. The scores

seemed to have no connection at all

with Canadian culture, and to have
no hearing on national
characteristics. They provided the

same notion of contemporary music
that one encounters everywhere to-

day: electronics, mobiles, knocking
on wood and other non-musical
noises, attempts at originality that

arc merely modish. The one slight

variation is provided hy the emblem
of the Canadian maple leaf.

The one daring attempt at

"tuneful" music is Milton Barnes'

Ijunentatians of Jeremiah. I hud the

impression that these Canadian
c n inposers could write music but

were scurcd of being thought old

hill, which would lose them com-
missions, in (his case from the

Contemporary Music Showcase.
The record I received contains

Sewn Miniatures by Brian Chcrney
<b. )942, Peterborough, Ontario).

l.amcnfations by Barnes (b. 1931,

Toronto), Improvisation ItI by
Andre Prevost (b. 1934,
Hawkcshury, Ontario), Favour by
David Jaeger (b. 1947, Green Buy,

Wisconsin) and Requiem by Otto
Joachim, who was born in Germany
in 1910, emigrated in 1934, and
eventually settled in Montreal in

1949 ( via Singapore and Shanghai).

He too uses aleatoric, serial and
electronic techniques. The record

cun he ordered from CMC, 1263

Bay Street. Toronto, Canada, M5R
2CI.
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MODULION 2000
JHE FIRST HIGHLY EFFICIENT INSTITUTIONAL ION GENERATOR

CLEANS AND ENRICHES THE AIR ELECTRONICALLY

M0 DU LION is a sophisticated air ionizer and an

electronic air cleaner that uses a minute amount of

electricity to generate billions of negative ions

(charged air molecules). In addition to enriching tha

air with vital negative ions it shoots down dirt that is

circulating In tha air before it can reach the lungs.

* MODULION 2000 is equipped with high output ion

generator (11KV) and with two high pressure, high

volume tangential blowers that circulate tha air in

the room through exluslve carbon filaments Ionizing

elements (patent pending). MODULION 2000 enrich-

es the air with negative ions and actually rebuilds tha

ion count Indoors.

* MODULION 2000 cleanstha air from solid pollutants:

dust, cigarette smoke, soot, pollen, and reduces

household odors.

* MODULION 2000 reduces iufastantially the number

of air-borne bacteria indoors, thusreduclng the danger

of contagious diseases.

* MODULION 2000 has e rich walnut cabinet that de-

corates every Interior.

AIR IONS An ion is a molecule that has gained or

lost an electron. Molecules with extra electrons form

negative ions and have a positive effect on the environ-

ment. They neutralise odors and contribute to tha clean

ah' end fresh sipell we find In non-industrial,, sparsely
-

*AMCOR
Jerusalem branch: CLAL CENTER,

97 Jaffa Rd., shop no. 207,

TEL. 02-242780. _

populated areas. Positive ions ire produced fay car and

factory exhausts, cigarette moke, dust, soot and other

pollutant* Out in wide open spaces those pollutants are

attracted to tha negative ground where tha discharge Is

harmless. But. in tha enclosed environment of modern

society they cannot be discharged to tha earth.

carried out by the RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH .attheTolAvlv

' University, Ramat Aviv have found that

a) AMCOR'S MODULION air Ionizer Is highly

efficient Ift removing cigarette smoke. It reaches BOX

efficiency under the test conditions after 10 minutes

of operation. MODULION retains its high efficiency

during many repeated tests.

b) MODULION 2000, made by ANICOR-lsraal, without

. blowers, U efficient fa removing cigarette smoke

from a standard room.

c) MODULION 2000, made by AMC0 R-lsrael, Is very

efficient In removing cigarette smoke from a stan-

dard voopi.
1

. .

sola distributors: RICKY CLINIC

. 21 RABUTZKI ST., RAANANA 43220
TEL. 052-24008,31820.



Sunrise, sunset
Meir Ronncn

GABI KLASMER (b. Jerusalem,

1950) is nearly a decade out of the

Uezuld; but he had made a name
for himself- us a cnneepluiilisl even
before graduation. Over the Iasi

three years he has emerged as one
of Israel's New Painters, frequently

exhibited and of late receiving the

accolade of a show at the Tel Aviv
Museum and now at the Israel

Museum. Mis current show or ten

large paintings at the latter venue is

(lie third in a scries of special con-

temporary Israeli exhibits presented
by curator ViguJ ZalmoniL

Klusnicr's thing is to work with

shiny industrial enamel paints on
huge sheets of shiny card measur-
ing some three by 1.60 metres). In

another corner of the same hall, the

Museum exhibits a slightly earlier

work hv Klasmer, typical of the way
he has combined a written word
with what have become increasingly

uhstruci shapes. Klasrncr began
working on curd several years ugo;

at first, he employed everyday
Hebrew words, transliterated into

English, in works that contained
suggestions of u subject.

In his newest series on view here,

Klasmer. in a sort of progressively

reductive process, has arrived at n
point where even the abstract

shapes have disappeared and we are
left with blended horizontal swathes
of colour. Dut. paradoxially enough,
subject matter has returned. All

these new works are inspired by
sunsets and sunrises. A number of
them give a rdmarkably good ap-
proximation, without in any way at-

tempting to be realistic. A few are
darkly mysterious and one, quite

black, takes its place in the series as

the hush of night. Others are quite

gay, almost ingratiatingly so, as

joyous as u peppermint stick, but
without being kitsch. They are all

C
uintcd with the surety and lack of

csilution so crucial to the success
of the technique.

These works are not, perhaps,
without inspiration from other
sources. In size, scale and at-

mosphere, they
t
arc close to the

(more subtle) mysterious landscapes
of America's Ed Ruscha. The
tcchniqua of using flat bands of

blended industrial colour as n sky
has been "pioneered" locally by a

. J«ser Jerusalem painter, Farideh,
herself Influenced by Klasmer’s use
of this type, of paint" tin card (Ihey

have both cxhlbleri at the same gal-'

lery, Jerusalem’s "Gimel").
With these bold, pleasantly

' digestible reductive paintings,
Klasmer seems to have oomc to. the
end of a process. One awaits his

next venture with cqtinlly
pleasurable anticipation.

'
(Dc

Mcnuschc Gallery, Israel Museum),

"NEW PRINTS'': is ii heartwarming
show; of graphics produced by five

different artists at this prihtshop;

und is a demonstration, inter alia, of
how a creative printer canhelp the
artist

|

to produce fascinating varia-

tions, not only on n (heme, but from
identical plates. One delightful

result of this cooperation is a multi-

dimensional vase of Mowers by
’

David Gerstein, showing how; a

scries
;
or flat prints op this- the rtie,

each rendered in a different ap T

.
proach io drawing^or ifyou like, to"

painting), and each . charming in

itself, pan also be combined into a

free-standing, self-supporting,

decorative painted fun sculpture.

Another example is a lithograph

of a glade by Shaul Shatz, printed in

Tour different ways, with as many as

seven colours to some of the prints;

one set in particular has all the sen-

sitivity of an original paint ing-cum-

drawing.

Larry Abramson shows a number
of subtle prints containing private

signs thut form a non-figurative

landscape. Abramson achieves
depth through both overprinting

and linear effects (hut create a gen-

tle perspective, so that one is led

into his private landscape. These
works achieve everything this artist

failed to do with u recent set of

acrylics- on canvus devoted to not

dissimilar pictorial ideas (and cur-

rently on show at the Jerusalem Ar-

tists Mouse).

Other pleasant surprises arc

various prints by David Reeb, who
seems to be able to say more as

graphic artist than he can ns a

painter, for he essentially paints

tilong graphic lines. In contrast to

his typical serial portraits of Rav
Altif Levy, he also offers two com-
pleiely'dilTercnt versions of a more
conservative but attractive
lithograph of a vase of flowers.

Aguin, the subtleties of the printing

(ergo, the printer) arc a delight.

i-'inully, Pamela Levy weighs in

with some woodcuts of male and
female nude bathers. They are too
literal — and stiff— in drawing to

be really interesting, but her line

and colour help carry them off. Col-
luging two different prints adds
nothing; Levy should aim for a

more reductive simplicity.

The show is accompanied by an
attractive hand-printed catalogue.

(Jerusulem Print Workshop-
Florence Miller Art Center, Rchov
Shivtci Yisracl, J’lem). Till Jan. 10.

FOLLOWING ALL the grisly news
front Madrid airport, Clive James's
aphorism, that a good flight is one
on which you arrive, assumes par-

ticular relevance. Certain tribesmen

have turned in the post to totems.

Perhaps Debbie Dslcskl is also seek-

ing protection with hef current in-

stallations at the foyer of the
Bczulel Academy’s art department.
The Dczalel has just launched this

season’s series of shows by
grnduules; first off is Daleskl and
Rose Jacobson. Daleski’s "Flight

Totem" consists of serial drawings
of kites and model planes, with

plnstic models placed in basins at

the bnsc. Opposite is her aptly titled

mythical Figure — of screen-wire.

The light and shading work well; so

does the idea, but neater finish

would have helped. A third piece

has hcen seen before (at a nearby

Shelter show): u Romulus-like man
warms his hands at a

(anthropological?) fire beneath an
enormous wolf; both are
archetypal.

Despite the thoughtfulness of this

show, one is struck by the realiza-

tion of how quickly this sort of thing

has become old hat; styles of half a

century ago suddenly seem more in-

teresting, less mannerist. Such are

the wiles of that fickle mistress, art

history. (Ile/ulel Fine Arts Depart-
ment, 68 Yermiyahu, J’lem). 9 a.m.-

6 p.m. Fri. 9 a.m.-l p.m. Till Dec.
26.

RUTH REICH shows large acrylic

paintings or posed women, painted

in a manner that seems at least part-

ly derived from the returned-gaze

frankness of women painted *by

veteran American artist Alice Neel.

Like Neel, Reich makes no attempt
to flatter; and no attempt at model-
ling the flat and brutally frank

delineations of the sitter. The com-
mendable unwillingness to flatter is

however, rather offset by the cheer-

fully ingratiating colour, much of it

as flat as a poster. Reich escapes be-

ing posterish by resorting to (he

Fauvist trick of arbitrarily changing
the colour of facial planes and by
overpainling, scumbling and
generally loosening gestures and
edges, though some or this dete-

riorates to an impression of care-

lessness, Reich nevertheless has a
good sense of picture making; a lit-

tle more attention to muddy pas-

sages and a little more care with

draughtsmanship and delineation

via colour, would make her attrac-

tive pictures appear just a little

more solid. (Shatz Gallery; Rehov
Schatz, J’lem). Till Dec. 27.

SHLOMO bEN-LULLU (b.
Morocco, 1954, here since 1963) has
studied both at the Avni Institute

and the Tel Aviv School of Art and
he clearly knows what he-is about,
though this seems to be his first one-
mon show. Ben-Luilu takes three
cyphers for apartment buildings and
produces variations on a theme of
architectural-renderings, presented

'

as paintings on canvas or as collages
on puinted plywood. These com-
prise assimilated tricks of the trade;
und it Is only in his more abstracted
gestural painting that the artist gets
td grips with colour (mostly cleverly

Pamela Levy: woodprint. David Gerstein: screenprint.

Larry Abramson: screenprint (J’lem Print Workshop).

"Landing Mnze," in which a series ' low-toned, mixing complemenlaries
of purple landing lights wind bn the palette) and exercises u

Shlomo Ben-Luilu: painting (j’lem Theatre Gallery).

the pixel ves around one of the gal-

lery's pillars: suspended overhead
nrc colhtged plastic “kites." It all

symbdlises, in n rather decorative
wtiy, the . bewildering situation on
the ground and the conglomeration
of conglomerates in the air. The
hieratic kites arc colourfully joyful,

the maze rather too orderly. The
mcnuce is absent. "Maze", is as

cheery u$ u stewardess offering you
a cocktail.

!

Rose Jacobson explores the in-

genuine freedom of handling. There
is ulso a dramatic expressionist
landscape, nicely brought off
through unusual composition qnd
tonal contrasts. An uneven : bul
promising start.

AT THE SAME venue, NIssim pal-
lal (b. Hadera, 1952) shows loo-
obviously self-taught oils of nudes,
and genre scenes In Europe and die
Americas (like so many other yoting ; „•

,

Israelis emerging from three years
teresting Idea that sound waves can.:

,
sefvjce in’ a. combat unit, he has

'

.be drawn in the a|f: her flight of been away seeing the World). Ha ls - Ipjp:
Y« )iuy> p.vvw, u niijr iwi uujci vnuuii. usHicm i (lsaifc " ‘ v:'* " iT.ip

irben-wire mail' ihrdws ascreen-. Gallery For Now. AriiaU).,- TllI ^bjf-:7^CoAr0rt . r. , ,7^7, VjL.
ire shadow that rises into a- Dec, 31.

installation Mbjtrm'skl: Landing

--

pain led plaster gcfcse (floorbound as

II happens) project their angular
Hon kings heavenward in a

cacophony of coloured metal rods.

In, a second floor piece, a tiny

scrfcen-wlre mart' ihrdtos a. screen-

ut present, studying environmentor*
'

design. But he needs basic instruc-
tion in colpur harmony::: and
draughisrhan^ip to further hW girts

for observation, (Jerusalem Theatre 1
.
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DEJA VU correctly describes

Michael Druks’s newest range of

abstract mixed-media paintings.

Small, compact and marvellously

coloured, Druks’s zany-cum-
surrealist compositions are chock

full of shadows, innuendoes, hints

and relics: a kaleidoscope of vague-

ly familiar objects and scenes one

can easily associate with but not be

perfectly sure about.

After several years of en-
vironmental and conceptual studies,

which relied heavily on a combina-

tion at collage and pigment, Druks
appears to have returned to the

direct response, artist vs. surface.

His current paintings are refreshing

and intuitively vibrant, signs that a

creative and imaginative mind has

been set free,

Willi pieces of cardboard files as

(he backing, each pnncl develops a

life of its own. Space is handled
either us u flat surface, a shallow

box or an endless horizon. Colour
can be local, descriptive, expressive

or decorative. The essential subjects

(shapes) arc either drawn or
brushed in an "unnatural" fashion.

It is the alterations and the incon-

sistencies that take plnce and not

the submission to creating varia-

tions on u theme that is the key to

Druks’s success.

Along the way the viewer will find

tl pinch of Klee, then Kandinsky.

Even Picabin and Duchamp uppear

Teachers'

lessons
Ephraim Harris

ARTISTS AT the Art Department,
University of Haifa present a joint

show. As these artists arc staff

members, they nearly equal the

number of media represented. In

any event, first place must be
awarded to Koretzki’a twin colour

photographs of a military cemetery.
The subject is the very beautiful

•

gardening, which permits him to

create two curved perspectives,

thereby heightening the layout’s

regularity. Another photographer,
this time in black-and-white, is On-
ne, whose dilapidated buildings are

now routine; her best shot, from her

nursery school series, shot from an

.
elevation, conveys a pseudo-
impression of a busy urban street

with a charm suited to the series.

In the pictorial section,
Mwkron’s coloured graphics draw
the eye; despite her general title of

"Grasses", the colours of the three-

piece aquatint look as if they hail

front the outer edges of an object in

JPace. Ebenwaaser-Jancotirt’s huge
blue franied acrylic of a person, at

.the entrance to a room empty save

.
...‘9r, 4 yellow strip down a wall, is

.

worked 0bt in such precise propor-
Noils as

(

to justify its claim to

.
.

n
.

sP*Nalisnt; simultaneously, its pen-
1

soreness grows on one. Then two
draughtsmen; Bar-Adon’s
T ' '-•••' '• ‘ '

-

; .fwpAy; December 16, 19«3
•' '

1

-r •
.

;• v.
•

v- :

Michael Druks: Mixed media
painting, (Julie M. Gallery, Tei

Aviv),

when Druks zeroes in on
mechanical or technological sub-

jects. Despite the overall zest and

clarity of these pictures, one is still

drawn into the frame to examine, at

close quarters, little details and Tine

lines, elements that intensify and

support the larger concept. (Julie

M. Gallery, 7 Glikson, Tel Aviv).

UNTIL HIS death in 1980, Jacob

Eisenscher maintained a position of

importance here both as a painter

and us a teacher. A memorial ex-

hibit emphasizes his particular style,

best described as combining crusty

surfaces with heavy overpainting

and u descriptive line, all this

coopted from both analytical

cubism and German expressionism.

Eisenscher's series, "Old City

Gate” is drawn with a structural

base resembling a planular ziggurat

and tinted with lighting effects that

place it in a thentrical mode.

EisenscKer, although nqt a

masterly painter, injected his can-

Jacoh Eisenscher: Oil on canvas.

(Rnscnfeld Gallery. Tel Aviv).

vases with a particular character.

He fostered the concept of inside-

o in side; and opened closed
architectural forms to expose and
activute the figurative subjects in

the composition; and then lopped

them with airy skies und clouds.

Shapes, carved und often sculptural

in their interplay, are strengthened

by linear contours that build a pat-

tern of geometric planes and ungles.

(Rosenfcld Gallery, 147 DizengofT,

Tel Aviv). Till Dec. 25.

NAFTA LI GOLOMB this time gets

further afield than painting realistic

pictures bordering on illusion, his

challenge of the last few years. He
has now focused on two themes,

creuting works in techniques and

styles to satisfy each of them.The
result is an uneven exhibit in which

highpoints are over shadowed by
the overpowering mediocrity of the

majority of the works.

Golomb could not have chosen a

more problematic emblem than that

of Coca Cola, his main subject. One

THE 1 Jlli Gordon Gallery Auction,

conducted in Tel Aviv oil

the evening oi Dec. 5. resulted in

u total sale figure well below the

auctioneer's forecast. The estimated

revenue hovered around $540,000

hut as the last hammer came down
bidding total led only $350,000. a full

20 per cent off the murk.

Of the 450 paintings, drawings
und prints placed on the block, 270
were sold, representing only 70 per

cent of the lots (against the usual

average of 85 per cent).

Because nf the current financial

squeeze, institutions and major
private investors and collectors did

not make sizeable purchases.

immediately tics it to pop culture

and all (he rnmirications that go
with it. Not surprisingly there are

parullcls between Golomb’s work
and (he styles of Jasper Johns and
Jim Dine, two heroes of the Pop
era. Golomb resorts to painting

Coke bottles gold and adhering

them to the pictorial surface, a

throwback to Warhol’s votive pan-
els of Marilyn Monroe. His chop-
ping up of a full rectangle into single,

syncopated units, united by grey
tones and enlarged images, makes
little sense here and only detracts

from (he more thoughtful efforts.

If Coke personifies Western
society, sneakers and work shoes

know no boundaries. Footwear in

Golomb’s second theme as he uses

the "real'’ object, its druwn image,

painted form and written word, to

neutly puck age the "syndrome."
Despite the failure to filter cer-

tain works out of this show, Golomb
shows signs of improving as a

painter. Much or his previous

stiffness is disappearing; his render-

Banks, usually imporiunt bidders,

were noticeably absent.

A Gordon Gallery spokesman
remarked that many new collector,

joined the auction mnks this time

and that prices for quality works
maintained past standard*. The in-

ternational favourites, Picasso,

Chagall, Fuse in et id. as well as im-
portant locals like Zarilsky,
Strcichmun, Stematsky, Janco and
Ruhin. maintained their prices.

Surprise falls were lacked onto pic-

tures by Bcrgncr, Paldi, Tcpler and
Holslalter.

The next Gordon Auction will be
held in May.

GIL GOLDFINE

ing seems more natural and secure

us in the several non-lhcmutic can-

vukcs painted from small photos of

still life. In these, textures and
volumes are attacked us solids in

space and not copied for their il-

lnsionistic qualities. (Radius Gal-

lery, DizengofT Center, lei Aviv),

fill Dec. 27.

SAMMY MARCIANO and Janny
Haaksman-Klasmcr are two
photogruphers who. despite the ob-

vious visual difference in their

work, arc united by a strong desire

to compose balanced and orderly

pictures.

Kilmer's Ciba prints are off-beat

descriptions of every-day household

genre, in which strong colour is sub-

dued by hazy focusing. Marciano
relies on planned, Cartier-Bresson-

inspired figures to create balance

und' tension in the same frame. His

camera-view cropping is superb, but

print quality is only average. (Gal-

lery of Photographic Art, 19

Frishman, Tel Aviv). Till Dec.28.D

Abraham OfekT"Large Family, ’’ Ofer Latosh: Untitled, wash

bronze ( University of Haifa). ( Graphics 3, Gallery, Haifa).

demonstrations of still life, each

beginning from its outline and

(hence evolving to its fullest

shading, thereby stressing signifi-

cant motifs; and Katz's pastels and

gouaches of male and female nudes,

in which various styles Can be

perceived, many cheekily

humorous, others more formal, e.g.

the two classical Greek women.

Cohn's mixed-media abstractions in

three related colours viz. light grey,

vertical white lines on black, and

similarly horizontal, do not reveal

any particular conception.

The bodies of the sole ceramist;

Reditch, especially in the didactic

cross-sections displayed, are well

turned but her colour is not up to tne

mark, often cheapening the ware.

Brakin'* plywood tools, called “out

of context” (as a group setting or in-

dividually?) are noteworthy for their

fresh colouring.

Now for (he sculpture proper.

Ullman’s “Crash Landing.” plywood

and earth cast, consists of two un-

equal motifs placed only partly sym-

metrically to each other, as' if defy-

ing gravity and upsetting space, an

effect which always has appeal.

Two others uccept traditional

occupation of space, albeit in a

modernised manner: the first is

Heyman’s (stone,, wood and iron)

"On the Road to Egypt," flat, stone

strewn, yet countered by. vertical

jnotifs from the ancient past. It is

the equivalent of the low-hung land-

scape in painting where sky equals

space. The idea is ambitiously pic-

torial over too extensive a pan-

orama and needs more unification,

say, a geographical direction at one
particular point. The second is Ofek
whose wide-awake bronze figures,

with their thin faces, may have been
influenced by Giacometti. The
closely vertical composition stamps

its compactness on the surrounding

space to assert its personality.

Last, but certainly not least, is

Robbins' big "Post Nuclear Land-

scape" (basalt and copper). U could

be diduclic or a warning. As it is en-

tirely black, it is too much to
presume that the passing viewer can
recognize in it ulso the birth of

something new. As it is, it is a very

fine environmental piece, of the

scene just after complete oblitera-

tion of life (Art Gallery, University

of Haifa).

OFER LALOSH shows mostly
etchings and pastels, on the theme
or the mule. The first of two subjects

treats the headless nude torso in nil

its physical strength and at times as

if confined, as in 16 where lines ex-

tend to become cell walls. Three big

ucrylics, in monochrome grey, in-

elude a complete figure displaying a

trial of his personal vigour and, in-

cidentally, drawing attention to his

second subject, competent male
portraiture, chiefly small etched

heads. Lulosh is a talented painter

but, ut least ut present, limited in

range. Both his coloration and
drawing lend to (he dark side.

(".Graphics 3" Gallery, Haifa). Till

Dec. 24.

AK1VA RESNICIf. presents
paintings and drawings. The Ink

drawings, particularly three
“Abstracts," easily justify this ex?

hibition for their spatial- composi-

tion und natural artistic sense (u

fourth, "Two Faces", suffers from
excessive shading). That proficiency

deserts the oils where it seems that

only the subject counts and no at-

tention is puid to the effect of com-
position on the viewer; nor is there

uny detachment on the artist’s part.

If a Tew oils succeed, it seems
almost by chance. The true-lo-lifc

portruils und the figurative "Street

Conversation” (19) arc competent
in their way. although again
weakened hy the luck of artistic

poise. (Ritz Gallery, Haifa). Till

Dec. 30.

YOIIANAN B EN-Y A’AQOV
(Huzorea) has sealed new
heights with his latest brown wood
sculpture. Untitled, they are open
to one’s own interpretation. Two
are undoubtedly abstract, one a

- small routine piece, the larger one

more impressive: a huge perpen-

dicular sheaf or slender planks

slightly bent as if by a faint breeze.

Two others in realist motifr. one
topped by u medieval ship (the only

independent motif) und both built

up by u complex series of tools,

spare parts, u heart, wooden braces

to hold horizontals together, etc.,

euch placed together in its pre-

calculated place for sculptural un-

ity. must also be rated abstract.

Another lack is a flat, decorative

.panorutnu of a city, (The
Municipality, Haifa). Till Dec.l7.Cl

The Jerusalem Post regrets that

it cannot accept invitations to ex-

hibitions ut ' hotels or private

.

homes.
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TO BE HONEST. Culler’s Way is

not the kind of film usually recom-
mended for a nice evening's enter-

tainment. As a matter of fact, link-

ing movies to “show business" or

“entertainment" is totally out of
place in this case. That may be one
of the reasons director Ivan Passer

has such a hard time plying his trade

in America.*

Passer, a Czech,* is a long-time

friend of Milos Forman. Both
started during the ill-fated Prague
Spring, and both decided, after

Dubcek’s demise, that they prefer-

red capitalist freedom of expression
to communist ease of production.

Since the late Sixties, Passer and
Forman have been struggling to get

ahead in the American film in-

dustry.

Fifteen years later, Forman
seems to have managed to establish

his own niche. But Passer, after his

fifth picture In America, is still con-
sidered and will probably remain
— an outsider.

In seeking to understand why
Forman is u success while Passer is

a relative failure, it is sufficient to

riole the basic difference in their at-

titude towards lire in gen erui, and
people in particular. Forman is an
optimist who likes his fellow men,
and believes that their innate
goodness will prevail. Passer is a
pessimist, who has long despaired of
man. Through Passer’s eyes, the

future looks terribly bleak and un-
promising.

His comedies arc acid (the first he
ever made in America, Born to Win,

concerned a drug addict); his thril-

lers are morbid (to wit, Ace Up My
Sleeve}. And his tendency to ignore
plot, ns if it had no importance by
itself and is required just for the real

interesting things to be hung upon,
is far from satisfying in (he eyes of
an audience trained to believe that
nothing is more relevant in a story

than who has done what to whom,
when and how.

TO SAY THAT Passer has not
fulfilled the promise of his young
days in Prague is superfluous. He
has never been given a real chance
to do so. The films he has made
were all acquired second-hand,
after more reliable directors drop-
ped out. All those films were pretty
lame fare, and. all his efforts to pull

them his own peculiar way were
only partly successful.

And yet, Qttter's Way — which
fell in Passer’s lap only after Robert
Mulligan and Mark Rydell, both
directors with sound commercial
background, had left it, is by far the
most interesting picture to reach
our screens in a long while. It is also

the most accomplished and rounded
of Passer's films since he left his

native land.

This docs not mean that you
should rush this minute to see it,

.before you ore well advised what is

in store. For Culler's Way is one of
the bitterest, most vitriolic attempts
ever to blow up the American
dream and the Hollywood myths
that surround It. And it is an at-

tempt that works so well that you
will have to leave the cinema dis-

satisfied with yourself, with the
characters you have watched on the
screen, troubled with the image
they projected, and forced to muse
upon the whole thing for a long
time.

If you are prepared to faco the.
challenge, get ready for a mystery,
(hat nobody cores to solve, for
heroes who aren’t even anti-heroes,

for a version of Coming Home that

throws, dll the cute romantlcal
niceties of life Hal Ashby movie out
of the windpw, for a remake of the
four Friends themes which goes
much Airther than Arthur Penn ever

Cuttingedge

Jeff Bridges and Join, Heard m "Custer's Way," inn Passer's unlanering per,rail a/ Calffarnla-style America.
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black people “mggers." hoping to
ignite some sort of trouble, which
will give the semblance of sense in

his life.

Passer proceeds to turn each
scene into a symbolical stage for the
disintegration of the American
dream, all the way to the closing
shot. There’s no need here to go
into detail.

But I must, elaborate on the
general lines. First, there is a third

person to deal with, Cutter’s long
suffering and compassionate wife
Mo (Lisa Eichorn), tprn between
the furious passions of her maimed
husband and the reticent non-
commitment of his best friend,

Bone. Her only refuge is a constant
alcoholic daze, out of which she
emerges even more despairing than
when she entered.

THE PLOT concerns Cutter's con-

viction that he knows who is to

blame for the alley murder. The
person he picks is none other than
the most powerful person in the val-

ley, oil magnate J.J. Cord. Since
there is nothing he can do directly

against such a formidable and
ruthless person, whom Cutter con-
siders responsible not only for this

specific murder but also for all the

evils that befall America, from
capitalism to Vietnam, he plans to

blackmail him with the help of Bone
and the victim’s sister. He does so

not for profit, but just to punish the
evil and restore justice.

And what happens, you may ask,

to the inbred moral spirit of the

American film hero? This is exactly

the point. Morals are dead and
buried, according to Passer, fend

whatever is left is nothing more than
a mockery of the original. For once
you accept blackmail as a moral
tool, all the parameters of good one'

evil have been thrown to the winds.

Not to mention the fact that there
is very little left lo believe in,

between the disfigured Cutler, who
seeks revenge on society and the

Bone drop-out attitude, running
away from every problem and crisis

instead of facing up to it, as far as

the American mule is concerned.
The alternative is roly-poly
Georgie, the well-integrated, well-

paid, docile member of the es-

tablishment, who feels a respon-
sibility towards Cutter. But Georgie
is a pathetic figure, jovial to the

point of being silly, abused by
everybody around him, afraid of his

own shadow, enslaved to middle-

class values of property as the

supreme value in life. Those are ex-

actly the things Cutter despises and

rejects.

All this is shot in dark, unflatter-

ing hues by Jordan Cronenweth.
who has accurately guessed Passer’s

intentions and has avoided any hint

of California as land of glamour. It

is acted in a stark, angry, despon-
dent way by John Heard, an actor

who is much better than the oppor-

tunities he Is offered on screen. The
same can be said of Jeff Bridges,

who is no less handsome than

Richard Gere, but seems to be less

prone lo making a fool of himself.

For this Hollywood rewards him,

more often than not, by passing

over him. And Lisa Eichorn, a

young and ambitious actress who
had the guts to leave some expen-

sive. 'show pieces because they did

not .fit in with her requirements,

gives Mo a dimension of pain, suf-

fering and limitless despair, that

have seldom been so convincingly

portrayed on screen.
All in all, if Cutler's Way doesn’t

promise* much fun, it. is doubtless a

most edifying movie, bound to

become a milestone in future, for

anyone curious about the image of

America in the Eighties. D
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THERE HASN’T been a single

divorce among the couples living at

Kibbutz Yavne in the 42 years since

it was founded.

This startling assertion, which

was made this month by one of the

kibbutz's leaders, suggests that

Yavne — the country's largest

religious settlement — has either

overcome the laws of nature or

learned extraordinarily well to ad-

just to them.

It has,' moreover, managed to

avoid the ideological angst being ex-

perienced by the country’s secular

kibbutzim, to lower the religious

drop-out rate among its youngsters

and to provide officers for the army
at a rate that might be higher than

that of secular kibbutzim.

Detailing these achievements
over coffee in the kitchen of his

apartment in Yavne, Avraham Stein

cited Jewish heritage as the prin-

cipal factor in the kibbutz’s spiritual

well-being.

“Our heritage is not Marx, it’s

Maimonides,*' said Stein. “We
never underwent an ideological

crisis even during the time of

Stnlin’s unmasking. Even though
there's been a shift to the right all

over the western world, we haven’t

experienced it.”

For religious kibbutzniks, he said,

belief in the value of labour derives

not from the writings of Zionist

labour theoreticians like A.D.
Gordon but from the Bible, 'in the

very first sentence of the Bible, God
creates, and that means work.”

In the spirit of the Christian

imUatto Del (imitation of God) and
of the Hebrew ma hu rachum, ef at

radium (if He is merciful be thou
also merciful), said Stein, Creation
was a divine example to be
emulated by man.

Settling the land, he added, is also

a Jewish principle spelled out by

Nachmanides, who preached
"ylshuv v’blnyan ha’arelz” (settling

and building the land).

AVRAHAM STEIN lit his own
cigarette despite the fact that he lost

his hands a few weeks after the Yom
Kippur War, when a defective mine
he was laying in the sands near

Beluza in Sinai went off.

With the prosthetic devices that

serve as hands, he was swift and

dextrous in removing the cigarette

from the pack, inserting it in his

mouth, removing a match from the

matchbox and striking it. "There

are only about a dozen of us

bilateral amputees in Israel,” he
noted matte r-of-factly.

in his own vibrant and cheerful

personality, seemingly unfpzed by
the personal calamity that befell

him, Stein appeared to epitomize

the spiritually integrated nature of

the religious kibbutz he had been

describing. Raised in New York and
a graduate of Yeshlva University, he

immigrated to Israel in 1968 and set-

tled djrectly In Yavne where he
became a ..garage mechanic. A
month before the 1973 war, he was
assigned to teaching Talmud and
Jewish philosophy in the high

school serving religious kibbutzim
in the area. He teaches there still

and also in the yeshiva of the

religious kibbutz movement in

Alumim. Until recently, he whs
chairman of the movement’s
political committee, but politics, at

leist Natiohal Religious Party
politics, is something he is happy to
be away from.

-.--There are 16 religious kibbutzim

j

rt all, three ofthem across the green
line, The fact that there are not

.

jore there, said Stein, is not an in-

dication of political direction but a
result of the need for religious kib-

butzim to establish blocs, rather
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than isolated settlements, in order

lo share schools. Although there are

some doves in the religious kibbutz-

movement, most members are right

of centre. However, the overall

tendency is less Lo (he right than

Gush Emunim.

FOUNDED in 1941 by a group of

largely German immigrants, Yavne
has a population of about 1,000 in-

cluding 400 members, children,

ulpan students and youths on
hachshara (pioneer training). Unlike

most kibbutzim, Yavne bases its

economy almost entirely on
agriculture, it has the largest

chicken incubator operation in the

country, 4,200 dunams of cotton

and 380 milk cows.

Sabbath restrictions call for ex-

tensive readjustments on an
Orthodox-run farm. “The Halacha

recognizes that certain things must

be done, even on Shabbat,” said

Stein. “You’ve got to milk the cows

so as not to cause them pain, but the

milking switch can be turned on
automatically. We have to feed the

chickens, but we don’t have to col-

lect the eggs until after Shabbat. We
used to put sprinklers on before

Shabbat and turn them off

afterwards, but now we have a pre-

programmed system that turns itself

on and off according to need. I

think that despite the Sabbath
restrictions, religious kibbutzim are

the most viable economically.”

To cope with the vulnerable cot-

ton ''rop, which must be harvested

in a relatively short time before the

rains, Yavne has acquired five com-
bines while a secular kibbutz, which

works on Shabbat, would make do

with three or four.

The extent of personal religiosity

is not uniform— some members ap-

pear to adhere to the requirements

more out of conformity than inner

compulsion. Nevertheless, the

Jewish religion, with Us ethics and

commandments, is what gives

Yavne Its Lone. This is reflected not

only in the large synagogue but in

the nuances of family life, which re-

mains u supreme value at the kib-

butz despite its communal nature.
“At Yavne, we eat lunch on Shab-
bat in the (communal] dining hall,**

says Stein, "but we pray early so

that we cun have a family breakfast
in our apartments.”

It is not unusual for kibbutz
youngsters to slide away from
religion somewhat during their

army service when they have their

first close encounter with the
secular world, but they generally
revert to their former ways after

their return to a religious at-

mosphere. "Forty years ago as

many as 25 per cent of our
youngsters stopped being
religious,” said Stein. “Today the

figure is much smaller.”

Unlike in hesder yeshivas, where
the students dividing their time
between the study hall and the army,
spend less than two years in uni-

form, the religious kibbutz move-

ment insists that its young men
spend the entire three years in un-
iform and that its young women
serve as well.

"We’re ambivalent about the
hesder programme,” said Stein.

"We don’t believe religion is an ex-

cuse to free yourself from respon-

sibilities... But we recognize that

many boys wouldn’t go to the army
at all were it not for the hesder

programme."
Recently, a group of pre-service

youngsters from a religious kibbutz

in the Beit Shean Valley asked that

a hesder programme be arranged for

them but insisted that it include a
full three years in uniform. The kib-

butz movement ha9 made the neces-
y

sary arrangements with the Defence'
Ministry and the extended hesder

programme — a five-year commit-
ment for those choosing it— will be
made available to all religious kib-

butz youngsters.

“For us," said Stein, "religion is

not a cop outi"

{lop) Avraham Stein among Yavne s ‘shikunlm.
‘

(Below) Library. (Right) Torn study at Tim Zvf. a religions kibbutz In the Belt'Shean valley. in 1946.
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hihu iTtti|Kd, "Pcuplu <rf Old Jcrusalbri." by" >

ihc « Upicha Frwlman. Sun.-Thur. 9
u.m-l |».ro.: I\..9a.wi-I2 iumuu TdI. 635212.
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U'Wra ' '^WtHlont Pins Cullcc-
lluu. ( hiiivse and Jupflluu Pulniinee and
^iil* C'onl'mdni ExMbllS) Pipy felled

,
sinliiriev |m pressinn isin And Post-.

IrnpRvsHinisiii: I'lvcnlietli Century A A: luucli
An: /vi OnMsicin.-Slrueiurc and Superxttih;..
lurvcllelunii Kuhlnxluin Puviliwn).

Galleries

Uakik vl*p .N«ivclic, Kliuim Huyouur.
Y'S. Mamuc lie. Original prints by inler-
italiditnl artists. Tel. 02-8 19864. 28003 1 .

. : Parisian Comer in the
Heart ofTel Aviv.

Le-Beatijoiais
Tlia new management, headed
by Pierre, .will be giad to
walcome yquln a .quiet, pleasenl
alipbspbore ^nd .in ' which .you
carcr^oy the .delectable PTench

y . ckiislne’

Invitalions for Sylvester
;

,

-I ^
i Byeaooepted, :

,

.

pl Ayiy,' 33 Yii'rixayahaSt.,

,; ,,
if
Teli 44W2Z

( 418041; ;

Readers of The Jerusalem Post are inviled lo submil
photographs, documenting Jewish life in the Diaspora,
to an international contest. The Association of Friends of
Beth Hatefutsoth will award prizes for best entries, a
selection of which will be displayed in a special exhibit
al Belli Hatefutsoth at the end of the contest,

lst Pri*c: Round trip ticket to Israel, with El Al Israel
' Airlines, and a week's slay in one of the Dan Hotels (5

star)

2nd prize: One week in a 5>star Dan Hotel, and guided
lours around Israel.

3rd prize: $500.

<A>v • The competition is open lo amateur photographers
' only.

• Black-and-white and colour photos are acceptable.
• Measurements: 13 x 18 cm. (5

M
x 7"), full frame.

• Entrants must submit between 5 and 20 photos.
Photos should not be pasted on paper or cardboard.

• A label on the back of each photo should provide
the following information: entrant’s full name, ad-
dress and phone number: when and where picture
was taken; brief description of the subject of the oic-
lure.

F

-iTOT Portraits of Jews. Jewish neighbourhoods, Jews in their

occupations, synagogues, ritual objects, cemeteries and
tombstones, typical everyday and festive costumes, rare
or special documents preserved in families or com-
munities, special Jewish occasions, customs or lifestyles,

schools, community centres and institutions, Jewish
sporting uclivities, and any other subject illustrating

Jewish life, and heritage in the Diaspora.

Contest deadline: May 30, 1984

Send entries to:

Bell} Hatefutsoth
Photo Contest Dept;
P.O. Box 39359

Td Aviv 61392, Israel

American Friends
of Beth Hatefutsoth

515 Park Avenue
New York, NY
10022, U.S.A.

This contest is sponsored by United Mizrahi Bank, Ltd.

The Cameri Theatre

of Tel Avl

Habima
il-IT * i-RF Tho National Theatre

dlU ART ER MAINE'S TERMS
,'.j '. Premiers.

, prfa. redupW rales
‘

17; Mon.. Deo. 19 '

»Uh; Dec. 18 sold oul

Tu0..i^ 2q ;
Wed.. Dad. 21

THE'RUB8EFt*M^|*CHANfS

,

'
•

.
TzavlSly •

„

Sot; Dec. 17; Sun . 0^:18;
Wpd., Deo. 21; Thuraday. T^q,. 22

Tue':;, bet. 20 JeniHfltalfi';.
*

PASSION PLAY
Spl.. Dec 17.8.30,9.30

Sun,; Dec. IB. 8 30

SANGER ~ Premiere
Sat.. Dec. 24; Sun., Dec. 25
Mon.. Deoi 2d; Tub., Dpc. 27.
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THIS WEEK S EVENTS

THE TEL AVIV MUSEUM
27 SHAUL HAMELECH BLVD. TEL. 257361

EXHIBITIONS
THE PINS COLLECTION: CHINESE AND JAPANESE PAINTINGS AND
PRINTS
FINY LEITERSDORF: AN ISRAELI FASHION DESIGNER
MICHA KIRSHNER — PHOTOGRAPHS
ZVI GOLDSTEIN: STRUCTURE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE (see Helena

Rubinstein Pavilion).

COLLECTIONS
CLASSICAL PAINTING IN THE 17TH AND 18TH CENTURIES:
IMPRESSIONISM AND POST-IMPRESSIONISM: TWENTIETH CENTURY
ART; ISRAELI ART

MUSIC UjlSRAIL DISCOUNT BANK I

Richard Lesser, clarinet; Yelr Klees, violin; Zvi Harel. cello; Marina Bondarenko,
piano. Programme Schumann. Schubarl. Brahma. Messiaen. Saturday. 17.12. at

8 30 pm

DANCE
MIRROR, Dai ire Thenirg Two Created and performed by Estr Pomeranz and Amnon
Ruviv Tuesday. 20 1 2. al 9 00 p.m

THEATRE
THE SEA. 65 nunutas in the summer of 83 Sunday, 18.12. al 9 00 p.m.

PERFORMANCE
GREEN WING, the Performance Group of Irit Blu/ar. Saturday, 17 1 2. at 9.00 p.m

SPECIAL EVENT lin conjunction with ihe Pins Collection Exhibition)

INSIGHTS OF AN ACTRES8. Special peiformance baaed on the Japanese
iradmons of theatrical dance. Presented by Netia Plotzky. with Michal Goldberg,
clarinet Monday. 19.12, al 9.00 p.m.

FILMS ON ART
THE EXPERIENCE OF THE ABSTRACT. An in Europe and the U S.A in the lare

1940s and 1950s MATERIAL BEING CHALLENGED. Rauschenberg.
Lichtenstein. Warhol. Hockney. In cooperation with the Instilut Francs Is de Tel Aviv.

Sunday. 1 8 1 2. at 9.00 p.m.

CINEMA (24th week)
YOL {The Way). Daily at 4.30. 7.16. 9.30 p.m.. Saturday at 7.] 6. 9.30 p.m.
VISITING HOURS: Sunday-Thursday 10 B.m-10 p.m. Cloaed Fridays. Saturday
10a.m.-2 p.m ;

7- 10 p.m. Information and Box Office: Tel: 261297

THE HELENA RUBINSTEIN PAVILION
EXHIBITION
ZVI GOLDSTEIN: STRUCTURE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE
Visiting Hours: Sunday — Thursday 9 a.nt-1 p.m., 6-9 pm Closed Fridays.
Saturday -- 10 a m -2 p m.

JOIN THE TEL AVIV MUSEUM ASSOCIATION OF
PATRONS AND FRIENDS FOR 1984
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ISRAEL'S single existing television

channel, almost everyone agrees, is

totally inadequate for the country’s

needs: the level of programming

leaves much to be desired and there

simply aren't enough broadcast

hours to satisfy the varied tastes of

the viewing audience.

The two possible solutions — a

second channel, financed by adver-

tising, and a'cable television system

— have met opposition on a number
of fronts, and the advance of Israeli

television into the 1980s appears to

be at a standstill.

The Treasury is hesitant about a

commercial station because nothing

encourages consumerism like

television advertising — hardly the

path to follow in view of Israel’s

precarious economic situation. The
country's newspapers are bitterly

opposed, too, as they fear that com-
mercial TV will bile deeply into

their traditional sources of advertis-

ing revenue. Cable TV presents its

own problems, the most obvious of

which is the extremely high cost of

installation, particularly in heavily-

developed urban areas.

So, while politicians and
economists argue, the Israeli public

waits. And watches Jordanian or

Lebanese programmes.

SOLOMON SAGALL, president of

Teleglobe Pay-TV System, Inc., of

New York, and a constant visitor to

Israel, is amazed that we are so

backward in this field, but he
believes that he has the answer.

’’In a country where virtually

every home has a TV set this is a

joke," he says. “I can see why some
people are fighting a second chan-

nel or cable, but I think you're go-

ing about it the wrong way. There is

an alternative — a fundamentally
new approach for the financing of

expanded television services: pay-

TV."
Pjiy-TV (also called Subscription

TV) is a system by which television

programmes are transmitted in

electronically scrambled form to a

standard TV set. The subscriber has

a small decoder'box connected to

his set, and this enables him to un-

scramble the programmes at the

push of a button.

But why would any Israeli in his

or her right mind elect to pay for TV
viewing which is, under the present

system, free (particularly ror the

hundreds of thousands who current-

ly neglect to pay their licence fees)?

In. the U.S., says Sagall, the

answer to that is best provided by

the economics of commercial
television. TV production costs

have skyrocketed in recent years

and, as a result, few advertisers are

able to underwrite entire program-
mes, as was the custom in the early

dgys of commercial TV. Thus, in-

dividual commercials intrude in-

creasingly on programmes, to the

. annoyance of the viewer. Sagall

recalls counting no less than 71

commercials during a recent broad-

cast of Fiddler on the Roof.

Commercials have an additional

effect on TV, he continues. They
tend to force the quality of

programmes downward to the

lowest common denominator of

taste in order to appeal to the

Urgest number of viewers.

;
"Advertiser-financed TV and
mediocrity are as inseparable as

Siamese twins," he says.

: Pulling out a copy of his

. testimony before a congressional

: committee on subscription TV in

: 1958, Sagall quotes:

.. "The whole conception of pay-

;. :

TV is a natural result of dissatisfac-

tion qn the part of the American
:
.public with the substandard, iow-

Jove), anemic programmes that have
• .' been offered for so many years.

-PECEMBER 16, 19*3

TV’SBLACKBOX
'Advertiser-financed television and mediocrity are inseparable'

says Solomon SagallJhe Jerusalem Post's DAVID FRANK
meets the American often called 'the father of pay-TV.

#

Television has become a kind of

soporific, a mild narcotic. Instead of

being the most dynamic and
stimulating force toward creating

interest in higher quality entertain-

ment and culture, it has had largely

an opposite effect."

That was 25 years ago, and it took

nearly two decades before pay-TV

was authorized in the U.S. Today, it

is a reality of American life, Sagall

continues "1 sec no reason why it

can’t provide the answer to your TV
dilemma here, too."

SAGALL IS the scion of a long line

of German rabbis; his late father,

Jacob Meir Sagalowitch, had been

chief rabbi of Danzig for nearly 20

years when he fled to Belgium in

1 940 and was chief rabbi of Brussels

for a brief period before he again

had to flee, this lime to England,

where his son had been living since

1926.

Solomon was a dedicated Zionist,

the honorary secretary of the

Angio-Palestinian Club in London

and was "involved in many
clandestine Zionist activities In the

days before the state."

He is one of the honest-to-

goodness pioneers of the television

industry, his involvement being as

old as the medium itself. Regarded

by many as the father of pay-TV, in

1981 he was named "Man of the

Year" by the U.S. Subscription

Television Association.

In 1938 Sagall’s company,
Scophony Ltd., made entertainment

history by showing large-screen

pay-television in two London
cinemas. Crowds flocked to see

such events as the 1938 Derby on a

five-metre-wide cathode ray screen.

Scophony also produced 60-

centimetre-wide screens for

home use, but the development of

television wa* interrupted by the

more pressing business of World

War II. Sagall’s company played an

important role during the war, Its

“Skiatron" tube being used by the

inventor of radar. Sir Robert

Watson-Watl, to enhance the new

process. Scophony went on, to

develop a concept of secret (coded)

television, proposed for use in

military operations and today the

basis for all pay-television systems.

in 1957 Sagall, who had

meanwhile moved to New York

formed Teleglobe Pay-TV and

became one of the chier proponents,

in the long-drawn-out battle before

the Congress and the Federal Com-

munications Commission, which

ultimately led to the authorization

of pay-TV on a nationwide basis.

Today, there are three mqjoi

operator systems lq the U.S. —
Sagall’s Teleglobe, which provides

hardware For the SelecTV licensees

in Los Angeles and Milwaukee;

Oak Industries, which supplies ON
in Los Angeles; and Zenith, which

builds "black boxes” for the

American Television and Com-
munications Corporation and its

Home Box Office system.

According to Sagall, 1.5 million

American homes subscribe to over-

the-air pay-TV, with another 14-15

million subscribing via cable. Only a

few weeks ago, Britain decided lo

introduce pay-TV via cable and 1

1

licences were granted franchise in

separate areas, each with a potential

viewer population of 100,000.

"I WOULD LIKE to see pay-TV in

Israel for a number of reasons,"

says Sagall. "First, as a Zionist, I

believe it will be good for the

couriry. As a Jew who is getting

along in years, I’d much prefer to

retire to Israel than to Miami. And,

if I’m already here, why shouldn’t 1

have a business interest to keep me
out of trouble?”

Cable TV will certainly come to

Israel, but It is expensive to install

and the monthly fee will certainly

be no less than for pay-TV, says

Sagall. "But you have something

here that we no longer have in the

U.S. — uncluttered airwaves. With

just one operative channel, you can

still expand tremendously over the

air before you have to resort to

cable technology. Pay-TV can give

you the best of both worlds.”

Since there are no commercials

on pay-TV, Sagall surmises that

government approval of the second

channel might be quicker if it were

based on subscriptions. Another In-*

centive for a positive decision

would be that part of pay-TVs in-

come would go to the government.

‘The municipality ofNew York gets

a 5 per cent cut of the pay-television

take in the city,” he says.
.

During his long struggle to

legitimize pay-TV in the U.S. Sagall

was opposed by weighty vested In-

terests, and he wpuld expect similar

difficulties In Israel.

"The cinema owners would op-

pose pay-TV bitterly; but they ob-

ject to any expansion of Israel’s

television system. In fact, they have

less to fear than they think. True,

Ihc large, dilapidated cinemas
would lose business und some would
have to close down. This happened
in ihe U.S., especially in the centre

of the cities. But the intimate, well-

appointed neighbourhood cinemas
have flourished in spite of televi-

sion. The same thing will happen
here, I’m sure.

ONE OF THE most important
results of pay-TV, Sagall asserts,

would be an improvement in the

level of programming and a con-

comitant increase in the amount of

original local production.

“I read The Jerusalem Post
regularly and I notice that 80 to 90

per cent of the plays produced by
Israeli theatre companies are
translations or adaptations from
foreign productions. Pay-TV would
stimulate original creative writing

for the stage and screen, and it

would also help the theatre com-
panies increase their revenues,

while reaching a much wider
audience than previously."

Sagall recollects that some 25
years ago, Columbia Broadcasting
financed My Fair Lady on the stage

to the tune of S300.000, on the un-

derstanding that it would later be
able lo show the production on TV
for free.

To illustrate the merits of the pay-

TV approach, Sagall recalls the

1969-70 season at the New York
Metropolitan Opera, when the com-
pany was unable to start the season
because of a strike by the musicians'

and performers’ unions. The Mel
already had an accumulated deficit

of S3.5m., and the -new union de-

mands Increased the shortfall to

$5, 5m.'

Had pay-TV existed at the time,
he estimates, the Met might have
had no trouble balancing its budget.
"Even assuming that opera ap-
pealed to just 250,000 families In the

entire U.S. and dial each of these

families paid only 5 10 for any
number of family members and
friends to watch, say, five of the 20-

odd opera performances the Met

E
ut on that season, the gross would
ave been $12. 5m. ana the Met's

share of, say, 50 per cent, would
have amounted to some S6m. —
enough to wipe out Lhe entire deficit

and still show a profit."

Why couldn't lhe Cameri,
Habimah and Israel's other theatre

companies perform on the TV
screen? asks Sagall.' And Bat-Dor,
the Israel Ballet, the Rinat Choir,

the Jerusalem Symphony and so on?
"Electronic delivery of such quality

performances, at reasonable prices,

to the home will help develop Israeli

THE JEBUSAUDM POST MAGAZINE

viewers’ losie and interest in

programmes with higher cultural

content. We can turn every Israeli

home into a theatre."

The philosophy behind Sugall’s

venture is that the entire family can
watch a programme of their choice
for the price of a single admission

ticket to a cinema, theatre or
cuncerl-hall.

“Millions of Americans cannot
ufford the $30 to $40 price of a
ticket to the Metropolitan Opera
House or a decent seat at a
Broadway show. They could watch

the same opera or show in the com-
fort of their living-rooms for much
less."

SAGALL EXPLAINS how the

system works. The decoder in his

home allows the subscriber a few
minutes preview of a programme. If

he wishes to see the entire show, he

presses a buiion to unscramble the

signal for the rest of the program-
me. A ccntrul computer, which is

connected to the decoder via the

telephone line, registers that the

subscriber is viewing and prepares

the monthly hills, if a subscriber

fails to pay his bills, service is

suspended.

When the Teleglobc system is

used in areas of low telephone

saturation or poor telephone ser-

vice, u different method of billing is

employed. The decoder uses a set of
digital thumbwheels which are set

to n specific code combination to al-

low the subscriber to watch the

desired programmes. This would
probably be the method used in

Israel, Sagall says.

On receipt of the monthly pay-

ment, the system operator sends the

subscriber, by return mail, the

codes for the following month’s
programmes. Separate codes may
be provided for different categories

of programmes, e.g. movies,
Broadway shows, sports events.

“Knowing your neighbour's code
is of no value," Sagall points out,

"since each decoder box has a dif-

ferent combination for the same
programme.”
"Pay-TV does not mean paying

for everything that is broadcast,"

Sagall explains. The pay-TV systems

in the U.S. continue to provide

news programmes, talk shows,

documentaries, children’s program-

mes, sports, etc. without any charge

whatsoever.

TH ER E ARE two ways to subscribe

lo pay-TV: a flat fee on a monthly
basis or paying only for 'the
programmes you wish lo watoh—
"pay per view" in the parlance of
the business. The Israeli subscriber

could choose either method — or
combine the two, says Sagall. -

Tel'egl obe’s licensee In
Milwaukee charges a monthly fee of

$22; in Los Angeles a subscription

costs $25. The occasional “pay per
view" special, such as a cham-
pionship fight from Las Vegas,
might cost $10-15. In Israel, Sagall

imagines the monthly fee would
probably be considerably lower
than in the U.S.

"I think that television in Israel Is

at a very interesting — and crucial

— stage," he muses, "You have a
unique opportunity now to do
things right, to benefit from the TV
experience accumulated in the U.S.

and Europe, and to go from a single

channel directly to a multi-channel

capacity, Including both a second
broadcast channel and cablei

"The Israeli public is obviously

hungry for expanded — and
improved — TV services. Pay-TV
will not displace these hew systems,

Rather than compete with them,

it will enhance and rationalize

them."
p
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TRANSPOSE the mjIciiiii into the

familiar, and the result is parody.”

Itfivtfwjfi). Transpose die familiar

into the solemn, and the result is

academic criticism." (Sanford
Pinskcr, in his essay on Mel Brooks
in Fnm Hester Street to Hollywood.)

With its knowledgeublc and high-

minded tone, this hook constitutes

academic criticism, it contains the

kind of ponderous and thoughtful

essays to he found in the quarterlies.

They are almost humourless, even
when the subject is stand-up com-
edy or Woody Allen. Bui they do
redress (he balance with precise

analysis, acerbity of description,

copious information, and the full-

blooded Jewish and American in-

tensity of it all. So this is a

stimulating book for anyone in-

terested in theatre and cinema,
Jewish life and values, American
and general culture.

Jewish-American theatre came
into being g hundred years ago, just

u Tew years after the birth of the

Hast European Yiddish theatre. It

has gone through many stages,

which arc here recorded lovingly

und scathingly (how very Jewish 1).

It started us ethnic entertainment
and lus become an all-American art

form that deals with universal
values, and it converts the Jew into

a "culture hero" (Philip Roth,
quoted p.265). It hus done much
more: "In fact what is most J'cwish

about [Woody Allen filmsl is what is

most American about them. The
Jews, having found a home in the

heart of the American middle-class,

have also inherited its conflicts:

ambition vs. ethical probity com-
merce vs. spirit, ramify vs. career..."

(p.239); furthermore, since the Jew
was "u day older in history than
everybody else," (Robert
Warshow), “In Ihc crisis context of
the moment, the Jew provided the
model of a survival kit for the future
of A mifficons- who wanted to learn

how to live beyond their own
historical innocence; he was
Europe's Job to America's Adam"
<p. 266).

I COULD 00 on quoting indefinite-

ly; the book is full of wise remarks
(alas, no wisecracks, even with oil

those Jewish comedians around).
On pp. 107-108, Bonnie Lyons gives
ii concise and fascinating summary
or the meaning of YtddhhkeU (based

JEWISH sailors uccompariicd
Columbus in 1492;. Jews were
among the earliest explorers and'
settlers of (he New World; from
buses ail. over the Americas, to
which many or. Ihem seem, to have
come in order to escape the atten-

tions of. the Inquisition in Europe,
secret Jews dominated significant

parts of the trans-Atlantic trade of

the day: they were close to govern-
ment and ninny or, them were
prominent, as others were in the
Old World, In ihc highest ranks of

.society.
,

• But throughouLilhe period up to

the first quarter of the nineteenth
Century, when most of Spain’s and
Portugal’s territories in the
Americas became independent, the
Holy Office was also" active there.'

As in .Europe, the inquisitors pur-
sued und destroyed any remnants of
Jew's and oTjudahin that ihey could’
triic.e; . .

•

• /
'

riiO' basic material for &ny;study
such us'lhis is to be found in the .flies

oi' (lie I Inquisition, In- South and
CentralAhierlenand elsewher^Itls
Itil a kind,,Surely, to produce books
h^l grigtit colour :rtpd InlercSt, -infor-i

miitwq stjidjes ef imernational trod?
^inu e$hin|qrcc, movlng account's of

V9*1? ihd . sdfl-.pf -society in
is,., /.

Michael Freedfand's "The Warner Brothers" (Harrap, £8.95) tells how
Jack. Abe. Sant and Harry parlayed a shoemaker's last in Youngstown.

Ohio, into a major Hollywood studio. Though they personified the cliche

ofthe aelf-made tycoon, the brothers introduced the talkies, musicals and
gangster/lints as well as Bette Davis, Humphrey Bogart and RIn Tin Tin.

forever Broadway
FROM HESTER STREET TO
HOLLYWOOD: The Jewlsh-
American Stage and Screen, ed.

Saru h B 1 ache r Cohen.
Bloomington, Indiana University
Press. 278 pp. S2K.I3.

Uri Rapp

on Leslie Fiedler's analysis) em-
bodied in what the immigrants
brought with them, and the shape it

took in America. This is an impor-
tant summary, for it does not dis-

cuss "Judaism” but a specific men-
tality and set of character traits, and
all set down in one page; and it

demonstrates that Lillian Heilman
wus not, even if she was born, a Jew.
The reader encounters the

familiar Jewish geography — the

Lower East Side; the Upper West
Side, the Bronx and Brooklyn, and
forever Broadway; legitimate
theatre, black-face "minslreldom,”
vaudeville, stand-up comedy,
problem play, folk drama, musical,

fi.jms, etc.; and the Jewish ex-

perience, mainly expressed in the

three A’s: alienation, acculturation,

assimilation. These themes are

treated separately but recur also os

aspects of the general scene
throughout these essays.

This book is one of the few works
which really lake seriously the ques-

tion of what is specifically Jewish in

these plays and films and nightclub

jokes, us distinct from the biological

fact that Jews were the writers and
performers. The entire book must
be read to arrive at a satisfactory

answer. Each writer provides his

own perspective, and that of his

subject, but there is an overall, and
suprising, unanimity.

The book evokes a great many
colourful and intriguing characters:

Sholom Aleichem and Saul Bellow,

Fanny Brice and Sophie Tucker,
George Jessel and Al Jolson,
George Oershwin and Clifford

Odets, Milton Berle and Lenny
Bruce, Arthur Miller and Jules Fcif-

fer, Neil Simon and Isaac Bashevis

Singer, Groucho Marx and Barbra
Streisand. Nor should the long line

of Jewish mamas, both in the artists'

lives and on the stage, be ignored.

The social and cultural
bckground is painted In: the shtetl

and the "old country,” the Lower

Dubious confession
NEW WORLD JEWRY, 1493- loyally practising Jewish rituals in

1825: Requiem for the Forgotten by secret. The modern historian must
Seymour B. Liebmnn. New York, not make the same mistake os the
Krlnv Publishing House, 286 pp. S20. inquisitor).

David Wasserstein

which, secret Judaism was able to
survive and nt times even to
jlourishi

:

. Muny of the people who
upponr In these pages were daring
and lidventurous characters, both ip

(heir open, public lives as citizens
tint) us traders, doctors, , ad-
nlnisiriuofs, scholars and soldiers,

riild’ih their private lives as secret
.Jews.(ul.though il.is not clear that all

people of Jewish descent trapped by
the I nquisition were In fact really
loyuli to thpir Jewish past; a, great
proportion of. tfoe .confessions ex-
torted by. thb inquisitors here, as
elsewhere, >vere obtained by tpfture

OX the throat bf
:

it, and their
;roiiabiliiy is therefore nol. un-
qucsijdnublo^fslot all descendants of
.1 ejvs.iir.e neccssd ri ty I0‘be regarded,

.

as they wpre by the.. Inquisition, as

GIVEN THE subject, and so much
luscinuling material, it would be dif-

ficult, it might be thought, to go
wrong. But it is possible, and this

bopk is the proof. In the first place,

there ure a number of small
problems which raise doubts from
the start: mis-spellings in maps, mis-
translations front Spanish, and so
oii. Bat i here' are also more serious
problopis. The book sets out to pre-

sent h broad history of the secret
Jews . in South America (the' title

suggests a grander sweep than is ac-

tuall.y provided), until, in-
.
dependence. A glance at the table

of contents demonstrates this clear-

ly, lind promise? a rich feast. Unfor-

tunately' however, the link between
the chapter titles and their contents

• is not - of the lightest.
,

.
‘Furlhor; the author seems to have

worked on something, like . the
. iqdexi-cnrd system: you have all

yyur. information on such Cards; ybd

Last Side, the bilingual lives, the

Depression, (he ascent into the mid-

dle class, the Catskills and the

borsht bell, and the omnipresent

her*) — New York City.

There arc Llirec interesting points

that crop up al this point. The first is

the persistent rabbinical opposition

to the theatre, briefly referred to by
Nahma Sandrow in her "Yiddish

Theater and American Theater.”

The second is the fact that there

seems to have been no Israeli

theatrical influence on American
Jewish theatre. Israel's name does

crop up once or twice but not in the

context of Jewish theatre. The third

point is the paucity of plays and
films about the Holocaust'.
Lawrence L. Langer contributes a

thoughtful and scalding essay on
this subject. To my mind, his is the

most important and significant

piece in the book, though it makes
painful reading.

IT IS difficult to comment on all the

essuys in this collection, so 1 will just

refer to those I inostenjoyed: the in-

troductory essays by the editor and
by Nahma Sandrow; “The Jew in

Slund-Up Comedy” by Anthony
Lewis; Alan Speiegel's "Typology
of the Jew in the Contemporary
American Film;" and the Holocaust
essay I have referred to already (en-

joyed is scarcely the right word in

connection with this piece).

It is a pity that a comprehensive
book of this kind does not include

an index, a list of Jewish artists with

their relevant dates, a list of plays

and companies, and perhaps
statistics about performances and
attendance.

I cannot resist ending this review
with a passage from Alfred Kazin,

quoted in Mark Slobin's essays on
"Jews, Music and Theater”; "The
positive, creative role of the Jews as

modern Americans, and above all as

modern American writers, was in

the first years or this century being
prepared, not in the universities, not
even in journalism, but in the
vaudeville theaters, music halls, and
burlesque houses, where the pent-
up eagerness of penniless immigrant
youngsters met the raw urban scene
on its own terms.” From Ihc shtell

badkhon and the borsht belt to
paradigm of modern man, and with
a Nobel Prize or two thrown in.

Quite a featl

put them all in whatever order hap-
pens to please you; then you simply
transfer their contents to the typed
or printed page. There is scarcely
any attempt to present the material
in a structured and comprehensible
order, or to jink one piece of infor-

mation with' another. Facts, other
people's interpretations, irrelevant

curtosa (did you know, for example,
that the word "nigger" is said to

come from the Dutch "nikker”?),
all are thrown al the reader in rich

prolusion uitd .with an abandon
which almost makes one wonder
what the book is supposed to be
about.

Moreover, there is another dif-

ficulty which renders this curiously
mixed-up work totally useless for

any serious reader, whether the
scholar engaged in related studies
or (hat mythical general reader for

whom so many books are written.

Although there is ap almost
ntiiijl islic condemnation of the ac-

tivities of (he Inquisition, repeated
or| implied every few pages or so,

therb is no attempt at all to under-
stand these activities, to place them
in any kind' or context beyond that

.or normal Jew-hate, and there is no
analysis at d|{ of the material soin-
-adequately presented th Lhedisap-
poihted and bewildered, reader

rata Jerusalem pqst magazine

THE REDISCOVERY OF THE
HOLY LAND IN THE
NINETEENTH CENTURY, by
Ychoshuu Ben-Arieh. Second Edi-

tion. Jerusalem, The Magnes Press,

the Hebrew University and the
Israel Exploration Society, 266 pp.
Price not staled.

Susan Hattis Rolef

THE PRESENT book was written

with two aims in mind: a) to tell the

story of the exploration of the Land
of Israel in the 19th century; and b)

to give the student of the history of

the Holy Und u guided survey of
the major works on the historical

geography or the country written by
19ih century travellers, explorers

and historians.

Yehoshua Ben-Arieh divides his

period into five parts: 1 799-1 83

which opens with Napoleon's inva-

sion of Palestine; 1831-40, the
period of Egyptian rule when ex-

ploration was for the first time of-

ficially condoned; 1840-56, the

return of Turkish rule when the

European powers started to be
represented in the country through

diplomatic mission and religious es-

tablishments; 1856-65, in the wake
of the Crimean War. This was the

decade of greut individual ex-
plorers and finally 1865-77, which
saw the beginnings of more
systematic exploration.

Probably, Ben-Arieh — who is

both u geographer and an historian

— is (he only person who could put

such a hook together. He knows the

country like the palm of his hand,

and, in addition, is sufficiently

familiar with the detail of 19th cen-

tury Palestinian history to provide a

fluent and intelligent survey of the

process of rediscovery, exploration

and reporting. To the layman all this

detail may look like an exotic jungle

but one in which he can easily find

himself lost if he hasn’t a good
guide. Especially now that so many
of the old Palestinian books are be-

ing republished (some in Hebrew
translation), Ben-Arieh’s il-

luminating essay is highly welcomo.

HIS BOOK is full of contemporary
illustrations, mostly lithographs, but

with a few early photographs. Each
illustration is accompanied by a

short commentary. As to the toxt,

its strength is also its weakness.

Since it lists all the major explorers,

describes their travels and their

works, und evaluates their con-

tribution to the study of the Holy
Lund, it suggests a directory, and is

therefore a little difficult to read

cover to cover. If I had the time I

would like to use it as a guide for the

systematic reading of the best 19th

century books about Palestine.

One fascinating piece of informa-

tion I picked up in this book 'con-

cerns the 14-volume work of the

German geographer and historian,

Carl Ritter, which "is characterized

by its scientific approach, surpass-

ing all that preceded it,” and makes
use "of ull the previously published

literature — the Old and New
Testaments, Josephus and Philo of

Alexandria, the Talmud, Medieval

. Christian writings, the works of

Arab geographers, as well as the ac-

counts of pilgrims and travellers."

Ritter himself, however, ‘‘never

visited Palestine. His vast achieve-

ment must thus be credited to a fine

intuitive sense, and a full masteHy
and detailed.- knowledge of .

the

literature."

1
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IT WAS Winston Churchill who
termed the British Expeditionary

Force's showing in France in May
1940 "a colossal military disaster,”

and observed of Dunkirk that "wars

are not won by evacuations.”

Or as a German military
magazine, Der Adler, pul it at the

lime: "For us Germans the word
‘Dunkirchen’ will stand for ail time

for victory in the greatest battle of

annihilation in history.”

Nonetheless, it was a miracle, it

captivated and uplifted the British,

and braced them for the expected

German invasion and the Buttle of

Britain. Moreover, the successful

evacuation from the beaches and
port of Dunkirk of some 340,000

Britons (and Frenchmen) preserved

the professional core of an army
which, several years later, would
pul the Wehrmacht to flight in

North Africa and Normandy. By
rights, these hundreds of thousands

of men should have been dead or in

German prison camps. Churchill

had predicted that only some 30,000

men would be rescued.

A NUMBER of people have written

about Dunkirk, most recently

Nicholas Harman. But, in English at

least, most of the accounts have

been memoirs rather than histories.

Wnller Lord provides a Cornelius

Ryun treatment of the subject. He
puints a spacious overall view of

high policy and general staff

decision-making, on both sides, and
then zooms in on incidents on the

beaches, in the port and along the

defensive perimeter between May
26 and June 4. His collages are ef-

fective and well written, and convey
the lime, the place and the circum-

stances. It is the first clear account I

have read of the logistics of the

.operation — how trawlers, tugs, fer-

ries und yachts were mobilized and
directed to the beaches.

His account is unvarnished. "My
own feelings are rather of disgust,”

he quotes n soldier of the 67th Field

Regiment Royal Artillery os saying.

Dreams of chivalry are conjured up by Christopher Hathero's "Medieval

MHitun Dress t0f)f>-l50ft" {Blandlord, $12,951. Both knightly armour
and the attire oj the common soldiery arc depicted in >% figures accom-

panied by a lively text that is the very stuff oj romance. A.B.

Miraculous defeat
said one III Corps man.

THE MIRACLE OF DUNKIRK by .

Qu
.

1 disPalch rid
.

cr

Walter Lord. London, Allen Lane Dlv,slon *ho

3 73 nn £8 9S Dunkirk was evidence that the
* “ ’ *

* British were an invincible people."

SSrSS
ID - Their courage made our job easy,

anlllan. 185 pp. $24.95. and I wus proud to have known

,
them and to have been born of their

Benny Morns generation.”^ _- After Dunkirk, it was appropriate

for un Englishman to answer, when
"I saw officers throw their revolvers usked in the darkest days of the war

nwny... I saw soldiers shooting whether he fell discouraged: "Of

cowards us they fought to be first in course not, We’re in the finals and

ii boat.” we're playing al home."

A "debacle" and "a disgrace,” Lord describes lucidly how the

"1 saw officers throw their revolvers

nwny... I saw soldiers shooting

cowards us they fought to be first in

a boat.”

A "debacle" and "a disgrace,”

decision to evacuate wus arrived at.

of the initial "mild" deception of
the French (they thought the retreat

in Dunkirk was in order to set up a

permanent foothold or enclave
there for an Allied counter-
offensive). and ofhow Churchill dis-

pelled the ensuing distrust. (He in-

sisted on the evacuation of an equal
number or Frenchmen. A third of
those evacuated were French, most
of them rescued in the gruelling

final hours of June 2-4.)

Lord is very good at detail: He
tells how "one man, with studied in-

difference, stripped to his shorts

and sunbathed among the rocks,
rending a paperback" as the beach
was being cratered by Luftwaffe
bombs; of the hundreds of dogs —
adopted by the BEF as pels — who
were taken back to England with
their masters; of a British colonel
who ordered his men "to tidy up the

beach a bit” before boarding their

ships, so that the Germans, on ar-

rival, would receive the impression
of a still disciplined, formidable foe.

And lie takes a look ul the
Germans. In one captured French
airfield, the I.u flu-tide pilots round
a hando ned French baby tanks
(presumably Re rum Its, like the one
the Syrians abandoned in Degania),

and “spent a glorious hour chasing
and ramming one another — it wus
like a giant dodgeni concession at

an amusement park.” -

PIERRE LORAlN's Clandestine

Operations is a "handbook" on the

“arms and techniques of the

I French |
Resistance, 1941-44.”

It features muny (somewhat un-
necessary) diagrams of Smith &
Wesson revolvers. Sterling
bombers, PIATs. Mills grenades
and even magnetic mines.

The chapter on cypher codes and
direction finding, which is accom-
panied by diagrams (“hair-size”

scale) oT transmitters and
transceivers, is rather more useful

for the serious sludenL of World
War II underground octivilcs.

Foursome
THE FOUR SECRETS by Renee
Newman. Xtliens, Anglo- Hellenic

Press. 174 pp. No price slated.

Judith Itunim

RliNlil: NI-1WM AN'S second novel

is notable for its narrative technique

and the philosophy of life unfolded

in its paces. It tells the story of four

women friends living in the same
neighbourhood. Each of them has a
secret, a dark corner in the past

which weighs down on her present

tile, a secret she neither wishes nor

dares io reveal to the others. These
women suffer and struggle alone,

.ind in the eonr.sc of the events

described in the hook they manage
to solve their problems or else find a
way to live with them.
the dramatis personae come to

us sis adults whose characters have

.iliu.tdv been formed, and (he chic

to understanding their personalities

is round in their Lasles. activities,

preferences and social milieu. This

here and now approach is in direct

contrast to that adopted by those

novelists who insist oil psy-
chological analysis of the
characters, and specify the motiva-

tions and the events in their past

which- have an impact on their pre-

sent hehuviouT. Empathy is re-

quired of their readers: in the

case of Renee Newman's novel,

Ihc reader retains his objectivity

throughout.

The tlicincs of this novel include

the role of religion in people’s lives,

and the dire results of too much
-.ell-revelation. Although the hook
suffers from a dearth of background
description, and there arc some
loose ends and superfluous detail, I

found in its challenge to the reader's

mind a refreshing change from the

stereotyped romantic novel.

"THE DAY BEFORE,” one of the

slightest or the 33 stories that

Elizabeth Spencer has chosen to in-

clude in her collection spanning

four dccudcs, seems to abandon fic-

tivc distance. The girl narrator is

surprised to discover that "life is im-

portant right down to the last

crevice and corner. The tumult of a

tree limb agHinst the stormy early

morning February sky will tell you

forever about the poetry, the tough

non-sad, non-guilty struggle of

natuj-e. It is important the way ants

go one behind the other, hurrying to

get there, up and down the white-

painted front-porch post...Nothing
can change it; it is just itself."

Spencer's background for most of

her stories is Mississippi, but many
of the malurer pieces take place in

Italy and Montreal, locales
fenecting not just a larger but a dif-

ferent
. world with a less extreme

moral climate. From the girl in the
cariy Sixties 'story, "Ship Island,"

whose explanation to her boyfriend
for taking ofT with two strangers to

New Orleans was, "I guess that’s the
• way 1 am... I just run off
sometimes,’’ to the rationale al the

,
end of "Indian Summer” (late

Seventies) for Uncle Rex disappear-

\o the bayou for a time — “ Rex
did what he had to do,” —
Spencer's stories are revelations of
the way we ants go up and down the

front-porch post. The only struggle

the need to accept that

nothing can change it. Sucn is the
lesson Jot Spencer's children or

y
r.°mantic narrators to absorb; it

septns the • deepest strain of her
- tefltctWe sensibility. .

•

'
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Atone to return to
THE STORIES OF ELIZABETH
SPENCER. Foreword by Eudora

Welly. Hnrmondsworlh, Penguin.

428 pp. £4.95.

UNLIKELY STORIES, MOSTLY
by Aludair Gruy. Edinburgh,

Canongate. 274 pp. £7.50.

Haim Chertok

What would a Faulknerian nar-

rator have made of the revelation in

"Sharon” that Uncle Hernan had

been sleeping with
.
the coloured

cook, ever since the death of Aunt

Eileen? In “Sharon" the knowledge

simply becomes part of the perma-

nent education of the girl narrator.

Only once, in a late story, "I,

Maureen," is identity or sanity itself

ul issue. Spencer never sends forth a

Quentin Compson to assault with

righteousness the "non-guilty strug-

gle of nature.” Where, as in novella-

length “Knights and Dragons,”

knowledge might prove destructive,

she opts to leave intact a residue of

illusion for her Jamesian
protagonist.

IT SHOULD be plain the Elizabeth

Spencer is professional to -her

manicured toenails.. Over one-third

of these stories were originally

published in The Hew Yorker. Her

descriptions are crisp. In “Prelude

IO a ParKing Lot," Uncle Jess “wasi.

so perfectly rounded-out that you

couldn’t tell how big he was at first,

then it would dawn on you
gradually and rather splendidly, like

u sunrise."
.
Her characters* reflec-

tion j are acute. The girl at dinner in

"Mr. McMillan” "noticed he was

doing very well with her, if that's

what he wanted, and evidently he

did. From now on they would have

a note, a tone to return to..."

. And yet... Perhaps it was Eudora

Welty’s laudatory Foreword —
Welly who never left Mississippi,

and who once published an impor-

tant essay on "The Sense of Place"

— that got me to wondering why
midway through this ample collec-

tion I began to. fidget. Welly’s

stories in A Curtain of Green are

amazing revelations nol of the way
things are but of how the way things

seen dissolve. Whereas hers are

luminous, too often Spencer's are

merely successful, too much of "a

lone to return to.”

Of course, it’s praise for Spencer

that the call to evoke Welty arises at

all. Bui there is a certain redun-

dancy of tone, a want of intensity or

vision — or both.

NO SHORTAGE of vision or inven-

tion in Alasdair Gray’s highly ec-

centric Unlikely Stories, Mostly. The.

book’s godfathers include Swift,

Kafka, and Samuel (/lowe/os)

Johnson. The scene is more distant

than -
Montreal: the mythological

present, the future, an "Eastern
Empire." The mode, sharing no
common terrain with this Spencer,
is allegory and fantasy.

But thui’s less than half of it.

Unlikely Stories, Mostly is a.tatlooed

lady, sprinkled from cover to
murgins with doodlings, sketches,

jokes, and Illustrations from Gray’s
risible pen. Twiddling fiqqrward
when I opened the book fell ap Er-

ratum insert: "This slip has been in-

serted by mistake.” Heh, heh — not

bud, eh?, For all I knew, the ndxt

page was a booby-trap poised to

squirt me with indelible ink. Many
of the stories by our Scottish mad-
cup .first appeured in boys’ or col-

lege magazines, if you’re inclined

towurd gay parables of Boobus
Homosnpiens on the path to selfr

desiruct, or Fantasy Wisdom
Literature, some of these stories

seem sufficiently amusing and in-

ventive. •

It would be ungracious to con-
clude thut, os a writer, Gray is a

superb illustrator. The latter is cer-

tainly true, but "Five Letters from
an Eastern Empire" (a Kafka
pastiche) and "The Comedy of the

White Dog" (Thurberish) are enter-

taining. Let's just say that Gray’s

jokebook ails from an excess of per-

sonality, a surfeit of snickering

idiosyncrasy.

PIECES OF EIGHT
ST^VENSON’S .TVmwre Island was
published .100 years ago this month
und learned him £100 from Cassell

which, hd suid. wus "a sight .more

than H was worth.” .. A.B..

THE) JERUSALEM POST MAGAZINE

Aristocrat
THE DEMON LOVER by Victoria

Holt, New York, Doubleday,
305 pp. $12.95.

Jennie Tarabulus

VICTORIA HOLT proves she is

still a top writer or romantic
suspense in her latest novel. It is

about u young English girl, a painter

or miniatures, who catches the

fancy of a haughty French Bnron at

his undent Norman chateau where

she is -painting his portrait. Natural-

ly the aristocrat is handsome, sen-

suous jind so ruthless with women
thul even the heroine, intelligent

and unimpressed with foreign

royally os she is, falls prey to his ar-

rogant manliness and against her

will bears him a. child.

Fate intervenes, Paris is under

siege in the Franco-Prussian war of

1870, painters are out of jobs, and :

food is scarce. Enter the Baron,

who rescues the stnrv(ng heroine

and child, and whisks them off to his

Norman chateau. Tragi- ..

conveniently his wife dies in a Fall

from a cliff and the mistress gets

killed in the war. The now
thoroughly chuslened and reformed

Baron is free to many the heroine,

Und to dajm his child.

For those nol attracted by fan-

tusics of : unrequited love, Holt
provides a glimpse of Bonapartian

high-life at the turn of the Second
Empire.

' PAGE THIRTEEN



Till- -SIX new lilies from The
Women's Press or London re pre-
sent ;l variety tif genres: sci-fi,

mystery, tragedy, humour and
drama. Although Shakespeare's
sister is still not to be found among
the authors, none of them reaches
that level of writing which we might
refer to as that or Harold Robbins's
daughter.
• Sheclagh Kiinelli's The Nets is a

serious, beautiful and tragic tale

based on a real incident. In Greece,
during the rule of the generals, 2!
school girls drown during u school
outing. An evocative, poetic, long
short story.*

Jill Miller writes in a more joyous
tone. In Happy asa Dead Cal, a bud-
ding feminist leaves her chauvinist
husband with the help of a liberated

girlfriend, and, in u bow to real life,

an understanding bank manager.
The irresistible heroine of this first

novej is a sassy, bright, brave
working-class mother of live who
never loses the capacity to laugh at

herself nr her situation. Might make
for a nice, friendly flick.

On the other hund, Joan Bur-
fool's Dunchift fn the Dark is just

MANY YEARS ago in a strange,

far-off land called Los Angeles, I

finished a horrible book called The
Exorcist, and thought, “Gee. A
twelve-year-old masturbating with a
crucifix. That's gonna be a pretty
tough act to follow." Tough, maybe.
Impossible? Never.

Willinm Peter Blatty has written a
sequel to The Exarcisl. His new
novel is called Legion, and in.

twelve pages we are treated lo the
crucifixion of a twelve-ycar-old,
mute black boy with "three inch,
carpenter's ingots pounded through
the lop of his skull in a circle,

penetrating dura and finally brain."
Next on the bill is the decapitation
of a Catholic priest, murdered, "in
the box while in the act of hearing
someone's confession." Yes, friends
and neighbours, religion can be
heady, stuff, but you ain’t seen
nothin’ yet.

B laity's bloodied tumbrel rolls

from the church to a hospital where .

another priesl is removed from our
lemporal existence by having his
blood taken; all of U. Beside the

The Women’s Press
THE NETS by Sheclagh Kanelii.

£2.50.

HAPPY AS A DEAD CAT by Jill

Miller. £2.50.

DANCING IN THE DARK by Joan
Barfool. £3.50.

Marjorie Mark

plain depressing. Alienated and out
of touch with her own feelings,

Edna. a goody-goody housewife,
uses a more drastic method to shed
her philandering hubby. She knocks
him «IT. Well done, Edna! Weil
written, the book is an utterly grim
portrait of a mad housewife.

Back in the old pre-liberntion

days, I used to search second hand
honk stores for yet another Nancy
Drew detective novel to add to my
coiled ion. I still prefer her to Jessie,

KILLING WONDER by Dorothy
Bryant. £2.95.

THE GODMOTHERS by Sandi

Hall. £3.50.

FAULTLINE by Sheila Ortiz

Taylor. £2.50,

the detective heroine of Dorothy
Bryant's Killing Wonder. A murder
in the Berkeley, California, feminist

writers' scene makes for some witty

observations of — or arc they
swipes at? — the local women
writers. Most of the writers ore so
badly drawn that it's difficult keep-
ing them apart, and most un-
forgivcahle of all is the device of the
central clue, which is supernatu rally
transmitted to Jessie during a
seance conducted by a book-writing

Cascades of blood
LEGION by William Peter Blatty.

London, Collins. 252 pp. £8.95.

Richard Penniman

priest’s hospital bed, "on a tray cart,

were twenty-two specimen jars ar-

ranged neatly in symmetrical rows.
They contained Father Dyer's en-
tire blood supply.” You think that's

cute? Do you have your airline

sickness bag in place? In that very
same hospital, "young Nurse Amy
Keating was discovered in an empty
room in Neurology. Her torso had
been slit open, her organs removed,
and her body — before being sewn
back up — had been stuffed with
light switches.” Nurse Amy sure,
"sings ‘ the body electric,” now.
doesn't she, folks!

In a more innocent age (1963),

Danny Kaye starred in a minor key,
comedy vehicle, The Man From The
Diners Club: screenplay by Bill B lai-

ty. One decade later, Blatty’s first

name had blossomed into William
Peter und hls bank account had
swollen ridiculously from the lion's

share of 590,000,000 raked in from
the film version of The Exorcist (he
was both producer and
screenwriter). Blatty’s new novel is

an obvious and understandable at-

tempt to repeat that kind of gargan-
tuan, financial excess that can only
come from discovering the Hope
Diamond in your Q-ackerjack box,
or from a world-wide, celluloid
blockbuster.

WHETHER Legion will reach, and
then slay on the best-seller list for

over a year, like The Exorcist, is

doubtful, but that doesn't mean a

witch. The. portrayal of emotional

growth in the young detective is the

novel's major saving grace.

INFORMATION transmis-
sion, via highly advanced method

of mind reading, and witchcraft also

feature in Sandi Hull's science fic-

tion novel. The Godmothers. The
general drill here seems to be that

women in different eras sulTcr and
die, apparently because men covet

their superior intelligence. So what
else is new? The book is

imaginative, readable and fast-

paced, hut some of the characters

arc reduced to cartoons: the only
men who appear are villains of vary-
ing degrees and the main baddie is

so had he even sticks his tongue out
at yogurt and granola!

Best for last: Imagine 300 rabbits

und a wild collection of marvellous-

ly drawn weirdos on a farm run by a
purt-Indiun lesbian mother of six,

who was horn on the San Andreas
fault. All right you don’t want to,

OK. But Faulillne by Sheila Ortiz

Taylor is a simply delicious, intel-

ligently written story. Says the
heroine, Arden Benbow, about her

movie won’t be made of it. The
book's protagonist is a Jewish
homicide detective named
Kinderman, "with a face like a
beagle; the oversized, tattered grey
tweed coat; the rumpled trousers,

baggy and cuffed; the limp, felt hat,

in the band a feather plucked from
some mottled, disreputable bird,"

Blatty’s style of padding is

philosophical rather than descrip-
tive. He has Kinderman constantly
wandering off into pseudo-mystical
anterooms and beginning
theological disputations with
himself.

"God’s love burned with a fierce

dark heat but gave no light. Were
there shadows in his nature? Was he
brilliant and sensitive but bent?
After all was said and done was the
answer to the mystery no more than
that God was really Leopold and
Loeb?. Or could it be that he was
closer to being a putz than anyone
heretofore had Imagined, a Being of
stupendous but limited power? The
detective envisioned such a God in

court pleading, ‘Guilty with an ex-

first meeting with her former hus-
band:

“So while Mullhus was giving his

forty-mi mile special on rotation, in
my mind a battle raged silently. Part
of me, maybe it was the poet part or
the Indian part, wanted to tweak his

nose and dance around him
whooping. The other part — whose
firm, still voice had the power to
silence twenty braves on a peyote
trip — stepped forward, adjusted
her while gloves and suggested it

might be prudent in a person with a
mind like a colander to attach
herself to a promising young man
(who looked like William Holden)
with a mind like an electric can
opener."

And listen Lo Alice, Arden’s lover
talk about her marriage:

“In those days it.was expected that

u Radcliff woman should speak with
determination and equally well un-
derstand she would ultimately do as
shenvas directed."

A truly funny and charming short
novel about love, the pursuit of hap-
piness wherever, and the power of
earthquakes, both literal and
emotional.

planation, Your Honor.’ The theory
hud appeal. It was rational and ob-
vious and certainly the simplest that

suited all the facts. But Kinderman
rejected it out of hand and subor-
dinated logic to his intuition, as he
had in so many of his homicide
cases. ‘I did not come into this

world to sell William of Occam
door-to-door,’ he had often been
heard lo tell baffled associates or
even, on one occasion, a computer.
‘My hunch, my opinion,’ he would
always say. And he felt that way
now about the problem of evil.

Something whispered to his soul

that the truth was staggering and
somehow connected to 'Original
Sin; but only by analogy and
dimly."

I assure you that the above quote
makes every bit as much sense in

context as it does out. And there are
so many lo choose from. And that’s

what you get: catechisms sprinkled
with Yiddish from a shlump of a
Jewish mensch, interspersed with
water falls of blood cascading down
the page. O
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SOMEONE has quipped that the

way you plan a new town in England

is to put up a Marks & Spencer

branch and a pub, then build the

rest around it. That's the way the

country looks, at least to the five-

woman consumer press delegation

from Tel Aviv with whom I recently

loured the great stores of England.

We visited various shopping centres

in London und the historic town of

Buth, and everywhere found the

familiar M & S logo. It’s on the high

street of virtually every town in the

U.K., where there arc 262 Marks &
Spencer stores, and there are

branches in Ireland, France,
,

Belgium und Canada.
j

One aspect which never foils to

impress the visitor from Israel is the
I

case with which you can return any

M & S merchandise at any branch,

wherever purchased, so long as the

sales lags are on und you have the

receipt. Cash is refunded — no

questions asked. Members of our

group look to parrying around a

green-and-gold store bug with some
M & S items that needed refunding

just in case we encountered a

branch in our busy day’s louring —
and wc invariably did.

The reason it is often neeessary to

exchange MAS merchandise is

that the stores have no filling

rooms, except in Paris where even

M & S couldn't resist the pressure,

to allow in-store try-ons. In Britain,

the stores don’t even have lavatory

facilities for customers. Some peo-

ple resort lo buying something,

dashing to u nearby department

store, using its powder room for a

quick try-on. and then running back

to M & S for a refund if it doesn't

fit.

Virtually every Israeli visitor to

London visits a Marks & Spencer
store — most likely the flagship

branch at Marble Arch, which is in

,
The Outness Bonk ofRecords for tak-

ing in more money per square metre

than any other store in the world.

But few visitors have the oppor-
tunity we did lo go behind the

scenes at Baker Street head-
quarters, meet with prominent
mcmhcFS or the management, and

get a chance lo see how the qualily-

testing laboratories work.

THAT WI: WERE given a royal

welcome is perhaps not surprising,

in view of the special relationship

hclween Murks & Spencer and

Israel. Some 25 per cent of all our

exports to Britain ure sold through
MAS. And while the chain prides

itself on the fact that over 90 per

cent or its merchandise is made in

the U.K., Israeli production ac-

counts Tor over half of what it does

import.

Our red-carpel reception . in-

cluded mid-morning coffee not

once, but twice, in gold-rimmed
'

porcelain cups und saucers — first

ul our meeting with Ismar Glasman,
senior consultant in textile

technology in thfc "colour room."
Here, the fluorescent lighting exact-

ly duplicates that in the stores, so

that fabric colours can be selected

.scientifically. The 16 components of

a ladies’ black bra pasted on a white

canvas could have been displayed in

a modern museum of art.

Glussman noted that Chaim
. -Weizmann had an influence on his

• friends Simon Marks and Israel

• Sicff. in their business enterprise as

.well as in their leadership of British

:;?ionism, convincing them that they
should apply the scientific approach

: to the production of the gdod^ they

•
were Ordering for their stores. That

prists, to the present
.^•dayjW hen.

;
S - has ;;300.

V !f^h9ldgislii ip the textile and food

'1:
. ' X':

M^^'iWe^ourcd the laboratories

!.. .^^e^ ;textileg are rigorously tested
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on instruments, some of which look

as though they came out of a

medieval torture chumber.

OUR SECOND cup or coffee and

round of conversation came, in

another posh conference room,

with Murlin Mendoza, a senior ex-

ecutive in the export department

ami chairman or the British-lsrncl

Chamber of Commerce, and with

Ronny Jucobson, export uccounls

manager. Jacobson concentrated on

the food field, which is less well-

known to the tourist shoppers, who
focus their attention muinly on

clothing. I was surprised to learn

that nearly 40 per cent of the chain's

sales today arc in foods.

The current emphasis is on "chill-

ed" rather lhun frozen foods, and

the art is lo keep them displayed at-

temperatures just above freezing-

point.
1

This is a more economical

storage method than deep-freezing,

wc were told, and is M & S s prefer-

red way of selling a wide line o(

ready-lo-warm “recipe dishes,"

These range from traditional

British fare such as "bubble and

squeuk" (potatoes, vegetables and;

meul — usually leftovers in the

home-made version) and "toad-in-

the-hole" (sausages in a batter cas-

ing) to more exotic Indian, Chinese,

French and Italian dishes. Lalc-

afternoon shoppers in the food

departments are apt to encounter

nearly empty shelves in these chill-

ed lines, not because or bad plan-

ning but because the policy of daily

deliveries and not overstocking.
•

ALL GOODS sold in Marks &
Spencer stores carry the Si. Michael

brand rflune -r after the firms

founder. Michael Marks, a Polish

Jewish refugee who set up Marks

Penny Bazaar in Leeds in .1884.

Spencer was Thomas Spencer,

Marks' partner, in. the* early years.

The present chairman of the firm is

'Michael Marks' grandson Marcus,.

Lord Slcff of Brimpion. The vice-

chairman is Michael Sacher*.

another grandson. qF:the founder, ,

M & S — populbriy knoWii :’k&

Murks und Sparks — does not

manufacture anything itself. But it

is intimately involved in the

manufacturing processes of its sup-

pliers, from the choice or raw
materials to the final quality-testing.

Martin Mendoza explained how
the firm chooses its suppliers: "If

someone comes to us with a sample

suitcase or goods, we don't even

want to see whut's inside. We're in-

terested in the person himself — in

our personal chemistry with him.”

IT the firm finds u common
language with the prospective sup-

plier, it will work with him an

developing a suitable line of

merchandise for its stores. This is

the wuy it developed its tics with

so niuny Israeli manufacturers, par-

ticularly in Ihe textile field, starting

back in the early '60s. It is M & S

policy lo remain railhful lo its

"family” of suppliers, so long as

this is economically possible.

For instance, despite the recent

flap about M & S threatening to cut

its ties with Ala, Mendoza told us,

"We’re still buying from Ala — and

will continue to do so ir the com-

pany can provide us goods under

the proper terms. We think the cur-

rent problems will be solved. Ala is

perfectly capable of doing.il right."

MENDOZA stressed that M & S's

connection with Israeli suppliers

is not based on charity or Zionism,

although he admits that his com-

puny is "a little more sympathetic"

lo Israeli companies than to those of

other countries. But their products

must still be ‘‘commercial dnd cor-

rect" if they are to gain and main-

tain acceptance at M & S. Some
Israeli industries, particularly in tex-

tiles and foods, “are among the best

in the world," he told us, and Israeli

firms are strong in research and

development.
Where we Israelis fall down com-

pletely. Mendoza contends, is in the

field of international marketing.

Whcreus other foreign firms, such

as Heinz or NestU, “come knocking

.at our doors/’ Israeli fifms generally.

do .jnqi. This is where the; M # .5

• special Initiative yis-6-vls Israel

comes in: "M & S pushes on your
|

manufacturers' doors. That is why
i

wc have succeeded so well with
|

Israeli products." He suggests that i

Israeli firms would do well to put i

non-cxecutive directors from Bri-

tain on their boards, lo advise on in- i

tcrnaiionul marketing techniques. ;

. One way M & S helps push Israeli i

goods into the world spotlight is by
niuintuining an "Israel Room’ 1

at its l

Baker Street headquarters. On dis-
|

play ure goods from all the local i

manufacturers of textiles, foods and
;

cosmetics, uboul 20 in all — with

which M & S does business. They
include several of the Polgat group
and Agrcxcu for fresh agriculture

products. Visiting representatives of

foreign firms are taken on a tour of

the Israel Room, and M & S prides

itself on the fact that many a

business deal between an Israeli

manufacturer and some non- British

store had its origins there.

FOR THE ISRAELI visitor, the

most frustrating feeling is seeing

Israeli-made goods being sold ni

prices lower than wc can buy them
at home. As I mentioned last week,
there arc several reasons given for

(his — export incentives; the
tremendous purchasing power of M
& S, the lower efficiency of Israeli

retailers, und the sorry fact that,

within Israel, manufacturers and
retailers lake higher profit margins
because they know the public will

stand for higher prices.

Mendoza told us M & S's simple

pricing policy: Take Ihe cost price,

add the VAT, then an average of 30

per cent markup. (It's a bit higher,

33 per cent, on ladies' wear, a bit

lower, only 26 per cent, on
children's wear.) Since it costs M &
S about 18 per cent of the selling

price lo run the business, the firm is

left with a 12 per cent profit. In the

fiscal year ending March 31, 1983,

M & S's balance sheet showed a net

profit uflcr taxation of £135.2 mil-

lion.

One striking difference in

business habits between here and
there is the M & S policy of paying

its hills to its suppliers within seven

days. Israeli chains hpvc been
screaming lately that if they arc not

able to continue getting 90 days'

credit from their suppliers, they will

be forced to raise prices lo con-

sumers by 20 per cent.

To be honest, 1 must add that I

• heard one criticism of the M & S

quick payment policy from a

London woman who is trying lo

break into the commercial field

wiLh her own line of natural food

products and candjes, She contends

that while M & S may pay its large

suppliers promptly, it is not so good
lo small newcomers, who have to

wait months for .their money — or

so she claims.

, YOU DON’T have to go to England

lb buy Murks & Spencer goods. The
firm Is the U.K.’s largest exporter of

clothing. Here in Israel, you can

find its products in the special M &. S

sections of the larger Hamashbir
Lczurchan department stores

around Lhc country.
' However, to someone just back
from London, it is almost

.
heartbreaking lo read the pricetags

on the St. Michael garments and
cosmetics at Hamashbir* Everything

costs a little more than twice what it

costs in Britain. Some of die dif-

ference is understandably ac-

counted for by shipping costs,

customs duties and other local

taxes, and Israel's higher
.

profit
' margins. Some Of Hatnashbir’s St.
1

Michael merchandise is actually

.r'rnpde-lh Tsrael but this should be

V Identifiable from the labels.

Hamashbir Insists that such goods

— JERUSALEM POST MAGAZINE!

generally come to it directly from

the local factories und ore not ship-

ped to England and back again

(hough this may happen on rare oc-

casions, it admits.

If you can hold out until January,

the Hamashbir chain will be having

n 15 per cent sale on ail its St.

Michael goods.

One place locally sphere you may
find bargains in surplus Israeli

goods produced for M & S is at the

direct outlet stores of Ihe Polgat

group. I went to look just after my
return, and found a few items with

the Si. Michael label. They may not

he as cheap as in London, but they

are.good value in Israeli terms. In

Tel Aviv, the I’olgul store is on
Peiah Tikva Road, just below ihe

overhead pedestrian bridge.

IT WOUI [) RE impossible lo write

about a visit to M & S headquarters

without mentioning the remarkable

working conditions of the chain’s

employees - so templing that one
cif my colleagues jested, “Where
can wc apply fur a job?" Staffers at

all branches can gel hot meals at

token prices ( 1 5 pence — or about

20 shekels), low-cost hairdressing

services, free doctor and dentist

consulting visits, chiropody services

at nominal fees, and free breast and

cervical screening for female staf-

fers and Ihe wives of male
employees. There is a profit-sharing

scheme for those with five years’

seniority, a non-contributory pen-

sion scheme and Christmas bonuses

for everyone. Salaries are com-
paratively high for Britain, when the

average is about double those in

Israel's in real terms. M & S

employees ure non-unionized, Men-
doza told ns, “not because we ob-

ject lo anyone joining a union, but

because they don’t feel a need for

it."

ANOTHER excellent place to shop
is one of the 21 John Lewis depart-

ment stores throughout the U.K.,
including a big one. right on
London’s Oxford Street. The chain
built its reputation lo a Large extent

on housewares, particularly
household textiles. Il manufactures
its own brand of fabrics, and
clothing, called Jonelle and its

electrical appliance department
may niso be or interest to the Israeli

visitor.

"Never knowingly undersold" is

the John Lewis slogan — and it has

very practical applications Tor the

shopper. If you buy something at

John Lewis, and then find the iden-

tical product cheaper anywhere else

in the country John Lewis will re-

fund the difference.

The other interesting fact about

the John Lewis Partnership (which
includes the depurtmenl stores und
the Wuitrose supermarkets) is that il

is a cooperative — "an industrial

democracy, the largest in Europe
and perhaps in the world," in the

words of lhc Oxford Sited store's

general manager. Bill Melly, who
received us cordially and explained

how il works.
Every one of the 26,000

employees is a cooperative
member, with a say in Hie business
through elected branch and central

councils.' They are sure from
takeover, as there are no shares sold -

on the Stock Exchange; all. are held

in trust for (he workers. In addition

to salaries based on market rates

and merit pay for good perfor-

mance, each worker gets an annual
’‘partnership bonus" as his share of
the profits. . The record bonus
amounted to 24 per cent On top of

r
the. annual salary, and the lowest

i
Melly could recall was il per cent.
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